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THE SEVENTY-FIFTH ANNUAL REPORT

THE PRESIDENT’S ADDRESS

L
  : it is, as always, with great pleasure that I wel-

come you again to an annual general meeting of our Society, this

time to its seventy-fifth meeting and the fourth occasion upon which

I have had the honour of addressing you as your President. It is, too, so far

the saddest occasion upon which I have spoken to you in this office, for I

have to record the death since we last met of Dr Bill Griffiths, for many

years a member and vice-president of our Society, and one who would

surely in due course have honoured us as our president. His obituary ap-

pears in the newly published volume of our Transactions, together with a

portrait which says with far more eloquence and truth anything I can say,

except to ask you to stand for a few moments to thankfully remember his

life and work amongst us. Will you stand? May he rest in peace and rise in
glory. Thank you.

During the past year, some us of, too have not been very well, and it

is great joy to have Sadie Cole back with us after what was, by modern

standards, a very long stay in hospital, indeed I am told the authorities

eventually had to ask her speed up her recovery and go home because the

ward was no longer big enough to accommodate all the bouquets of flowers

she was receiving from friends and well wishers.

Gwyneth Guy, one of the members of our executive, had to endure a

long convalescence, but she is back amongst us and has resumed her doc-

toral studies at Oxford. On an equally happy note we congratulate Will

Adams, of the Museum and a co-opted member of the committee, on his

recent marriage and hope his new found pleasure, will not make him to-

tally forgetful of the admittedly somewhat lesser delights bestowed upon

the members of our Society.

This year the Society kept the seventy-fifth anniversary of its foundation

with a celebratory luncheon here at Llandrindod at the Metropole Hotel.

Nearly ninety members and their spouses and friends sat down together to

enjoy the excellent food, company, and the entertainment which followed,

provided by Dai Hawkins with the assistance of Anne Goodwin and Ruth

Jones.

Tomorrow is Remembrance Sunday; yesterday we marked the eleventh

hour of the eleventh day of the eleventh month of ; and today many

of us wear our poppies of remembrance whilst also having in mind that

the expectations of our parents and grandparents about it being the war to
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end wars were not fulfilled, and that it was sixty years ago this year that the

Second World War came to a close.

Now, sixty years ago the Radnorshire Society was only fifteen years old

and had barely reached puberty. At its ninth AGM in , when the mem-

bership stood at , it was sadly admitted that:

The Outbreak of War will necessarily restrict the activities of the Rad-

norshire Society, especially during the winter months it will be impos-

sible to hold lectures under present conditions The Executive Com-

mittee has, however, decided to publish the Transactions as usual as

there is sufficient material available for the purpose. It is hoped that

all the members will maintain their interest in the Society during the

period of crisis, so that our work can be fully resumed immediately

normal conditions return.

During the war AGMs were postponed and members had to be content

with a printed report in which in  the executive announced that:

During the past year it was impossible to get any lectures owing to the

difficulties of travelling. Dr Hutton, of the Old Hall, Dolau, a member

of the Society, gave a Lecture in June at the County School on The
menhirs and cromlechs of Assam, [a topic not quite within the terms of

our constitution, but one supposes under those circumstances if needs

be, needs must]. The attendance, it was said, was not good.

By now the effects of war were being felt even in Radnorshire and in their

report the Executive Committee confessed they ‘were anxious to keep the

members together during these most trying days and had made great efforts

to get this volume of the Transactions published’. Worse was to follow:

and the death on active service was reported of Second Lieutenant George

William Venables-Llewelyn of the Royal Engineers. He was killed in an ill-

fated attack on Norway in May , aged . ‘He possessed’ it was said

‘in full measure those attributes which would have enabled him in time to

come to be of great service to Radnorshire. He endeared himself to all who

came in touch with him in a very effortless way’. He was, of course, the son

of our then President, Sir Charles Venables-Llewelyn, Bt.

In  the eleventh annual report also made gloomy reading: ‘During

the continuance of the War the activities of the Radnorshire Society have to

be severely restricted. It is impossible under present conditions to arrange

Lectures or Excursions. The Committee hope that the members will be pa-

tient under these circumstances and accept the publication of the Transac-
tions as the only remaining phase of the Society’s work’. By now Mr FS
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Everiss of West Bromwich and an authority on the rabbits of Radnorshire,

and Mr EJL Cole, already well known for his work on the medieval wills of

Radnorshire, were both serving with His Majesty’s Forces and were soon

to be joined by RCB Oliver and Christopher Newman, whilst Joy Ashton,

who happily is still with us, was a weather girl in the Women’s Royal Air

Force. And, no doubt, there were others who have escaped our records but

of whom the editors would be pleased hear.

So it was not until July  that the Society was able to hold its first

General Meeting since the beginning of the war in . It was addressed

by Mr Ffransis Payne, FSA, of the National Museum of Wales, whose con-

tribution to Welsh culture is evaluated in Marged Haycock’s important ar-

ticle in the newly published volume of the Transactions. Mr Payne’s subject

was the proposed folk museum to be opened at St Fagans. Our members, of

whom there were now , were given the welcome news that ‘Mr EJL Cole

has settled down again to his old hobby [one is not sure that he would have

been happy about his meticulous transcriptions of Radnorshire wills in the

Prerogative Court of Canterbury being called the fruits ‘an old hobby’, but

it was all rather editorially informal in those days], after years of service in

the army and this number contains contributions from him as a result of

his researches’.

Now, you may say, what is the relevance of all this? We are celebrating

 years, not , of our Society. My point is this: we now have a flourishing

membership of  paid up members and for this we owe a considerable

debt to the  members whose loyalty kept our infant Society going from

 to . Can you imagine the debt we owe to this quiet trio of schol-

ars, EJL Cole, Reg Oliver, or Chris Newman, in military dress, helmet and

gas mask, shouldering a kit bag, on active service? Or to those  members

who kept faith with the Society, and continued to pay their subscriptions,

knowing they would get in return no programme, and only an attenuated

Transactions?

Consequently I wear my poppy of remembrance with gratitude and

wonder whether if things had been otherwise, George William Dillwyn-

Venables-Llewelyn would have been one of my presidential predecessors.

And now turning to the present: Sadie Cole, our secretary, continues

to handle the Society’s correspondence and to organize our lecture pro-

gramme. The time has come, however, for us to show our appreciation of

what she does for us in rather more practical terms than votes of thanks,

however sincere and well intentioned they may be. She would like someone

to take over as Lecture Secretary and I am hoping that amongst us here

this afternoon there may be someone who feels inclined to help us in this

and who will contact either Sadie or the president. The text of two of the
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lectures arranged by Sadie for us, Professor Joan Rees on ‘Seed time of Ge-

nius: Shelley in Radnorshire’, and Dr Martin Williams on ‘Sufferings and

Openings — The Persecution and Emigration of Radnorshire Quakers’ are

to be published in future volumes of our Transactions.

Our thanks are due too, to our treasurer, Mr Tom Idris Jones, for keep-

ing the books in good order and in continuing to consolidate our financial

position. Unfortunately, he too, feels it is time for him to relinquish some of

his responsibilities, and has given us due notice of his entirely understand-

able intentions. Hopefully there are some here this afternoon who may feel

inclined to have a word or two over tea with both Sadie and Tom to find

out what is required of those who hold these two important offices.

We are grateful, too, to Mr Stephen Roderick for once again auditing

our accounts and for assuring the membership of their accuracy. Happily,

I have heard no alarming rumours that he intends to retire.

Our thanks are also due, of course, to our librarians, Messrs Barker and

Ridyard, for not only keeping our library in excellent order but also for

keeping an eye open for titles which should be added to our catalogue. Mrs

Baird-Murray who continues to sit in the Society’s Library during opening

hours has, however, two strings to her bow, and the outings she organized,

one to eastern Herefordshire and the other to see the spectacular redevel-

opment of Cardiff Bay.

The restructuring of the museum here at Llandrindod meant that the ex-

ecutive was once again looking for a home and Mrs Baird-Murray, being a

lady of influence, was able to offer us the hospitality of the Metropole ho-

tel for our meetings at which Ruth Jones has continued to keep the minutes

with quiet efficiency.

Our joint editor continues to discharge his duties with the utmost dili-

gence and volume  of our Transactions has been warmly received. Mem-

bers have probably noticed that it now has an index which raises the ques-

tion of the spelling of the County’s place-names. Some years ago we tried

to establish a consistent policy based upon the recommendations of the

late Professor Melville Richards, but there was considerable passive resis-

tance, based one suspects on the personal feelings of contributors about the

Welsh and the Welsh language rather than the requirement of being edito-

rially consistent. Perhaps we will have to follow the example of the county

road signs and give place-names bilingually.

Once again, one cannot leave the subject of the Transactions without

acknowledging our Society’s debt to that band of helpers who put the vol-

umes into envelopes, stick on the labels, and in many cases organize their

delivery, thereby saving our funds a very substantial sum of money.

The Society’s Field Section, represented at Executive Meetings by Anne
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Goodwin, still continues to represent the Society’s youth and vigour. They

have a lively programme and an enviable immunity to the disheartening

effects of bad weather in which many others of us might wish we had a

share.

Lastly I want to thank the executive committee whose record of atten-

dance over the past year has been very impressive indeed and I am sure this

is not just due to the Metropole’s excellent coffee. And once again where

would your President be without the wisdom, ever ready guidance, and

kindness of Joy Ashton and Alwyn Batley?

Ladies and Gentlemen, thank you very much, and we will now proceed

with the rest of the Agenda.

THE SECRETARY’S REPORT

I must first apologise to the Society for the fact that during a large part of

this year I was unable to carry our my Secretarial duties as I would have

wished due to a spell in hospital followed by a period of convalescence.

During my incapacity the Society did not descend into chaos, which goes

to show no-one is indispensable, and my thanks are due to the support

of members of the Executive Committee, and in particular to Mrs Anne

Goodwin. Thank you Anne.

There have been our usual quarterly meetings of the Executive Commit-

tee which have all been well attended and the day to day business of the So-

ciety carried on. We continue to monitor planning applications where and

when historic buildings may be concerned, and the latest matter brought to

our attention has been the possible endangerment of some of our historic

bridges. Contact has been made with the Royal Commission for Ancient &

Historic Monuments with the view of securing more information, and to

obtain a list of bridges which are listed as Ancient Monuments.

We have continued our established links with the Radnorshire Museum

and Powys Archive Service as well as the Clwyd-Powys Archaeological

Trust, the AGM of which I attended to represent the Society. This year

we were able to join with the Radnorshire Wild Life Trust in a joint lecture

and it is hoped that this partnership may continue.

I can report that the usual series of lectures was held and all were very

well attended. In April, Professor Joan Rees, gave a lecture in Presteigne,

entitled ‘Seed Time of Genius: Shelley in Radnorshire’ giving an insight

into the influence of Radnorshire on Shelley‘s poetry. In May at Knighton

we had a joint lecture with the Radnorshire Wild Life Trust, when Julian

Jones, of the Trust, gave a talk on ‘Wild life of east Radnorshire’, illus-
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trated with some fine photographs. Our Rhaeadr lecture also took place in

May when Dr Martin Williams of the Pales, gave a lecture entitled ‘Suf-

ferings and Openings — The Persecution and Emigration of Radnorshire

Quakers’, giving new information about this unique group of people.

After last year’s AGM we were astounded at the breadth and scope

of the work of Mr Ffransis Payne given by Dr Marged Haycock, so this

year we are to have another treat when we shall hear Mr Bill Britnell of

the Clwyd-Powys Archaeological Trust speak on ‘Radnorshire‘s Historic

Landscapes’.

The Publicity material has had several outings during the year, a display

was mounted at the Powys Volunteer Open day in Llandrindod, and thanks

to Mr David Peter the Society was featured during the Victorian Festival,

the usual stand was booked for the Powys Family History Fair and in addi-

tion to these venues the material was also on show at Kington Horse Show.

It is difficult to assess how many members are recruited at these events but

a fair number of enrolment forms are usually taken away.

In addition to this form of publicity the Society‘s website generates en-

quiries about membership, local and family history. The management of

the website has now been taken over by Emma Brown, and it is hoped to

develop the site by adding to it in the future. Our thanks are due to Dr Pat

Howard for the initial work done in setting up the site. The web-address is

to be included on the Society’s notepaper and programme in future in an

attempt to advertise it more widely.

Another leap into the twenty-first century was taken when the Society

purchased a printer/copier for use in the Society Library, shortly to be

joined by a laptop computer for the use of members in the Library.

Maybe the highlight of this our seventy-fifth year was the celebratory

Anniversary Lunch held last month at the Metropole Hotel when in ex-

cess of eighty members were treated to an excellent meal followed by an

entertainment of music and poetry organised by Mr Dai Hawkins.

It only remains for me to thank all those who have made this year easier

for me during my incapacity, together with my usual thanks to the indefati-

gable Mr Alwyn Batley and our Minutes Secretary Mrs Ruth Jones. I am

willing to continue as your Secretary should you so wish.

Sadie Cole

THE EDITORS’ REPORT

One of our primary duties as your editors is to secure articles of inter-

est for the Transactions, a task not without its difficulties and worries. It
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is therefore always a welcome surprise when an unsolicited, yet scholarly

manuscript arrives unexpectedly at our door. And so it was that we re-

ceived from Oxfordshire the article published below on Sir John Clanvowe,

a knight of the March and friend of Chaucer from a new contributor, Mr

MC Seymour.

It is upon occasions such as this, when the author is new to the Trans-
action, that we are often asked to provide a little biographical background

for our readers, and so that you may become better acquainted with those

contributors whose researches fill these pages we offer the following notes:

P J C is Professor Emeritus at Kingston University, and is

the author of Iris Murdoch: A Life () and Going Buddhist (); he

has lived in Radnorshire since , and is writing a study of the writers of

the Welsh mid-March.

RM D, B.S. entered the University of Aberystwyth in October

. In June  he was recruited to the staff of the Radnor Agricul-

tural Executive Committee as a survey officer during his summer vacation.

Travelling by motorbike, he surveyed farms in the rural district of Rhaeadr.

In doing so, and in every vacation until  he visited most fields in the

parishes of Saint Harmon, Nantmel, Cwmteuddwr and Abbey Cwm-hir.

On leaving University in  he resumed work with the AEC, and was

made district officer in that district in , until leaving the County in

.

D M AV G, BA, P.D. After taking a degree in ancient

history and archaeology, she became an authority on the Mediterranean

bronze age, writing many papers on Minoan/Mycenaean glyptic art, and

later published the small finds from the Byzantine excavations at Sarachane

and Amorium. While serving as deputy director of the city museums of

Newcastle-upon-Tyne and keeper of applied art at the Laing Art Gallery,

she produced articles on Newcastle and York silver, Tyneside pottery and

the Beilby/Bewick engraving workshop. She was then appointed curator

of Tunbridge Wells museum and art gallery. Since retiring to Glasbury-

on-Wye, she has interested herself in local church history and botany, and

is currently working on botanical illustrations for the Marcher Apple Net-

work’s A Welsh Marches Pomona. Her publications include: A Handbook of
Newcastle Silver (), A Directory of Newcastle Goldsmiths (), Royal
Tunbridge Wells in Old Picture Postcards (), Tunbridge Ware (),

Amorium Reports, Finds I: The Glass (), and A Survey of the Ceramic
Tiles in the Churches of Radnorshire ().

K P was born in Kington where he attended Lady Hawkins

Grammar School. He later graduated from the universities of Birmingham

and London in History and Economics respectively. After National Ser-
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vice he trained as a teacher and subsequently taught history at Handsworth

Grammar School, Presteigne Grammar School and John Beddoes School

eventually serving as Deputy Headmaster. He lectured for some years on

local history for the Extra-Mural Department of the University of Wales,

Aberystwyth and for the Workers’ Educational Association. In  he

took early retirement in order to devote more time to research and writing.

His publications include A History of Presteigne () and Radnorshire
from Civil War to Restoration (). A regular contributor to the Transac-
tions of the Radnorshire Society and the Woolhope Naturalist’s Field Club

his current research interests include the attempt to unionize farm workers

on the Radnorshire–Herefordshire border in the s and the parliamen-

tary history of Radnorshire.

MC S has studied and taught late medieval English literature at

Oxford, London and in the United States. His publications include edi-

tions of Mandeville, Hoccleve and Trevisa for Oxford University Press and

several biographical studies. He is currently preparing a book on Chaucer.

D M W is a social scientist and, together with his wife,

warden of The Pales, Llandegley. His paper was first given as a talk to the

Radnorshire Society on  May  at Rhaeadr.

RWD Fenn

ACW Fenn

THE LIBRARIAN’S REPORT

Additions to Library stock totalled thirteen items, which seems to be the

average intake in recent years. Eleven were printed books, one in the form

of a CD–ROM and one a floppy disc. With the likelihood that such non-

book material would be acquired more frequently in future, the need for

equipment to make it accessible to readers was raised, somewhat belatedly,

with the Executive Committee. After considering the possibility of sharing

IT facilities with Coleg Powys, it was agreed that the Society could justify

having its own provision and that a desktop computer and ancillary equip-

ment should be installed in the Library Room.

Amongst the collection acquired by gift and purchase and listed below,

three volumes call for special mention.

Publications by members of the Society are always particularly welcome

and much appreciated additions to the Library’s holdings and a major

work by our President is a distinguished case in point. Dr Fenn’s definitive

biography of Radnorshire’s only Eminent Victorian, Sir George Cornewall
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Lewis, establishes him as a figure of both local and national significance

and provides valuable new information and insights from a study of local

manuscript sources.

Another important accession was the long-awaited publication by the

Royal Commission on Ancient and Historical Monuments of Wales of

Richard Suggett’s impressive and detailed survey of cruck-framed houses

in Radnorshire. Research done by members of the Society and reported in

the Transactions contributed substantially to the comprehensive coverage

of the work, and was duly acknowledged.

Finally, in the course of the year the Society was able to acquire for the

Library a copy of Jonathan Williams’ A General History of the County of
Radnor formerly in the possession of the late RCB Oliver. Reg Oliver was

a much-respected historian who had written extensively on the history of

Radnorshire and had used this volume as his working copy. As a result,

almost every page contains emendations, annotations, or commentary in

his hand. Such marginalia provides a potentially invaluable resource for

the history of the County, should a revision of the General History (now in

its centenary year) ever be undertaken.

B, RW: Traditional buildings of Britain: An Introduction to Ver-
nacular Architecture and its Revival (new ed. ).

D, V Eirwen: Helynt y ’Becca [The Rebecca riots] ().

F, Roy William Dearnley: The Life and Times of Sir George Cornewall
Lewis, Bart. A Radnorshire Gentleman (). [Written in association

with Sir Andrew Duff Gordon, Bart.].

G, Margaret AV: Lugwardine Chapel: A Compendium of Godwin Tiles
().

G, Margaret AV: A Survey of Ceramic Tiles in the Churches of Radnor-
shire (). [CD-Rom].

H, John: Bronze Age Settlement in the Welsh Marches [BAR British

series ] ().

H, Geraint, Revd: Some Notes on the History of Penybont, Radnor-
shire, Area ().

J, PA: The Story of a Rural School in Wales from – ().

[Floppy disc].

L W G C: Slow back:  Years of Golf at Llan-
drindod Wells – ().

M, David: The Welsh Wars of Independence c.–c. ().
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S, EM and Goodwin, JH: In and Around Newbridge-on-Wye (New

edition, n.d).

S, Richard: Houses and History in the March of Wales-Radnorshire
– ().

W, Jonathan: A General History of the County of Radnor ().

[With annotations by the late RCB Oliver].

JR Barker

GW Ridyard

Joint Librarians

THE EXCURSIONS ORGANISER’S REPORT

Our First excursion this year was on Wednesday  May leaving Llan-

drindod at nine o’clock. Our first stop was The Church of St John the

Evangelist, Shobdon. Here we met Mr Andrew Gilliat who gave us a brief

history of the church and the Bateman family.

The first known church was a timber chapel, built in Anglo-Saxon times.

The second was a stone church built in the twelfth century, the brain-

child of Olivier de Merlemond, who employed the knight Bernard to build

it for him. A tower was added in the thirteenth century. The third and

present church consisted of a completely new nave, which was built onto

the thirteenth-century tower by the Bateman family of Shobdon Court in

. Every one was amazed by its extravagant gothic style and blue and

white interior, its sweeping ogee arches and embellishments, and its mag-

nificent three tier pulpit, as well as the squire’s pew, with its own fireplace.

On to Ledbury, the rain had stopped and we had a lovely warm sunny

day for the guided walk around Ledbury town with our guide Elizabeth

Galvin. Ledbury is named after the River Leadon that runs through the

parish, the original hamlet was called Liedeberge. Our walk started at The

Old Market House built around , we went up and down the old cob-

bled alleys that had been access to the burgage plots, they had lovely old

names, Tannery Lane — Tilley’s Abbey — Cabbage Lane — Bowlers Yard

— and Church Lane. Elizabeth gave a brief history of the town, St Kather-

ine’s Hospital, the Bishops Mansion, the Barrett Browning Institute, the

Almshouses and many more fascinating buildings. The tour ended at the

Church of St Michael and All Angels, we then had two hours to do our

own exploring.

Next stop Wigmore Abbey; Mr and Mrs John Challis and Mr Jim Tonk-

ins welcomed us to the Abbey. Still the sun was shining on us and we spent
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about an hour in the garden where Jim explained the layout of the Abbey

and the surrounding country. We then had a tour of the renovated inside

of the Abbey and a very nice tea served by Mr and Mrs Challis.

On Wednesday  July fifty-four members boarded the coach in Llan-

drindod for our visit to The National Assembly for Wales, the Wales Mil-

lennium Centre and a tour of Cardiff Bay and Penarth Marina.

When making the booking for the National Assembly they were

adamant we had to be there by . a.m. and I now know why. After

being allocated our time slot we had to go through security. I don’t think

we looked like terrorists but about half of my fifty-four people had some-

thing in their bags or pockets that set off the buzzer. The security guards

thought we really had come from wild Wales.

When eventually every one was through we moved into the Debating

Chamber and were greeted by Mr Glyn Davies, Conservative AM for Mid

and West Wales and Ms Kirsty Williams, Liberal AM for Brecon and Rad-

norshire. We filled the public seating area and Mr Davies asked if there was

anyone left in Radnorshire? Both talked about their work as Welsh Assem-

bly Members and explained how the Assembly worked.

The Assembly decides on its priorities and allocates the funds available

to it from the Treasury. Within its powers, the Assembly develops policy

and approves legislation, which reflects the needs of the people of Wales.

Politicians who are accountable, through the ballot box, to voters in Wales,

make decisions about these issues. We over ran our time as there were so

many questions, eventually we were asked to leave! I hope every one came

away having gained some knowledge of the National Assembly for Wales.

After a lunch break we met up again at the Millennium Centre, here we

had to split into three groups for the tour. All three tour guides had been

well trained and gave an in-depth talk of all the architectural features

On  November  The Wales Millennium Centre costing £ mil-

lion pounds was opened by Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth. Designed by the

architect Jonathan Adams, the helmet-shaped slate, steel, timber and glass

building has had mixed reviews. It is known locally as ‘The Armadillo’ or

‘The Computer Mouse’ it is without doubt a unique structure. The glass

front, which stretches the entire front of the building, has words in En-

glish and Welsh. The English ‘in these stones horizons sing’ and the Welsh

‘Creating truth like glass from inspiration’s furnace’ written by the Welsh

poet Gwyneth Lewis. It is now the home of the Welsh National Opera,

the Urdd, Hijinx Theatre and others. It has staged ballets and many West

End musicals; we saw the cast of ‘Miss Saigon’ rehearsing one of the dance

sequences.

Finally back on the coach for the tour of Cardiff Bay and Panarth Ma-
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rina. Again we had an excellent guide who took us around the Waterfront,

the -acre lake and the Oval Basin. We drove passed the Destroyer HMS

Cardiff, which had docked for a final visit to the Capital before it’s decom-

mission, then on over the Cardiff Bay Barrage Europe’s most advanced

civil engineering project and out through Penarth town to a panoramic

viewpoint overlooking the Bay and the rivers Taff and Ely. On to Penarth

sea front, the Victorian pier and views over Flat and Steep Holm islands.

We drove back into Cardiff past the Historical Mount Stuart Square, Coal

Exchange, Bute Town and Tiger Bay.

Finally, my thanks to all who helped, but especially our treasurer Mr

Tom Jones.

Norma Baird-Murray

Excursions Organiser

THE FIELD SECTION REPORT

This has been a successful and well-attended year for the Field Section.

In November we held an Antiques Roadshow at Pen-y-bont with Philip

Baldwin and a committee meeting at Y Garth, Nantmel, at the invitation

of Dai Hawkins.

The theme for the year was ‘Youth and Old Age’, and the first event was

our very enjoyable lunch in February at Bryntirion House Hotel, Rhaeadr,

the former workhouse. Our guest speaker was Bryan Lawrence, who spoke

about the Poor Law and the history of Rhaeadr workhouse. In April the

Teme Valley was visited and young people and education was studied.

Stephen Jones met us at Maesgwyn, Felindre, which had been a school

for non-conformists  years ago. Edward Harris led us up two miles of

tracks to see the remains of the school and hamlet of Werniginiog, where

flagstones had been quarried. At the Radnorshire Arms, Bugeildy, the Revd

Hart gave us a talk on the history of Bugeildy school.

In May Bryan Lawrence led the party to see various schools in the Elan

Valley, Cwmteuddwr, Saint Harmon, Bwlchysarnau and Llaethdy, all now

closed. Bryan had many amusing anecdotes to tell in his usual inimical

style.

The mid-summer picnic, at the Court Fold, Old Radnor was ruined by

heavy rain, and fortunately Janis and Trevor Bell kindly asked us to their

home near by. In July, on a lovely day, schools in the Kington and Old

Radnor area were visited. Allan Lloyd told the story of Lady Hawkins

School, Kington; the original buildings were built by the King’s carpenter,
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John Abel. At Mahallom, near Huntington, we saw the disused school and

an old pupil, David Bufton, told his experiences. The school site at School

Farm, Weythel concluded that day (by kind permission of Mrs Margaret

Price). Ruth Jones told the party about the endowment for the education of

local children by Lady Joanna Hartstonge, a Gwynne of Llanelwedd Hall.

In September Mr Eifion Jones, the headmaster at Llanelwedd school

welcomed us. This school was also endowed by Dame Joanna and it is still

flourishing. We next visited Pencerrig school at Cwmbach where Joy Ash-

ton had been the last head teacher, and Mr Trevor Morgan showed us the

plans of how it had been divided into four dwellings. The last port of call

was Newbridge-on-Wye where Sid Meredith told us the history of the de-

molished old primary school. We concluded that day with tea at ‘Quackers’

Llanyre, a play barn run by the Hammond family, a farm diversification.

In the spring several hardy members braved another expedition with Bob

Silvester exploring the Beacon Hill, Bugeildy, and they hope to continue

with similar forays this autumn.

Our AGM was held on  October at the St John’s Hall in Llandrindod.

The officers and committee were re-elected with the addition of Nanci

Morgan. We await our next newsletter, which Dai Hawkins is produc-

ing, and we will be having a quiz at the Severn Arms on  November.

A committee meeting will be held at Upper House, Kinnerton on Friday

 November.

I would like to thank our committee and officers, especially Anne Good-

win our Secretary, who keeps us all in order, Joy Ashton our Treasurer, all

those who have led our expeditions and the owners of the various proper-

ties we have visited, for their welcome and co-operation.

RL Jones

Chairman

POWYS COUNTY ARCHIVES OFFICE

Yet again the past year has proved to be full of activity for Powys Archives.

Visitor numbers have reached around , whilst staff have responded to

well over  enquiries by email and letter. In  we significantly in-

creased outreach activities across the County. For instance, regular press

releases kept new and old users informed about events and new accessions

received at the Archives. Several news stories about Powys Archives ap-

peared on BBC Online, and staff were interviewed on Radio Maldwyn, as

well as appearing twice on the HTV Evening News to talk about interesting

and exciting new deposits placed with the Archives.
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At the end of  Powys Archives undertook its annual visitor sur-

vey. This has become an annual event in the Archives calendar. Conclu-

sions and comments resulting from the survey are essential as we try to

improve and develop the Service. Some of the findings for  are as fol-

lows: % of our visitors come to undertake research for personal interest

such as family or house history; % are new users and intend to return;

% of those who come to Powys Archives travel from within Powys. In

 this figure was only % — evidence that our increased outreach ac-

tivities across the county are working; % of our visitors are over  years

of age. Younger people,  years and under, still do not use Powys Archives

regularly; % of those surveyed think staff are friendly, % helpful and

% knowledgeable. Additional comments were also invited and the over-

whelming majority of these concentrated on lack of space for researchers,

the over-crowded searchroom and lack of facilities for visitors.

Following grant funding from CyMAL (Museums, Archives and Li-

braries Council in Wales) to purchase display boards, Archives staff put

together a small exhibition which toured around selected libraries in Powys

between November  and April . ‘Literary Associations with

Powys’ was its theme, using documentary evidence from the Archives. It

featured authors and poets with associations with the three old counties

of Breconshire, Radnorshire and Montgomeryshire. The images used from

Powys Archives included a letter from JM Barrie, creator of Peter Pan,

who corresponded with the Lewis family of Milford Hall in Newtown; a

title deed signed by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, creator of Sherlock Holmes,

who was party to a conveyance in Radnorshire; and an entry relating to

the poet T Harri Jones (the ‘poor man’s Dylan Thomas’) in the Llanafan

school admission register. Anna Page, Trainee Archivist, appeared in a

short interview for HTV Wales Evening News, in which she spoke about

this exhibition.

Powys Archives undertook a conservation survey in November of last

year with the help of a professional conservator. The funding for this

project was also awarded by CyMAL. As we await the final report pre-

liminary findings are as follows: % of our storage facilities need to be

improved, including environmental monitoring and conditions; conserva-

tion work needs to address .% of unstable archival documents (com-

pared to a UK figure of .%); boxing or other packaging is needed for

.% of our collections; .% of our records need improved security

(mainly a problem with our outstores); .% of our collections have ei-

ther medium or high use (UK figure .%); .% of our collections are

catalogued (UK figure .%); .% of our collections are damaged in

some way; physical (e.g. torn pages), chemical (e.g. corrosive ink) and bio-
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logical (e.g. insects/animal) (UK figure .%); .% have surface dirt

(UK figure .%) warranting a cleaning programme as a priority. The

report concludes:

in general Powys County Archives Office’s collection care is not good

and the majority of preservation management factors that reduce the

risk to a collection are not in place, namely storage, secondary pro-

tection, environmental monitoring and conditions, and these need ad-

dressing.

Following on from the conservation survey and the recommendation to

undertake a priority cleaning programme, Lindsay Smith was appointed

during the summer to clean certain collections of surface dirt and mould.

Lindsay was employed over a twelve week period, and along with Archives

staff, received training from a professional conservator on how to use spe-

cialist conservation cleaning equipment. During her time in post Lindsay

managed to clean in excess of  volumes, some of which were previously

unusable by members of the public due to health and safety issues with

mould and dirt.

In July we proceeded with our final, and perhaps most important, project

funded with a grant from CyMAL, and appointed two consultants from

the Atkins Consultancy firm. Hugh Edgar and Ian Milford, specialists in

archive accommodation, were commissioned to look at all the different

accommodation options for Powys Archives. As many of you will know

Powys Archives has significantly outgrown its current building, both in

terms of facilities for the public, and suitability and space for our collec-

tions. At the end of  the Atkins consultants concluded their work with

a report outlining the accommodation options for the service. This will

now form the basis of future planning for Powys Archives. This exciting

project is the first step in a long process to try and achieve better facilities

for the service.

Powys Libraries, Archives and Information Service was involved this

year with the BBC’s People’s War project. Essentially the BBC created a

website which aimed to collect World War Two stories and recollections

from across Britain, and they encouraged official bodies, organisations and

volunteer groups to get involved and help record memories for the website.

As a result Powys Library service held a series of talks in Brecon, New-

town and Llandrindod Wells over the spring and summer of this year, on

what can be revealed about this period’s history from records held at Powys

Archives.

Following on from this, Powys Archives held a very successful Open Day
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on  September, the theme for the day being World War Two. The BBC

Wales Bus attended the day, and BBC staff were on hand to record World

War Two memories and stories. In total seventy three visitors came to the

Open Day, they were taken on a tour of the premises and enjoyed the small

display of World War Two documents from the our collections. This year

we again received invaluable help from seven volunteers, without whom the

day would not be possible.

Anna Page, Trainee Archivist with Powys Archives continues her

archives training in the form of a distance-learning course with the Uni-

versity of Wales Aberystwyth. Powys Library, Information and Archives

Service continues to financially support Anna through this course. Over the

past year she has completed a number of essays and assignments covering

topics such as electronic records, local studies collections in local authority

libraries and the records of the Great Sessions of Wales, with particular ref-

erence to Montgomeryshire. She has also attended two study schools. The

first was at Aberystwyth, and was a week devoted to Palaeography — the

reading and transcription of old documents. The second was a fieldtrip to

London to visit national and specialist repositories. With the other student

from the distance-learning course, Anna visited the National Archives, the

Victoria & Albert Museum design archive, and the archives at the Guild-

hall and the Rothschild Bank.

The Friends of Powys Archives, which was established in January ,

continues to attract new members. To date over  individuals, families

or societies have joined. Our quarterly newsletter, Almanac, continues to

go to all Friends, Council Members, libraries and secondary schools. A

number of talks have been held, including joint meetings with the Radnor

Group of PFHS. A small number of Friends are also transcribing and in-

dexing several school log books, by working on digitised copies of these

volumes at home. Angela Jones from Guernsey has completed the tran-

scription of two Newchurch school log books dating from –, and

those for Gladestry dating from –. Dorothy Baynham from Llan-

drindod has transcribed the Llanbister Cantal log books –. There

are other Friends from Exeter, Caerphilly, Llandrindod Wells and Hereford

working on additional school records. Sadie Cole, Secretary of the Radnor-

shire Society took on and completed the enormous task of transcribing a

Radnorshire Quarter Sessions Order Book, –. All transcription

work is now available for consultation.

Powys Archives held three teacher placement days in February, June

and October of . These were organised in partnership with Careers
Wales. To date  teachers from schools around Powys have attended, and

throughout the days we concentrated on workshops using different sources,
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including census returns, parish registers, OS maps and school log books.

Feedback from the day was extremely positive and we hope to continue de-

veloping links with schools. Another placement day for teachers has been

planned for February next year.

Finally Catherine Richards has relinquished her position as secretary of

the Welsh County Archivists’ Group and has become Chair from October

this year. The group meets twice a year to discuss matters of particular

relevance to Welsh archive services.

Powys Archives – Annual Report was published in April. This

summarises the work undertaken by staff and a full list of accessions re-

ceived. Details of accessions received during  with particular reference

to Radnorshire are as follows:

Public and Official Records

Rating valuation ledger for Rhayader Area –. Radnorshire

County Council: Proposals under the National Health Service Act 

[Acc ]

Poor Rate assessment book for the parish of Bugeildy (Beguildy) –

 [Acc ]

Llanbister CP School: Governors’ minute book – [Acc ]

Powys County Council bound minute books – [Acc ]

Heyope Parish: Churchwarden’s accounts, Parish Council minute books,

cash books, charity book, correspondence –.

Enclosure Award for the township of Knucklas, in the parishes of Heyope,

Beguildy & Llangunllo  [Acc ]

Town Clerk’s book of entry of the proceedings of the general Quarter Ses-

sions of the Peace for the borough of New Radnor and the liberties

thereof, Midsummer  to Epiphany  [Acc ]

Forestry Commission District Officers’ maps of Crychan and Tywi Forests

Breconshire and Radnorshire, pre . Second War revision ˝OS

maps, sheets , , , , showing blocks of forestry, . [Acc ]

Radnorshire Education Committee: lists of children attending primary

schools in the county in April  [Acc ]

Overseers’ receipts and payments ledger, Rhayader Union, Cefnllys Parish

– [Acc ]

Attendance registers from Crossgates (Llanbadarn Fawr) CP School –

 [Acc ]
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Non-Official Records

Workbook of A E Price, Lengthsman at Llanbadarn-y-Garreg –.

Catalogues & schedules for Radnorshire Agricultural Show –

[Acc ]

Documents relating to Ackhill, Dolley Green Estate, Presteigne –

[Acc ]

Framed photograph of Cwm Elan House, Elan Valley c. [Acc ]

Records of Llandrindod Wells Golf Club: share certificate registers, pho-

tographs, slides & postcards, booklets on the Golf Club, press cuttings,

copy of Slow Back – [Acc ]

Letter from RCB Oliver, promoting his book The Squires of Penybont Hall
 [Acc ]

Newbridge-on-Wye, WI; minute book -; scrapbook  [Acc

]

Llandrindod Wells, Sequence Dancing Club: Minutes –, Diary

–, Subscription book –, Press release,  [Acc ]

Records relating to the sale of the Silurian Mills, Knighton –

[]

Collection of postcards, in  albums including views of the Elan Valley.

Late Cth & early Cth [Acc ]

 market books of RP Hamer, Auctioneers, Penybont –. Bank

cash book of RP Hamer – [Acc ]

Postcard of Mr William Thomas’s Llandrindod Prize Choir c. [Acc

]

Copy of The Ithonian — Llandrindod Wells County Secondary School

magazine  [Acc ]

Genealogical papers and photographs of the late Mrs Ffrangcon Elizabeth

Astley, née Finney, relating to the Finney Family of Mid-Wales and the

Midlands, the Ingham family of Yorkshire and the Astley family of Rad-

norshire – [Acc ]

Minute book of the Nantmel and Llanwrthwl District Nursing Association

– [Acc ]

Second World War Civil Defence, Air Raid and National Service leaflets

–. County of Radnor training certificates - [Acc ]

Photographs: Coleg Llandrindod –; Residential School for the

Deaf, Llandrindod Wells –; Llandegley, Howey and Crossgates

Schools –; Coleg Llandrindod Magazine – [Acc ]
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Photographs and copies of photographs of the Radnorshire Home Guard,

c.; handwritten memoir of RVW Edwards’ service in the Home

Guard  [Acc ]

Letters from Norman Lewis (Louis) Millward of Llandrindod Wells, whilst

serving aboard HMS Alaunia –. Photographs and memorabilia

- [Acc ]

Notebook of Henry Vaughan Vaughan, used as Guidfa Estate rent book

–, Llanbadarn Fawr [Acc ]

Ledger listing supplies of coal, lime, bricks, pipes, etc, costs, and to whom

supplied, in the Pantydwr/Saint Harmon area – [Acc ]

Additional records of the Radnorshire Company Ltd [Acc ]

Bundle of deeds relating to farms in Glascwm, the property of Samuel

S Beavan: Llwyncelyn, Gelynnen, Cwmmawr, Helyg, Penllanerch and

Pontvane/Penvaine, Newchurch – [Acc ]

‘A Hundred Years of Spa Football, –.’ A history of Llandrindod

Wells Football Club; typescript with photographs [Acc ]

Photographs of salmon fishing at Aberedw and Builth Wells, by PB Abery

of Builth Wells and C Selwyn of Llandrindod Wells, early s [Acc

]

Catherine Richards

Archives Manager



RADNORSHIRE SOCIETY BALANCE SHEET FOR THE YEAR ENDED

30 SEPTEMBER 2005

INCOME 2003/4

Members’ subscriptions 5,040-00

Future subscriptions 45-00

Part subscriptions/donations 275-75 5,360-75 5,351

Grants (Welsh Church Act) 500-00 500

Sales 424-05 123

Gift Aid Scheme 747-44 732

Building Society interest 478-36 307

Monies from excursions 1,265-50 727

TOTAL INCOME 8,776-10 7,740

EXPENDITURE

Printing of Transactions for 2003 2,867-00 nil

Purchase of books for library 365-15 121

Insurances 277-50 267

Hire of rooms. Meetings, lectures 205-87

Library (2 years) 150-00 355-87 161

Donations in lieu of lecturers’ fees 60-00 132

Membership of other societies 103-00 126

Cost of excursions 1,195-00 645

Administration costs

Purchase of printer 77-31

Website costs 45-81

Bookbinding 108-81

Printing of cards, etc. 117-76

Stationery 59-45

AGM advert 42-00

Reception for Cambrians 245-50

Flowers 52-50

Librarians’ expenses 67-72

Treasurer’s expenses 43-84

Secretary’s expenses 476-45 1,337-15 936

TOTAL EXPENDITURE 6,560-67 2,388

NET INCOME 2,215-43 5,352

Balances as at 30.09.04 Bank 493-66

Building Society 14,400-00 14,893-66 9,542

Add Net Income for 2004/5 2,215-43 5,352

Balances as at 30.09.05 Bank 383-29

Building Society 16,725-80 17,109-09 14,894

LIABILITIES OF THE RADNORSHIRE SOCIETY

Cost of printing of the Transactions for 2004 £2,956.

Audited and found correct

Stephen Roderick Tom Idris Jones

1.11.05 (Hon. Treasurer)



IRIS MURDOCH AND WALES

Peter Conradi

D
   one-to-one conversation with Iris Murdoch, in

November  in an Edinburgh pub, she recited the well-known

doggerel:

Radnorshire, poor Radnorshire

Never a Park nor never a Deer

Never a Squire with Five hundred a Year

Excepting Squire Fowler

Of Abbey Cwm-hir.

I was writing my Ph.D on her work, and she was giving the Gifford lectures

on Natural Theology at the University. This recitation must have happened

because I told her I lived partly in Radnorshire.

By that time she and her husband John Bayley had started to weekend

occasionally with George Clive and his mother Lady Mary, sister-in-law

of another friend, Anthony Powell, at their eighteenth century red-brick

house and splendid grounds, Whitfield, in Herefordshire. The Bayleys had

met the Clives through their friends Reynolds Stone (the engraver) and

his wife Janet. When staying at Whitfield they made jaunts to such spots as

Kilpeck, and to Bredwardine, on the Radnorshire border. (Anthony Powell

himself was of course proud of his own Radnorshire roots, and researched

them thoroughly, his family coming originally from Brilley).

None of us knew then that she would spend an appreciable part of her

last two years,  and , probably one week in three — an aggre-

gate of seven or eight months — with us at Cascob, in Radnorshire itself,

afflicted with Alzheimers. So she must be counted a writer who spent as

much time in Radnorshire as Wordsworth or Shelley. Before giving an ac-

count of that period, some words on the small place afforded to Wales in

her novels is in order.

The pre-eminent novelist and philosopher Dame Iris Murdoch was born

in Dublin in , and died in Oxford in . She identified early and

passionately with the Anglo-Irish ancestry claimed by her Richardson

mother’s family. That this was — or had once been — an ‘Ascendancy

background’ with its big houses in Co. Tyrone, was never precisely stated,

but somehow also never disavowed. In any case such ancestry was, by the

twentieth century, safely and romantically distant. The family had come

down in the world.



    

How far I was startled, when writing her biography from  to  to

discover: her maternal aunt Gertie Bell who married Thomas Bell, a car-

mechanic from Dublin’s Talbot Street, and who early became an alcoholic,

produced four sons, none of whom had tertiary education, and three of

whom worked for Cadbury’s in Dublin as, respectively, fitter, storeman,

and long-distance lorry-driver.¹ If by Anglo-Irish is meant a ‘Protestant on

a horse’, a big house, the world of Molly Keane or of Bowen’s Court, this

was not it.

Gertie’s husband Thomas Bell, and his war-time comrade Hughes Mur-

doch — Iris’s father — had both served as second lieutenants during the

Great War in King Edward’s Horse. There must, afterwards, have been a

double courtship. The marriage of the two sisters was also hasty, Gertie giv-

ing birth to Iris’s first cousin Victor four months later, and three weeks be-

fore Iris was born at the identical address, and probably in the same room,

only six months after her parents had wed. Iris was una bambina di sette
mesi.

Murdoch’s two surviving and respectable Ulster first cousins on her fa-

ther’s side, whom I visited, recalled nothing — and probably never learnt of

the existence of — these other first cousins of Murdoch’s on her mother’s

side:² (nor was there any Murdoch witness to Iris’s parents’s marriage cer-

tificate). Infrequently she would boast in interview of having Catholic as

well as Protestant Irish relatives, as if to lay claim, as the Anglo-Irish so

often have, to identifying emotionally with, and being a suitable spokesper-

son for, the entire Irish polity.³ The nearest Catholic relatives I found were

the wives of two of these Bell first cousins, and children of her eldest cousin

Victor. Most of these she never met. Like many novelists Murdoch was a

myth-maker, in her private life as much as her fiction.

Her mythical, private map of the universe privileged especially Ireland,

where she placed two novels — The Unicorn and The Red and the Green
— and London, where almost all her other novels are set. When her char-

acters, who come generally from the intelligentsia, want to escape, they

travel, like their real-life counterparts, to France, or get academic jobs in

the United States. London is their epicentre, and Scotland and Wales get

few mentions, as places to holiday in but not reside. Wales itself must early

have signified for her the way to the Holyhead ferry for Ireland, in her

childhood by train; after the war, sometimes by car.

Pembrokeshire figures in one of her best romances, A Fairly Honourable
Defeat () which re-works the plot of Much Ado about Nothing in con-

temporary London. Iris Murdoch and John Bayley had stayed at a cottage

there near the coast belonging to Janet Stone’s sister, married to an Ox-

fordshire prep school head-master called Pike, an uneventful weekend that
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scarcely appears in her journals:

Sept  . We went to Dorset in early August & on with Janet and

Reynolds to cottage in Pembrokeshire.

With the instinctive thrift of an expert writer, she none the less stored up

details of this cottage, and put them to use the following year when she

was composing the novel. She needed for the plot somewhere near enough

to London for her character to reach within a day, yet remote, so that the

disasters she has in mind for Hilda Foster, who stays there, can happen un-

aided by neighbours. Hilda is to be telephoned with news of an imposture

that has put her marriage at risk, and elects from vanity to be the one to

give this good news to her husband. But she drops the telephone which

breaks, surreally exposing its wire-guts, then wanders all night, like a lover

from A Midsummer Night’s Dream, on the Pembrokeshire moors, while,

unbeknown to her, her husband, full of sleeping-pills and alcohol, drowns

from despair.

Accordingly the cottage is two miles from the sea, six miles from the

main road, and further than that from the nearest village, approached by

a rough track which runs between mossy brambly mounds that had once

been stone walls, the only nearby habitation now being an empty farm-

house. Like many places in her novels, it has a vivid presence which you

don’t easily forget, with its dark pools, glittering boulders, heather and

watercress.

I recall two Welsh characters only from her twenty-six novels. One is the

actress Rosina Vamburgh in The Sea, The Sea (), of whom we learn

that she is beautiful though boss-eyed, passionately jealous and possessive,

fiery-tempered, varnishes her finger-nails, and is able to run at speed in high

heels. How much and how little any of these qualities relates to her Welsh

origins is left for the reader to determine: she is deracinated through being a

famous and successful actress, and does not employ her slight Welsh accent

when on stage.

The other, perhaps more artfully Welsh character is Owen Secombe-

Hughes, in An Accidental Man (), a shabby, failed photographer work-

ing from a Hammersmith semi-basement, whither he pretends to arrive

each morning, having in fact slept the night before there on a camp-bed.

He relieves himself in the garden, leaving a foxy stench. Ill-luck, the betting-

shop, the pub and — or so he romances — women, have all played a part

in his failure. He borrows money from his overweight assistant, ex-athlete

Mitzi Ricardo, and ogles her too, and writes a  line poem about her in

Welsh. Mitzi is not in love with Owen, but feels sorry for him.



    

His Welshness is lightly — if not platitudinously — sketched. He once

won a small prize at an Eisteddfod. He has his own ‘special Welsh devil’.

His eyes glitter ‘like a slate-quarry’. He wears a ‘bowed Druidic persona’

and has a ‘bardic smile’. He dreams of a return to his sea-side village —

not far, we infer, from Aberystwyth — where there are seals, crabs and —

as he lyrically claims — ‘wet rocks as pink as the dawn and little secret

inlets where the sea is like cream and there is light yellow seaweed like light

tossed hair. And the cormorant flits like a ghost low over the waves. And

there is solitude and the wild pained cry of the seagull’ [p. ].

This is all fairly schematically done, in a derivative and easy short-hand.

The habit of English novelists visiting Wales within their fictions for light

relief, then condescending to their Welsh characters, whom the reader is

to agree to find humourous, goes back far beyond Waugh’s Decline and
Fall, to (at least) those pedigree-obsessed curiosities, Mrs Cadwallader

in George Eliot’s Middlemarch, and Mrs Woodcourt in Dickens’s Bleak
House, the latter interestingly omitted from Andrew Davies’s recent tele-

vision adaptation. Perhaps Shakespeare is the first English writer thus to

view Wales, though his Fluellen, Glendower and Sir Hugh Evans are, of

course, inward portraits, and by no means simple parodies.

Murdoch often publicly deplored the habit of novelists putting their

friends into their work, or borrowing from life, apart from situational logic,

which she seems to have felt could fairly and reasonably be exploited: thus

one sub-plot concerning the fate of a big house in her novel Henry and Cato
perhaps distantly echoes Whitfield politics. I had always assumed that she

obeyed her own self-denying ordinance until discovering that her journals

openly identify the character Hugo Belfounder — in her first published

novel Under the Net () — as a portrait of her mentor Yorick Smythies;

and until discovering also that she recognisably used her lover and friend

Elias Canetti as model for three differently malevolent characters: Mischa

Fox in The Flight from the Enchanter (), Julius King in A Fairly Hon-
ourable Defeat () and Charles Arrowby in The Sea The Sea ().

That a Welshman played a significant part in her earlier life is of interest.

When Iris arrived, fresh from a Somerville College First, to work in the

Treasury, in the autumn of , she spent many evenings in the pubs and

clubs of Fitzrovia, where she found truer soul-mates than within the frosty

Civil service. One fellow Bohemian there was Keidrych Rhys, born William

Ronald Rees Jones, who changed this presumably to sound more Welsh.

The Ceidrych is a small river that ran near his birth-place, Blaensawdde

near Llanddeusant in Carmarthenshire. Iris Murdoch kept in her album

and so presumably valued, a photograph of him, wearing, if I remember

rightly, tweeds.
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He was an influential figure because of his journal Wales which he had

launched in , with the motto ‘Though we write in English, we are

rooted in Wales’. This served during the war years, and later, as a ‘vir-

tual abroad’ for writers and artists and was glamourized by periodicals

like Horizon, which Iris was certainly reading, as an ambitious apprentice

writer herself, hoping to be published and seeking appropriate friends and

connexions. Rhys’s own poem ‘Tragic Guilt’ belongs to this period. It starts

with the poet’s disclaiming being English — ‘My roots lie in another re-

gion’ — but ends with his acknowledgement of blitz camaraderie:

I have felt in my bones comradeship and pity,

I have seen wonders in an open blitz city.

Amid tremendous history, new pity.

There were two puzzles about Rhys that might now be illuminated together.

One is that John Bayley, who met him in  or , recalls Rhys as

among the many war-time suitors who wished to marry her. The other

is how Iris came to know Dylan Thomas, with whom she once claimed

to have danced during the war at the Gargoyle. Iris Murdoch’s war-time

flat-mate, now the distinguished philosopher Philippa Foot, does not recall

Thomas, nor know how Iris might have met him.

Bayley’s recollections of Rhys are of an amiable man, unpretentious,

devoted to an idea of Iris, mildly comical, and on the look-out, as any

editor must perforce be, for talent and opportunity in others — a ‘scalp

in the belt’. For her part Iris Murdoch was never in love with Rhys, but

certainly felt sorry for him.

The helpful commentator on Welsh cultural matters, M Wynn Thomas

mentions Rhys and his various contacts in two books, without having great

regard for the man himself (‘flamboyant’, ‘brash’, ‘self-advertising’, etc.).⁴

By contrast Glyn Jones starts his The Dragon has Two Tongues () with

a ‘Letter to Keidrych’, written in ‘affection and gratitude’ and with self-

evident respect, and later recalls first meeting Rhys in , tall, handsome,

dressed in beautiful tweeds and speaking Welsh, disconcertingly, with the

accent of the English public schools. Meic Stephens’s entry for Rhys in

the DNB evokes him vividly as a generous and gifted editor, often short

of money and so unable to pay contributors, an ebullient personality de-

lighting in controversy and scandal, especially about members of the Welsh

establishment, ‘among whom his paranoia detected many a plot against

him’.

Meic Stephens makes clear that Rhys’s first marriage, to Lynette Roberts

in October , was a secret ceremony, against his parents’ wishes, and



    

that the best man was indeed that fellow-Carmarthenshire poet Dylan

Thomas, who once called Rhys ‘the best sort of crank’. This first marriage

was put under strain by Rhys’s prolonged absences on active service and

ended in divorce in ; the couple had a son and daughter. Meanwhile

Rhys collected and published his poems in The Van Pool () and edited

three anthologies of verse Poems from the Forces (), More Poems from
the Forces () and Modern Welsh Poetry () of which the last was

the most influential. He was married for a second time in , to Eva

Smith, by whom he had a son. Dylan Thomas was not the only war-time

mutual acquaintance or friend of Rhys and Murdoch: both also knew the

Sri Lankan poetry editor and fellow Fitzrovian, Tambimuttu, with whom

Rhys cooperated in – as London editor of Tambimuttu’s post-war

magazine Poetry London–New York.

Rhys lived and died in Heath Street, Hampstead, a life-long supporter

of Plaid Cymru, which suggests a willingness to brave contradiction, and

also a fine indifference to any discomfort involved in appearing to play a

part. He is memorialised in — among many places — the Dictionary of Na-
tional Biography, the Companion to the Literature of Wales (ed. Stephens),

and two essays in the journal Planet.⁵ And his papers have recently been

acquired by the National Library of Wales. All this suggests a real distance

between his possible literary counterpart, if that is what Secombe-Hughes

is, in that seedy Hammersmith basement, and Rhys.

It is crucial to Secombe-Hughes’s paramour Mitzi that an accident has

caused her to fail as an athlete: and also that she finds love only after a

suicide attempt. An Accidental Man is — in part — a meditation on the

condition of failure itself, spiritual and moral, and abounds in characters

who have not, in worldly terms, made a success of their lives.⁶ I would haz-

ard the guess none the less that, when Murdoch came to create the failed

poet Owen Secombe-Hughes in , with his ‘bardic’ smile and ‘bowed

druidic persona’ some memories, conscious or unconscious, of Rhys, may

have come to her aid. While it would not surprise me if it should one day

turn out that Rhys wrote at least one poem to or for Iris, albeit not neces-

sarily one of  lines, Meic Stephens recalls none that are in print.

There is arguably one further Welsh character. A blue-eyed dog called

Anax in her wonderful  novel The Green Knight was based, she told

us, on our Radnorshire blue merle collie bitch Cloudy (–). Such

albino ‘sports’ with their grey mixed coats are of course known locally

as ‘silver-eyes’; in the nineteenth century they were sometimes drowned

as pups, by farmers superstitious about the apparent power and intensity

of their gaze. In  Iris enquired about this dog, about whom we had

corresponded, born at Foessidoes Farm, near Kinnerton, when she heard
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her bark over the telephone: ‘I should like to meet that beast’. They met

in the autumn of , when the dog, untypically, felt instantly so much at

home that she soon fell asleep with her head on Dame Iris’s feet in their

canvas shoes. On my visiting Dame Iris with Cloudy in Oxford when she

was composing The Green Knight in , she made careful notes, wrote

and also telephoned, to check the odd point about the dog’s description.

Although her fictions are romances, actuality mattered too, and seems to

have acted as an anchor to her many flights of imaginative fantasy. She was

proud of the exciting adventures she invented for the fictional dog, whose

flight across London significantly changes the plot.

In  galleys of this novel were sent me by her Chatto editor, and I

noted some slight errors, both in relation to the dog’s coat, and also some

less insignificant matters. I sensed that Chatto editors shrunk from the sub-

editing that her increasingly swollen novels really needed, and later learnt

that their well-meaning attempt to edit The Good Apprentice () had

been met by an icy rebuke from Dame Iris requesting the publishers, to

‘please put everything back’. This they did, at some expense.

So, on a whim, I wrote to her as if from our dog, in a tone of facetious

meekness, making various points that I no longer recall. She replied fast,

and equally light-heartededly, addressing herself to the dog, undertaking to

make all changes requested. This answer, addressed on the envelope to the

dog is, I think, in the Iris Murdoch archive at Kingston University, together

with evidence from the next set of proofs that she really paid attention and

made changes. It is a mysterious thought that a letter purporting to be from

a Radnorshire dog succeeded where the grand editors of King William IV

Street had so signally failed.

Soon she had reason to get to know and love this dog much better, as she

started to spend time with us at Cascob. It happenned, like much of life,

accidentally. She and John Bayley drove in May  from Charleston’s

literary festival in Sussex to a birthday party of mine at Cascob, staying at

the Radnorshire Arms, and made clear that they enjoyed being with us, as

did we with them, and wanted to return. There were in  I think visits

of one week each in May and October, and then, after I had taken early

retirement from academic life in March , many subsequent visits of

one and more weeks. By this stage I was formally engaged as her authorised

biographer, and we conducted many interviews and looked at photographs

together and she was in  still able to retrieve names from the past and

help.

We knew little about Alzheimers and had to learn ‘on the hoof’. It was

soon apparent that John Bayley did not want professional care which in-

deed only happenned in the last weeks of Dame Iris’s life. These Radnor-



    

shire visits provided her with a much-needed sense of family. We washed

her hair, bathed her and brought her new clothes. When I now recall these

distant two years, they are shot through with a strange mixture of grief and

joy: happiness taken in each other’s company, heartache shared at Dame

Iris’s ordeal. Beauty of mind gone, that of her spirit remained.

Some activities helped attenuate the anxiety that attends her affliction:

drying, brushing and playing with the dog counted high. As the now ageing

Cloudy became increasingly arthritic, her pace slowed to meet Dame Iris’s.

There was also swimming in our pond in summer, gardening, walking on

the Radnorshire hills, singing together: Anglican hymns, Irish airs, French

chansons, English and Scottish folk-song. Musical memory, we learnt, goes

deeper even than the memory of language itself, and, late in her life, after

she could no longer recall the words, she could happily hum, and danced at

Cascob as late as December , weeks before her death at the Vale home,

in Oxford.

None of us knew then that this death would be re-enacted within two

years by Dame Judi Dench in the well-intentioned film, Iris, made by Sir

Richard Eyre from the first two memoirs written by John Bayley. As for

television, the crews did not arrive, mercifully, until the BBC made an Om-
nibus about her life and work in early . By that time, she was no longer

with us.

John Bayley married his second wife and old friend of both Bayleys,

Audi Villers, who was born in Norway, from Cascob Church on Saturday

 June . The Revd Timothy Williams from Knighton, and the Revd

John Jenkins now from Aberystwyth, but earlier in his career from Lan-

zarote where Audi Villers has a house, officiated. The press, who caught

wind of this impending marriage, somehow imagined that it had already

happened earlier that year in Norway, and so left us in peace. Audi wan-

dered the field beforehand gathering ox-eye daisies, small red roses, and

blue cornflowers to braid into her hair, in the Norwegian style; and we

gave the guests a champagne ‘breakfast’ at the Old School, afterwards. The

unpredictable Radnorshire weather held, and was perfect.

NOTES

. Iris Murdoch: A Life (London, ), chapter one: ‘You ask how Irish she is?’

. Muriel Chapman, the Belfast cousin closest by far to IM, who lived on the main-

land for one year during WW, had, alas, died in , before I could talk to her. It

is possible that IM’s failure to disclose the existence of Gertie Bell and her four sons

to her remaining two ‘black Protestant’ Belfast cousins, Muriel’s siblings, arose less

because she was ashamed, more because she feared their censoriousness.
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Moreover Billy Lee, widower of IM’s quasi-cousin Eva in Dublin, made clear to

me (c.) that the Lees, by contrast, knew the details of Gertie Richardson’s life

and family very well indeed, with Eva Lee probably dealing with Gertie’s burial in

. IM sent Gertie Bell’s family money after they made clear that a remittance

would help, probably twice in the ’s, after her big success with The Bell.
IM and her mother, however, did have a habit of selective reticence if not con-

cealment: this is clear from the fact that IM’s mother’s common-law husband and

carer for the last ten years of her life (–), Max Sing, a man without social

pretensions who had before retirement worked in a car-factory, did not recall being

told that IM’s mother Rene had a sister and four nephews and was startled to learn

of this on the telephone from Philippa Foot only around . And lastly, one copy

of the photo from around  of IM, Rene, and Gertie’s son Victor Bell (repro-

duced in Iris Murdoch: A Life) survives in which Victor Bell has been cut off with

scissors. Alcoholism ran in the family, probably afflicting Rene and Gertie’s father,

then indisputably both Gertie, and, in her last years, Rene herself.

. She identified, until  and the ‘Troubles’ in Northern Ireland, with the under-

dog. England had destroyed Ireland, one of the characters argues, in her novel The
Red and The Green, ‘slowly and casually, without malice, without mercy, practically

without thought, like someone who treads upon an insect, forgets it, then sees it

quivering and treads upon it a second time’.

. I am grateful to Dr Marged Haycock for her expert and kindly advice, and also

to Anne Roberts for her patient and generous help. See Corresponding Cultures
(Cardiff, ), chapter , and in another well-received collection of essays, Internal
Differences ().

. John Harris’s article on Keidrych Rhys in Planet,  (Oct./Nov., ), and Alun

Richards wrote another on Rhys in Planet,  (April/May, ).

. For a closer analysis, see Peter J Conradi, The Saint and the Artist: A Study of
the Fiction of Iris Murdoch (rd edition, ), pp. –.



SIR JOHN CLANVOWE 1341–1391

MC Seymour

J
 C   between  December  and  August

. The date is established by a reference to him (described as John

Clanvowe’s heir) as a minor in the king’s ward on  December 

and by his inclusion (and so clearly of age) in a list of five men mainly

of Herefordshire who on  August  entered into recognizances to

Edward III for £, to be levied in Herefordshire in instalments.¹ When

he declared before the High Court of Chivalry on  October  that

he was del age de xxxv ans armeez per xx ans, Clanvowe was like other

deponents at that time giving an approximate date in round figures; he was,

in fact, then  and  years into his majority.²

His forbears can be traced for five generations in two lineages, native

Marcher squires and Norman settlers, as tenants of major landowners in

Herefordshire and Radnorshire with a tradition of service to the crown:

M  P c. held lands (Michaelchurch-on-Arrow and

Gladestry in Radnorshire, Ocle Pychard and Lyde Bevis, Hergest, and

Yazor in Herefordshire, for the greater part lying together about three

miles north of Hay) of William de Braose of Brecknock. The tenancy of

Gladestry carried with it the right to take seven ells of cloth price five marks

the cloth per annum, suggesting an office, perhaps hereditary reeve.³

H  M was his son and heir. In  Maud de Braose mar-

ried Roger Mortimer the Marcher earl (d. ) and brought with her the

lordship of Radnor, including the lands inherited by Hywel in tenancy.⁴

P  H, his son and heir, held his lands of Maud Mortimer

(d. ) and her son Edmund (d. ). He is recorded as the lord of

Hergest in the parish of Kington in , and died without issue, leaving

his inheritance to the son of his brother William; his sister married Petrus

de Clavinhogh (otherwise Clanvowe or Clanbou, with many variant forms)

before . The origin of this name is uncertain. Welsh Cilonw, the name

of a knight’s fief in the lordship of Hay (about two miles south of Hay-

on-Wye), is recorded from , but this may be a Welsh reversion of the

generic and qualifying elements in the English place-name Clanvowe (OE

claene + hoh ‘ridge clear of trees’).⁵

P C succeeded his uncle before  when he held the lord-

ship of Hergest. He first appears in support of Thomas of Lancaster against
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Gaveston and the Despensers, and thereafter served Edward III as a JP for

Herefordshire in , , , as knight of the shire in the parliaments

of  and , as a collector of taxes and deputy Justice of South Wales

(under Talbot) in . He married the sister of Sir Richard Talbot of Mar

and was a commissioner for Gilbert Talbot’s castles in . He held half

a knights’ fee at Yazor and shared with Rhys ap Hywel (d. ) and Joan

Picharde four and a half knight’s fees at named lands which included King’s

Pyon and Cusop in Herefordshire and all lands held by Meurig ap Philip

c.. He died after .⁶

J C, his son and heir, married Maud before . They were

granted papal indults in , he as donsel ‘unknighted lord’. He was

knight of Herfordshire in the parliament of January  and a squire in the

king’s household in . He died in or before . His younger brother

Thomas was sheriff of Herefordshire in .⁷

His heir, John Clanvowe, was his son or nephew (son of Thomas) who came

into his lands in . He was thus of established minor landed gentry,

holding his lands of the Mortimer earl of March. Despite some Welsh an-

cestry he belonged to the English ruling class by descent and probably by

marriage (though no record survives). His grandfather Philip had held im-

portant local offices, and both he and his son John had advanced towards a

larger career. On his majority Clanvowe was able to join others (Richard de

Baskerville, William Huwet, John Bodenham, and Francis Bache of Lon-

don) in a recognizance to Edward III for £, an undertaking from which

they stood to profit in due course. Thereafter Clanvowe followed with zest

the career of a knight-of-arms and courtier that was open to him as the

energetic scion of a well-rooted Marcher stock with connections at court,

and became the most distinguished of his name. Initially he served as squire

and knight in the household of Humphrey de Bohun, th earl of Here-

ford (d. ), and then as knight in the households of Edward III and

Richard II.

KNIGHT AT ARMS

Clanvowe came of age in  during the uneasy peace that followed the

victory of Poitiers in  and the chevauchée of Sir Robert Knollys in .

Under the terms of the Treaty of Brétigny of May  Edward III pre-

pared to renounce his claim to the French crown, and the English retained

Calais and its environs and the county of Guines in northern France and

an enlarged Gascony with Poitou in the south-west. In Brittany Duke John

IV (John de Montfort) maintained his independence with English support.
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During these years of peace, which often frayed into open conflict at sea

and at its territorial edges, there is no mention of Clanvowe in the records

apart from one citation in  when he is reported in the retinue of Sir

Walter Huwet in the force of Sir Robert Knollys, whose conduct at the siege

of Aurai in Brittany was crucial in overthrowing the pretender Charles of

Blois (killed there) in September .⁸ Huwet was one of those who with

Clanvowe in August  had entered into recognizances with Edward III

for £, and his recruitment of his young neighbour illustrates the im-

portance of local connections in the first steps to the wider world.

Thereafter Clanvowe may well have served, under Sir Robert Knollys,

in John of Gaunt’s expedition to Castile which left England (perhaps Ply-

mouth) in  for the Côtentin, thence to Brittany, Poitou, and Bordeaux

where he joined Edward Prince of Wales (created Prince of Aquitaine in

July ). The purpose of the expedition, to restore Pedro I to the throne

of Castile, was triumphantly achieved at the battle of Najera  April ,

and John of Gaunt and his host returned to England in glory in the later

summer. Since Clanvowe is reported in  in the retinue of Sir Robert

Knollys, and is later found in John of Gaunt’s army, his presence on the

Castile expedition seems possible.⁹

The formal resumption of hostilities on  June  when Edward III re-

asserted his claim to the French crown introduced twenty years of unremit-

ting warfare, with only a brief truce (treaty of Bruges  for two years to

last till  April ) until the final truce of Leulingham (at which Clan-

vowe was an envoy) in June . Before  the fighting was restricted to

France, service was rarely continuous for more than three months, and the

French were prepared to risk battle. After  the war spread to Spain,

Portugal, Guelders, Scotland, and Italy, service was more onerous, and

French policy, though better supported by men and money, was to avoid

battle, leaving the English free to make devastating raids in force from

Calais or Aquitaine. In  Clanvowe was about , of an age and back-

ground to want to be part of every major campaign (in France in ,

, and , and in Spain in /), and the records which report his

presence in France here and there en passant may not relate the totality

of his engagement on land or even perhaps at sea. In the loosely structured

English armies he served as company-commander in a retinue led by an ex-

perienced captain and presumably shared its plunder and ransoms of men

and towns. After , when the futility of the war was increasingly evi-

dent to both sides, he was a member of various embassies which sought

to establish a truce. The war clearly shaped him, both in developing a self-

confidence and awareness of European ideas and customs not possible in

Herefordshire, and in forging friendships and allegiances hardened in cam-
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paign with magnates like Guichard d’Angle, earl of Huntingdon and John

of Gaunt and more widely with those hundred or so lords and knights who

provided the personnel of government.

There were two opening campaigns. In the north an army led by John

of Gaunt burned Artois, Picardy, and Normandy from August to October

 but otherwise achieved little. In the south-west an army led by Sir

John Chandos, of which Clanvowe was part, laid waste Artois and then re-

turned to his base at Poitiers. Near there, at Lussac Bridge on  December

, Chandos was surprised and killed and his force captured. Froissart,

who describes the fight in imaginative terms, reports Clanvowe’s grief and

valour. The captives were almost immediately released on the arrival of a

superior force led by Guichard d’Angle, and Clanvowe secured the person

(and so the ransom, nominally one year’s income) of Sire Louis de Saint-

Julien.¹⁰

The following year Clanvowe was in the army of Sir Robert Knollys

which left Calais to advance on Paris.¹¹ There were numerous setbacks and,

its rearguard having been wiped out, it was forced to retreat to Brittany af-

ter three months in the field. After this inglorious chevauchée there was

for a time no major campaign, and Clanvowe’s activities are unrecorded.

In January / he was granted an annuity of £ as a knight bache-

lor in the service of Humphrey de Bohun, earl of Hereford, who was his

territorial lord.¹² Presumably at this date he had already served the earl

at home and abroad, The earl was a notable warrior, having campaigned

in Prussia in , with Pierre de Lusignan at Alexandria in , and as

deputy commander in John of Gaunt’s campaign in northern France in

; he was a close friend of John of Gaunt, and his daughter Mary sub-

sequently married Henry Bolingbroke. When he died prematurely  Jan-

uary / Clanvowe was enlisted in the household of Edward III, and

the annuity of £ just granted (charged on the manor of Upavon which

passed into the king’s hands on the earl’s death) was confirmed on  June

, when an additional annuity of £ was granted to him as the king’s

knight.¹³ The enlistment in the royal household and the double annuity,

which reflect a change of status suitable to a married knight, were probably

arranged by William lord Latimer, the king’s chamberlain from  until

his impeachment in , when Clanvowe and his close friend Sir William

Neville were among the  distinguished mainpernors who demonstrated

their support for him.¹⁴ Latimer was a veteran of Crécy and lieutenant and

captain-general in Brittany, and his daughter married John Neville, stew-

ard of the household from , to whom he willed an inheritance on his

death in . He was a particular supporter of John of Gaunt and, like

Clanvowe, later served under him during the great chevauchée of –.
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So endowed and so befriended at court, Clanvowe had by January /

at the age of  or thereabouts established himself as an important member

of the English chivalry.

As a mark of this status Clanvowe received, with other lords and knights

who were friends and retainers of John of Gaunt, a piece of plate on 

April , and in July embarked with John of Gaunt’s army for Calais.¹⁵

The duke’s commission, sealed on  March, was for one year’s service in

France from  May and was originally destined for Brittany, but the re-

verses there and the flight of Duke John IV to England (where he joined

the English host) required some change of plan. The overall purpose of the

expedition, to re-establish English rule where the defeats of recent years

had pushed it back, remained the same. The army marched out of Calais

on  August, threatening Paris, Troyes, and Sens as it moved across France

burning and pillaging, and reaching Bordeaux about Christmas . As

a chevauchée it was the largest and the longest raid of the war and despite

continuous harassment in the north and heavy losses it achieved local and

temporary success.¹⁶ But it failed in its larger objective, the French tactics

of refusing battle and defending large towns preventing any lasting success.

When John of Gaunt and his men returned to England in April , the

futility of the strategy of the raid and its wasteful expenditure were evident

to both sides, and moves began towards a truce.

Shortly after his return Clanvowe was retained to serve the king at sea

for six months with  men of arms and  archers,¹⁷ but there are no

records of his deployment. Possibly this force was part of the expedition

planned to relieve the besieged fortresses of Bécherel in Brittany and St

Saveur in Normandy, but the fleet did not sail until , too late to achieve

any impact before the truce of Bruges, imposed on the English forces in

Brittany, confirmed the surrender of both garrisons.

The truce of Bruges reduced the English possessions in France to the

March of Calais and a coastal enclave from Bordeaux to Bayonne, and

was deeply unpopular in England. The Good Parliament, which sat from

 April to  July , looked for scapegoats and impeached William lord

Latimer among others.¹⁸ Clanvowe was one of the  magnates and knights

nominated as Latimer’s mainpernors to bring him before the Commons, ef-

fectively an honour guard which demonstrated John of Gaunt’s support for

the beleaguered chamberlain.¹⁹ Clanvowe’s presence there marks his status

within the Court. It is also the only record (so far traced) of him during

this peace, originally for one year from July  and extended until July

. Presumably he attended the funeral of Edward Prince of Wales (d. 

June , buried  October in Canterbury), and he may have joined the

knights of his household (among them Burley, de Vere, Clifford), largely
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anti-clerical and of an austere piety, who gathered about the widow Joan

of Kent and her son Richard at Kennington. As a land-owner in Hereford-

shire he may have been one of those sent in April  to defend Wales

against a rumoured attack by Enrique II of Castile.²⁰ Before the expiry

of the truce on  June  preparations were in hand for an expedition

against the French, but Edward III’s death  June  and Richard II’s

coronation  July  disrupted these plans. Clanvowe no doubt attended

both funeral and coronation. Meantime the French burned Rye and Hast-

ings, recalling their sack of Winchelsea in , and plundered the Isle of

Wight and the south coast.²¹

As a former knight of the royal household Clanvowe had his annuity of

£ renewed by the young king in council  May ,²² but with the re-

sumption of the war his interests remained military. On  January /

he was retained by John of Gaunt for the planned expedition to France,

which left Sandwich in July.²³ With Sturry, de la Vache, and William Neville,

Clanvowe undertook to serve in France with  men. But the expedition

achieved little, failing to destroy the Franco-Castilian fleet or to occupy

French coastal ports (the strategy advocated in parliament by the chan-

cellor Richard lord Scrope in October ). The lifting of the siege of St

Malo in September, after the springing of a mine neglectfully guarded by

the earl of Arundel, marked the end of the campaign.²⁴

Between  September and  October  Clanvowe was a dinner

guest of Duke John IV in exile in England.²⁵ Thereafter his days as a knight

in arms against the French (if indeed he continued in arms) are unrecorded.

It is unlikely that he was part of the force of  men, led by Sir John

Arundel the marshall of England, which embarked for Brittany in Decem-

ber ; the expedition was destroyed by storms, and Arundel and many

others drowned. It is possible that he joined the larger expedition led by

Thomas of Woodstock which set out in July . This chevauchée struck

out of Calais into Champagne, by Troyes, and so to Brittany, whence the

unexpected Breton-French accord of January / caused the duke to

withdraw. If Clanvowe took part in this foray, it was his last campaign in

France. Aged  and with at least  years experience in the wars, having

known both success and defeat, he was in  ready to serve the king as a

councillor in England.

THE CHAUCER CONNECTION

On  May  Clanvowe, in the company of Sir William Neville and Sir

William Beauchamp then chamberlain of the royal household and two

prominent aldermen John Philpot and Richard Morel, witnessed in West-
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minster Hall a statutory declaration by Cecily Chaumpaigne, daughter of

William Chaumpaigne baker (d. ), whereby she absolved Chaucer of

all charges and actions de raptu meo and all other matters. Cecily appeared

in Westminster Hall to vouchsafe it on  May.²⁶ This extraordinary pro-

cedure, as much as the imposing standing of the five witnesses, suggests

that Cecily’s claim of rape against Chaucer was being forcefully as well as

legally deflected before the highest law officer of the realm.²⁷

The five witnesses may, of course, have been fortuitously present at West-

minster on that day, rather than attending specifically for Chaucer’s sup-

port, and it is possible that the three knights were then immediately in-

volved in preparations for the chevauchée announced on  May. But at the

very least their attestation suggests a willingness to oblige a friend. The

events leading to the declaration are unknown. A rape within the City of

London (where Chaucer and Chaumpaigne lived) was a matter for the

King’s Bench, and the declaration before the chancellor implies that no

such charge had been entered before the Mayor; certainly none was entered

in the City’s year-book.²⁸ The declaration was followed on  June by a re-

lease in the Mayor’s Court by Richard Goodchild and John Grove citizens

of London of all actions against Chaucer (presumably pending or threat-

ened since none is recorded); by a general release at the same court and

date by Cecily Chaumpaigne of all actions against Goodchild and Grove

(again, none recorded); and by a declaration by Grove on  July  that

he owed Cecily ten pounds. If all these declarations are linked, which seems

likely, the circumstances surrounding the alleged raptus were involved.²⁹

In the later middle ages charges of rape were sometimes made against

plaintiffs and defendants as a means of legal harassment by opposing lit-

igants, the most notorious perhaps being those made against Sir Thomas

Malory. Some argue that Chaucer, threatened as a bluff by Goodchild and

Grove with an action in the King’s Bench, was in fact or allegation a victim

of entrapment, and that he reacted promptly and vigorously to the charge.

The probity of the five witnesses reinforces this impression of the establish-

ment’s closing of ranks against the threat of prosecution of a felony before

the chancellor sitting coram rege on the King’s Bench.³⁰

Clanvowe’s personal acquaintance with Chaucer is thus established. In

addition to Neville and Beauchamp, who also witnessed the deed, other

chamber knights known to Chaucer were Lewis Clifford and his son-in-

law Philip de la Vache, Richard Sturry, John Cheyne, and John Montague.

Most were contemporaries and all six were Lollard sympathisers. Their

common experience in the French wars, embassies abroad, and royal com-

missions at home presumably prompted a shared attitude to the political

and theological matters of their day and so formed part of the context of
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Chaucer’s writings. This is most obviously reflected in the Parson’s Tale,

but much of Chaucer’s work outside the churls’ tales exhibits a similar so-

briety and philosophy. The portrait of ‘the gentil parfait knight’ may well

depend in part on his collective appreciation of these chamber knights.

Clanvowe’s connection with Chaucer, according to some, has another

expression in his authorship of the Chaucerian poem The Cuckoo and the
Nightingale (otherwise The Book of Cupid in two of the five manuscripts).

This short verse ( lines in unusual stanzas of five stressed lines aabba)

was inspired by The Parlement of Foules, written by May . One of many

similar imitations, it begins with a quotation from Palamon and Arcite (later

the Knight’s Tale) and concludes with a reference to the queen’s judgement

which echoes the Prologue to the Legend of Good Women, written in .

In Cambridge University Library MS. Ff. . ff. –, a quire inset within

a host quire, the poem is signed ‘Explicit Clanvowe’ in a hand c..³¹

Such a unique reference is, of course, tenuous evidence of authorship. It

may denote authorship (Sir John, his heir Thomas, or another Clanvowe,

although none is recorded after Thomas, d. , and the family name is

unique); it may denote scribe (Sir John or Thomas writing out a compo-

sition by another for a friends’ collection, like the explicit on f.v of the

same manuscript); it may simply be a misattribution.

The only internal evidence of date is the agreement by the birds (lines

–) to hold a parliament outside the queen’s window at Woodstock on

St Valentine’s Day. During the relevant years (if John Clanvowe were the

author) Queen Anne was at Woodstock with the court on these dates:

 – August   May,  Sept.– Oct.

 not there  – December

 – June, – July  not there.³²

For all of these years except  Clanvowe is known to have been else-

where in the Spring, often abroad. A connection between this busy and

sober Lollard knight and this light-hearted and skilfully composed love

poem written for a celebration of St Valentine’s Day at court is therefore

extremely doubtful. If one wishes to interpret the scribal explicit as a state-

ment of authorship, a much stronger case can be made for Sir Thomas

Clanvowe and his courtship of Peryne Whitney, a domicella of Queen Anne

and daughter of Sir Robert Whitney who went with Sir John Clanvowe to

Scotland in , which led to their marriage before  October .³³ Such

separation of the poem and Sir John Clanvowe does not, of course, min-

imise his importance within the circle of Chaucer’s friends.
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RICHARD’S COURTIER

Richard II was crowned  July  aged ten, and his household was

appointed by the Council where the influence of John of Gaunt through

his nominees, Adam Houghton, bishop of St Davids, Richard lord Scrope

who succeeded him as chancellor in , Sir Hugh Segrave steward of the

household, Bishop Ergham of Salisbury and William lord Latimer, was

paramount. The inner circle of the household, the knights and squires of

the chamber, provided the personal attendants of the king. At the outset

these knights were former knights of the chamber of Edward of Wood-

stock, Richard’s father (d.  July ), and retainers of John of Gaunt

who had served in the French wars; their chamberlain for – was

Sir William Beauchamp.³⁴ At any one time there were about  knights

of the chamber during Richard’s reign, of whom about  were the king’s

bachelerii with regular duties at court; in / there were  bachelors,

and in / there were eight. Throughout the reign  knights of the

chamber are recorded, and others may have served without leaving their

mark in the extant records. Their appointment was feed at  marks a

year and generally for life, but retirement, death, execution, and eviction

sometimes terminated their service. Their duties were primarily to act as

retainers and companions to the king and to serve on commissions within

the realm and embassies abroad. Their closeness to the king encouraged

patronage and so sharpened their loyalty, which Richard’s personal attrac-

tiveness in most cases inspired. They were often (though not necessarily)

admitted to his inner counsels and their influence on the king was gener-

ally perceived, for example by members of the Merciless Parliament which

sat from  February /, to be decisive. They formed a small and closely

knit group with a common background and experience and aspiration and

gave to the king an essential tradition of service and advice.

Clanvowe, who had entered the service of Edward III on the death of lord

Humphrey de Bohun, earl of Hereford (d.  January /), is attested

as a knight of Richard’s chamber from  May  when he was granted

the accustomed annual fee of  marks at the same time as Sir William

Neville,³⁵ and immediately employed on the king’s service. An annuity of

£, granted by Edward III on  June  which this new grant replaced,

had been confirmed by the king in council on  May ,³⁶ and in the

spring of  Clanvowe is attested at court. It would appear therefore that

he was already a knight of the household before May , and as such he

was named as one of the executors of the will of Guichard d’Angle, earl of

Huntingdon and the king’s former tutor.³⁷ On  May  he was one of

Chaucer’s witnesses of the statutory declaration by Cecily Chaumpaigne.
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In May  Clanvowe was granted letters of protection as one of the

embassy led by Sir Simon Burley to Prague to arrange the treaty of mar-

riage between Richard II and Anne of Bohemia, sister of Wenzel king of

the Romans.³⁸ The envoys met Wenzel in August and the treaty was rati-

fied on  September. Because of this embassy Clanvowe was absent from

the great English event of , the occupation of London by Wat Tyler

and his followers – June. He was, however, one of the escort of Anne

from Calais to Dover on  December and was present at her marriage to

Richard II on  January / at Westminster.³⁹

On  March / Clanvowe was named as one of the justices for Here-

fordshire.⁴⁰ On  July  he was named as one of the injured parties in a

pardon of trespass, and on  August he was concerned in the disposal of

the lands of Richard Lyons, murdered by the rebels the previous year.⁴¹ In

both cases his presence at Westminster was probably essential to his inter-

est. During this year Clanvowe was seriously ill or injured and his recovery

at the hands of Richard le Leche of Salisbury, the king’s physician, earned

the surgeon an extraordinary mark of royal favour on  December .⁴²

After his recovery Clanvowe served the king mainly in Wales. On  May

, before embarking for Prague, his annuity of £ had been converted

to  marks and he had been granted the custody of Haverford Castle and

its stewardship for life. As a further piece of patronage on  March /

he was granted the keepership of the forests of Snowdon and (in reversion)

of Merioneth.⁴³ After his return from Prague he was re-appointed to the

commission of the peace in Herefordshire on  December , and with

Sir Simon Burley, also a Herefordshire man, he was give a commission of

oyer et terminer at Haverford on  April .⁴⁴ These Welsh duties were

interrupted by his despatch to Calais with Bishop Skirlawe  March–

April  to negotiate with the French.⁴⁵ Immediately on his return he

was granted on  May  a writ in aid as the king’s deputy in south and

west Wales, in effect a military command, to quell a local disturbance.⁴⁶ On

 August  he was granted as bakelarius regis all the revenues of the

town and castle and lordship at Haverford (in lieu of the annuities of £

in  and  marks in  enjoyed by him).⁴⁷ These appointments did

not preclude attendance at court. For example, on  February / he

was appointed to the commission to hear the suit of William Montagu earl

of Salisbury and Sir John Montagu.

Clanvowe’s service in Wales came to an end with the decision to in-

vade Scotland, taken in council at Reading in July , largely to enhance

Richard II’s reputation and to reconcile the animosities between him and

John of Gaunt.⁴⁸ Clanvowe was retained for war service for  days and

sent with the archbishop of York and his brother Sir William Neville, to
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report on the fortifications of the Scottish Eastern March where John of

Gaunt, as the king’s lieutenant in the North, had conducted a brief winter

campaign.⁴⁹ An army of  men, the largest mustered in England at that

time and containing virtually all the magnates and bannerets of the realm,

assembled at Durham on  July and reached a deserted Edinburgh on 

August (where the king learned of the death of his mother Joan of Kent on

 August).

Meantime a Franco-Scots invasion of Cumberland exacerbated English

tensions and prompted a truce. While John of Gaunt remained in the

North, the king and his host turned south, reaching Westminster on 

September.

There, with the rest of the household, Clanvowe was granted mourning

livery for Joan of Kent, princess of Wales, on  September , and at-

tended her funeral in late January /.⁵⁰ As a former protector of Wiclif

and a constant mediator between the king and John of Gaunt, the princess

played an important role among the knights of the chamber. Three of them

with Lollard sympathies (Clifford, Latimer, Sturry) had remained with her

during the Scottish expedition. Her will, of which Clanvowe, Clifford, and

Sturry were executors, does not, however, hint at those tenets of Lollardy

which are expressed in later wills, like those of Clifford ( September )

and Latimer ( September ).

In January / Clanvowe was one of the envoys sent to renew the

truce with France, but the talks collapsed in March because of Gaunt’s

impending expedition against Castile.⁵¹ Meanwhile Clanvowe was named

as one of those to hear the suit of William earl of Salisbury and Sir John

Montagu  January.⁵² In April  he was appointed to the commission

to treat with João I, proclaimed king of Portugal the previous April, who

sought a formal English alliance within the wider Iberian venture. The

treaty was sealed at Windsor in May, and John of Gaunt embarked on

his Castilian expedition on  July. His departure, following the death of

Joan of Kent, removed the last major restraint on Richard II’s youthful

misconceptions of his power and status and began the slide towards the

coup by the Lords Appellant in December .

Immediately, however, there was a serious threat of French invasion, and

as part of the counter-measures Clanvowe and Neville were sent to Orwell,

Suffolk on  September to report on the preparedness of that and adjacent

ports to withstand attack.⁵³ On  October Clanvowe gave evidence before

the High Court of Chivalry, with Chaucer and other deponents, to support

Scrope’s claims to his arms.⁵⁴ In November he took eleven men to reinforce

the garrison at Calais. He appears to have spent Christmas at Windsor

with the court, and probably attended the king as he progressed about
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England ( February to  November ) to distance himself from the

council imposed upon him by Gloucester and his fellow magnates on 

November during the Wonderful Parliament.

Clanvowe was certainly in attendance on the king at Westminster on 

November when Gloucester, Arundel, and Warwick made their submis-

sion,⁵⁵ and was presumably with the king in the Tower when the storm

broke over Christmas . Part of the enmity of the Lords Appellant (the

three lords now joined by Mowbray and Bolingbroke) and their supporters

in the Merciless Parliament (which sat  February– March,  April–

June ) was directed at those knights of the chamber who were thought,

with some justification, to exercise a baleful influence on the king.⁵⁶ Of the

 knights of the chamber at that time four (John Beauchamp, James Bern-

ers, Simon Burley, John Salisbury) were executed; one (John Golafre) es-

caped arrest and trial because he was in France; six (Nicholas Dagworth,

Aubrey de Vere, Richard Abberbury, Thomas Blount, Baldwin Bereford,

Thomas Clifford) were ejected from the court. Many others outside the

chamber suffered similar fates. The surviving knights of the chamber in-

cluded all those who had Lollard sympathies; indeed, it is likely that most

of them were so minded. Their more sober lives and reputations deflected

criticism despite complaints of the Lollards expressed in the parliament

on  March /; thus, Sir William Neville was untouched while his

brother Alexander, archbishop of York, was indicted and lucky to escape

to Louvain in Brabant.

Their number thus suddenly halved and their duties doubled, the surviv-

ing knights of the chamber (Clanvowe among them) continued to attend

the king as he acquiesced in the coup and after the dissolution of parlia-

ment on  June  sought consolation in his favourite pursuit of hunting

in the Thames valley until the autumn.⁵⁷ The composition of the continu-

ous council which ruled in the king’s name was much the same as that im-

posed on him in November  for one year. Its employment of the king’s

knights on internal and oversea commissions was less frequent but did not

entirely cease. During its rule Clanvowe was appointed to the embassy to

France on  November . His last recorded preferment, however, the

grant of the prisage of wines at Haverford in January /, was probably

in process before the coup, the Appellants and the council having no time

for such minor patronage at that date.⁵⁸

THE LOLLARD KNIGHT

The chroniclers Knighton writing at Leicester c. and Walsingham (d.

c.) at St Albans some years later record the names of ten knights of
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the chamber who supported and protected Lollard preachers, precipue eis
adherentes et in omnibus eos fauentes.⁵⁹ This support and protection can be

attested by other sources from  May  (the date of the condemnation

of ten heresies and fourteen errors in Wiclif’s teaching by the council at

the Black Friars) to  (the abortive uprising of Sir John Oldcastle),

and the chroniclers’ lists of names can be extended to include several other

knights.⁶⁰

K’   

Lewis Clifford (d. )

Richard Sturry (d. )

Thomas Latimer (d. )

John Trussell (d. )

John Pecche (d. , formerly a ward of Sturry)

Reynold Hilton (d. after , Controller of the Wardrobe but not a

knight)

W’     

Lewis Clifford (d. )

Richard Sturry (d.  and his wife Alice, d. )

Thomas Latimer (d.  and his wife Anne, d. )

William Neville (d. )

John Clanvowe (d. )

John Montague (d. )

John Cheyne (d.  and his son Edward, d. )

O     L

William Beauchamp (d.  and his wife Joan, lady Abergavenny)

Philip de la Vache, son-in-law of Lewis Clifford (d. )

Thomas Clanvowe, heir of John (d. )

Brian Stapleton, father-in-law of William Neville (d. )

Robert Whitney, father-in-law of Thomas Clanvowe

The piety of these knights, active and articulate within the places of govern-

ment and espousing a cause which eventually became politically and theo-

retically subversive, cannot be explained wholly or even largely as a result

of Wiclif’s teaching. Indeed, if he had been offered in  the rich prebend

of Caistor in Lincoln (promised by Gregory XI in  and ) or the

vacant see of Worcester, Wiclif would doubtless have continued an ortho-

dox career as a clericus particularis of the king (an expectation which his

presentation to the benefice of Lutterworth  April  and his mission to
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Bruges  July– September seemed to promise).⁶¹ But the emergence of

some group of pious and anti-clerical knights would not thereby have been

prevented. His teaching and more particularly that of his followers, those

‘good priests’ to whom the Lollard knights gave their protection, did, of

course, give the historical group its colour and direction, and contempo-

raries regarded the Wicliffites and the Lollards as identical:

Sicque a uulgo Wyclyf discipuli et Wyclyuani siue lolards uocati sunt.⁶²

But as far as the knights are concerned this half-truth concealed a more

complex reality.

After the great plague of  and no doubt in some ways affected by

it, the tide of anti-clericalism ran high in England, championed by Ed-

ward Prince of Wales and John of Gaunt and taken much more seriously

by its advocates and adversaries than one might guess from the nods and

winks of Chaucer ambling genially towards Canterbury. Its major resent-

ments were that clerical officers of state (like William Wykeham, bishop

of Winchester and chancellor, tried and dismissed in ) were not or-

dinarily answerable to the courts, and that church temporalities were not

more readily offered to share the burden of taxation that the war imposed

on the laity. Throughout northern Europe such unease with church pol-

icy and with the rapacity of papal power and purse prompted an Erastian

impatience, especially after the Great Schism that followed the death of

Gregory XI in . In England, flushed with its memories of the victories

of Crécy in  and Poitiers in , the chivalry which concerned itself

with spiritual things grouped itself about Prince Edward (d. June )

and then about his widow Joan of Kent (d. August ).⁶³ When Wiclif

was first summoned to defend his teaching in February /, Joan sent

an order to the council by Sir Lewis Clifford, one of the Lollard knights of

her household, that no judgement should be pronounced in his case, and

the proceedings were, perhaps coincidentally, broken up by the London

mob who caused John of Gaunt to flee to Joan’s protection at Kennington

palace. Wiclif’s appearance before the November parliament at Gloucester

which inquired into the murder of Robert Hawley in sanctuary at Westmin-

ster Abbey in August  was a political move by John of Gaunt against

William Courtenay bishop of London who chafed at such protection of the

heretic.

Imitation of this royal example of protection of ‘good priests’ became

the general expression of the Lollard knights’ activity and brought them

to the notice of the chroniclers. But their sympathies were commonly more

privately evident in their personal conduct, in the sharing of their beliefs
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with wives and children, and in their wills. Here their steadfast adherence to

their conviction and their disdain of the flesh mark them out as the spiritual

forbears of those plain russet-coated captains of a more glorious age as

well as the distant heirs of the tradition of the vita apostolica, popularised

by the friars and often expressed in a less conceptualized puritanism by the

various hermits and religious cranks of their time.

These Anglo-Saxon attitudes, which at their most romantic are reflected

in the conscience of Sir Gawaine as he faces the perils of Haut Desert,

are more prosaically expressed in the treatise which Clanvowe wrote c.

when the Lollardy of the chamber knights and their sympathisers were

attracting criticism.⁶⁴ The treatise (about , words and presumably

originally an unbound quire of  leaves or thereabouts) appears to have

circulated among the knights as a common statement of belief. It makes

a cautiously orthodox distinction between virtue and vice, in metaphor

the broad highway to hell (a fearful and ever-present threat) and the nar-

row way to heaven, based wholly on the bible and offering no theological

hostages to fortune:⁶⁵

þerfore þus oure bileeue shal teechen vs the meene way þat is vertue

bitwene þe extremites þat ben vices. (lines –)

For the most part general in its reference, it touches contemporary life

obliquely. The degeneracy of Richard II’s courtiers who:

dispenden oultrageously in mete in drynke in clooþing in buyldyng

and in lyuyng in eese slouþe and many ooþere synnes (lines –)

and so angered the Merciless Parliament is hinted at. The recital of the fifth

commandment carries a qualification suitable to men who sit regularly as

justices:

but yef it been swiche as haan auctorite by good resoun for to putte

men þerto þat disseruen þe deeth by Goddis lawe’ (lines –).

And most pertinently of all, lolleris are defined in morally exacting terms:

swiche folke þat wolden fayne lyuen meekeliche in þis world and ben

out offe swich forweid riot noise and stryf and lyuen symplely and

vsen to eten and drynken in mesure and to clooþen hem meekely and

suffren paciently wroonges þat ooþere folke doon and seyn to hem and

hoolden hem apayed with lytel good of þis world and desiren noo greet
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name of þis world ne no pris therof, swiche folke þe world scoorneth

and holdeþ hem lolleris and loselis, foolis and schameful wrecches.

(–)

Yet even here there is no overt identification, the we of the remaining com-

mentary and exhortation being all those in Christian communion:

Therfore folwe we hise traaces and suffre we paciently þe scoornes of

þe world as he dede and þanne wole he yeuen vs grace to comen in

by þe narugh wey to the worsshipfulle blissed that he regneth inne.

(–)

The controversial aspects of Lollardy are thus ignored. Clanvowe refers

neither to Wiclif’s theory of the eucharist nor to the disputed need for a

priest to grant absolution (both major points of heresy pressed by arch-

bishop Arundel in his interrogation of Oldcastle in ). Such a defensio e
silentio (if such it is), like the dignified restraint of the language, is interest-

ingly paralleled by Sir Thomas More one hundred and fifty years later.

However, there is no certainty that Clanvowe himself adopted any con-

troversial beliefs. His citation by Walsingham, the bibliographical asso-

ciations of his manuscript, his personal friendships with other Lollard

knights, the Lollardy of his heir Thomas and daughter-in-law Peryne,⁶⁶ as

well as the treatise express his general sympathy, and his distaste for warfare

in the tract agrees largely with Wiclif’s position. Yet if he were one of the

court party as it emerged in the s, of a severe piety and an anti-clerical

stance, he may have been a sympathiser without becoming (in Courtenay’s

terms) a heretic. He died in  before the Lollard knights as a group

within the sect became actively and provocatively unorthodox.

THE FINAL YEARS

Richard II returned from his three months’ hunting, mainly in the Thames

valley, in the autumn of . Charles VI of France had proposed a truce

which accorded with the immediate plans of John of Gaunt and Gloucester

and with the wishes of the peace-party about the king, and on  Novem-

ber the council appointed an embassy of six: the bishop of Durham (Wal-

ter Skirlaw), William Beauchamp, Clanvowe, Dagworth, Master Richard

Ronhale, and Roger Walden Squire. They crossed to Calais on  December

and after many delays concluded a truce at Leulingham, a hamlet between

Boulogne and Calais, on  June .⁶⁷ Clanvowe, Dagworth, and Ron-

hale rode to Paris to accept the French bond from Charles VI. This truce
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was extended, nominally for one year, by the treaty of Amiens negotiated

by John of Gaunt  May  and brought about that cessation of hostili-

ties which Richard II had long sought.⁶⁸

While this embassy was abroad the king resumed his royal power in

council on  May , dismissing the chancellor (archbishop Thomas

Arundel), treasurer (John Gilbert, bishop of Hereford), and keeper of the

privy seal (John Waltham), all appointed by the council on  October

, and expelling from office and court others sympathetic to them.

These abrupt changes presaged future strife and, together with the rising

intolerance shown by Courtenay (now archbishop of Canterbury) towards

the Lollards, may have made a cautious man think favourably of foreign

ventures.⁶⁹ Immediately, however, on his return from Paris in July 

Clanvowe resumed his duties within the court.

On  August  Clanvowe attended the king’s council at Windsor

which appointed the envoys, including him who was granted £ for his

expenses, to treat with the duke of Brittany at Calais.⁷⁰ Anglo-Breton re-

lations reflected the wider conflict between England and France and were

largely shaped by John of Gaunt’s dealings with Duke John IV. The English

view was that Brittany was crucial to the control of the Atlantic coasts of

France and Spain, and for that purpose an English garrison was kept at

Brest, an enclave acquired from the duke in . On  November the

council instructed its envoys to inquire into the safe-keeping of Brest, and

on  November Clanvowe and Sir Edward Dallingbridge reported thereon

to the council.⁷¹

Also in November, between  and , Clanvowe reported to the king at

Havering manor concerning a trespass against the bishop of Durham. He

probably celebrated Christmas with the court at Woodstock – Decem-

ber. On  February / he was appointed to the commission in the

Welsh Marches to enquire into which lands of the youthful John Hastings,

rd earl of Pembroke (killed in a tournament at Woodstock  December

, being a king’s ward) devolved to the Crown.⁷²

About Easter ( April) , in the company of Edward Courtenay earl

of Devon, John Beaufort son of John of Gaunt by Catherine Swynford, Sir

William Neville, and others of less note, Clanvowe obtained the king’s leave

to join the French crusade, led by Duke Louis de Bourbon, against the emir

of Tunis.⁷³ At the same time Henry Bolingbroke, one of the lords appellant

and heir of John of Gaunt, embarked on his first expedition to Prussia. The

decision of Clanvowe and the others to join a different crusade probably

reflected a political decision, a mistrust and perhaps personal dislike of

Bolingbroke’s actions during the preceding Christmas.

Clanvowe possibly heard of the plans for the crusade while he was in
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France in . Mainly a French force under Louis II duke of Bourbon

and acting at the prompting of the Genoese who had captured the island

of Djerba in  and now offered to carry the crusaders, a fleet of  gal-

leys and  transports left Genoa in June . Their plan was to capture

the Hafsid port of Al-Mahdiya which lay between Tunis and Djerba. After

a siege of nine weeks the arrival of a Muslim relief force prompted a truce

and a treaty by which the emir conceded some trading privileges to the Ge-

noese. The crusaders then withdrew, regarding their venture as a success

because they had withstood the combined Muslim armies, and took an in-

direct route back to Genoa, calling at Calgiari (Sardinia), Messina (Sicily),

Terracina (south of Rome), and Plombino, and arriving at last in Octo-

ber. Nothing is known of the feats of the English on this crusade, but no

casualties were reported among the leaders of the  English volunteers.

Shortly after his return Clanvowe was named with Sir William

Beauchamp and John lord Say on  November  to an embassy to the

count of Flanders to arrange a truce.⁷⁴ On  December he was named in a

grant of fee simple to Sir John Devereux as one of those who had an inter-

est in the lands thus granted.⁷⁵ Early in the new year the embassy led by Sir

Thomas Percy and Sir Lewis Clifford⁷⁶ agreed on  February / with

the duke of Bourbon a meeting between Richard II and Charles VI (to be

held  June ); and Clanvowe and Master Ronhale were despatched

shortly afterwards with fresh instructions. The envoys returned home in

late February, well before the triumphant return of Henry Bolingbroke

from his first Prussian expedition.

At an unknown date sometime thereafter Clanvowe and Sir William

Neville obtained the king’s leave to travel oversea, and their deaths dur-

ing that expedition is chronicled in October :

Item xvii. die Octobris dominus Iohannes Clanvowe miles egregius

in quodam vico iuxta Constantinopolim in Grecia diem clausit ex-

tremum: quam ob causam dominus Willelmus Nevyle eius comes

in itinere quem non minus quam se ipsum diligebat inconsolabiliter

dolens numquam postea sumpsit cibum vnde transactis duobus diebus

sequentibus in eodem vico lamentabiliter expirauit. Erant isti milites

inter Anglicos famosi viri nobiles et strenui ac eciam de genere claro

producti.⁷⁷

The phrase inter Anglicos suggests that the chronicler (perhaps Richard

Exeter OSB of Westminster) followed here a continental account or news-

letter, and in quodam vico is a common rationalisation of a garbled place-

name. Sir William Neville’s death two days after Clanvowe’s was, more
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credibly, due to the same sickness. Among these details the reference to

Constantinople (if it is genuine) is the most intriguing. In  the Byzan-

tine empire was reduced to the city and Thrace, and access from the Latin

West was possible only through the Northern Aegean. Its increasingly des-

perate situation was recognised but beyond the despatch of two armed gal-

leys by Urban VI (d. ) and the issue of indulgences for those going to

its relief little was done before the crusade of . It is possible that Clan-

vowe and Neville learned of the plight of the emperor Manuel II in Genoa

in  when his embassy visited the West to seek aid from the Genoese.

The emphasis in their obituary on their knightly virtues (though standard

in such contexts) perhaps supports such an interpretation.

Whatever the circumstances of Clanvowe’s death, the obituary does not

cover the activities of his life. As a knight of arms under Edward III and as

a courtier and councillor of Richard II, entrusted with high responsibilities

at home and abroad, he lived a full and energetic life. His loyalty to the king

during his ten years of service as a chamber knight shines as brightly as his

Christian principles in pamphlet and on crusade. His long friendship with

Sir William Neville attests a more private steadfastness. On all occasions

he appears to have been prudent and resolute, and his early death, aged 

or thereabouts, left court and king the poorer.
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A SURVEY OF FLOOR-TILES IN THE
CHURCHES OF RADNORSHIRE

MAV Gill

PART III: GAZETTEER OF CHURCHES continued

M--A: Llanfihangel Dyffryn Arwy

S M & A A  

 architect: T Nicholson, Hereford

tiles: W Godwin, Lugwardine

By , the medieval church was in such a sorry state that it was no longer

safe to hold divine service under a roof in imminent danger of collapse; on

 March a vestry meeting was held to consider financial aspects of repairing

the edifice, in particular application for a loan from the Public Works Loan

Office. Application was also made on  April  to the Incorporated

Church Building Society, which was sent a copy of Thomas Nicholson’s

plan for the restoration and reseating. Work started the following year,

with Messrs Morgan & Potter of Kington as the building contractors; the

church was re-opened on  June . On Nicholson’s plan the passage-

ways of the nave are tinted blue and the chancel floors pink; and one of

the accounts of the church at its re-opening notes that ‘the chancel and

sanctuary are paved with plain black and red tiles from Lugwardine’.

In accordance with the original plan, the porch and passageways of the

nave are flagged; but the unventilated boarded floors under the pews suc-

cumbed to dry rot and were replaced with concrete in .

Only the chancel and sanctuary are paved with tiles, using the larger -

inch standard laid lozengewise, apart from black border strips in a variety

of widths set square-on. The centre passageway (Fig. A) in the chancel

has a simple lattice of black with G at the intersections framing four-tile

lozenges of red; it is edged along the sides with a single row of black tiles

(˝) and at the east end with a double row of black ( ×  and ×  ¹⁄₂ ˝).
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Either side behind the screen are two rows of black and red -inch tiles laid

square-on in a chequer. Between the choir section of the chancel and the

sanctuary the broad step (Fig. B) is tiled with a larger black lattice with

G at the intersections and framing nine-tile lozenges of red with a single

black tile at the centre, the panel edged with black ( ×  or × ˝).

The sanctuary proper (Fig. C) has a similar lattice but with G at the

intersections and bordered on three sides by a row of G between bands

of black ( ×  ¹⁄₂ and × ˝). Within a border of black ( × ˝) the centre

panel of the foot-pace (Fig. D) has a chequer of black and red alternating

with G, which effectively forms a small black lattice with pattern tile at

the intersections framing single red tiles.

While the plain tiles are smooth and matt, the red and buff pattern tiles

have characteristic Godwin dimpling and are glazed so that the designs

appear ochre in colour on an Indian red background.

Michaelchurch-on-Arrow: tile arrangements in chancel (A),

sanctuary step (B), sanctuary (C), and foot-pace (D).
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Sources:

HRO, AB/ Michaelchurch Vestry minute book  March .

LP, ICBS Papers,  grant application ;  grant application .

Hereford Journal,  July  re-opening of church.

Hereford Times,  and  July  re-opening.

N Nantgwyllt  

 architect: SW Williams, Rhayader

In  Thomas Lewis Lloyd had erected a chapel at Nantgwyllt; in  it

was purchased with the estate by Birmingham Corporation which planned

to construct a vast reservoir to augment the city’s water supply. As the

chapel would be submerged beneath the level of the lake, the Corporation

built a new chapel of ease on the hill-side above. Plans and specification

were prepared by Stephen Williams, tenders advertised and the contract

awarded to Thomas Lant of Builth. As the cost was considered excessive,

the estimate was revised, with provision for ornamental tile paving in the

nave, vestry and porch reduced from six shillings to five shillings and six-

pence per square yard, and that in the chancel from twelve to six shillings,

while the extra for laying the tiles, railway carriage and haulage was reduced

from six shillings and sixpence per square yard to four shillings and six-

pence. When it came to selecting the tiles, Williams initially corresponded

with Minton, Hollins & Co, but their estimate exceeded the provision; how-

ever, Craven Dunnill & Co. were able to produce ‘a plan & design for the

Tiling to come in at the scheduled amount’. By using seconds, the estimate

including the price of the tiles, package, cement, carriage to Rhayader sta-

tion (Birmingham Corporation having undertaken to deliver all materials

on their line of railway as far as the site, free of charge), the labour of lay-

ing and travelling expense of the paviour, the whole of the work being done

at one time and by one fixer, was £--, subject to a builder’s discount

of %. On  September  the L&NW Railway Company received six

casks of tiles from the Jackfield Works; within a week they had been de-

livered by the Cambrian Railway Company to Rhayader station, and from

thence had been transported via the Birmingham Corporation line to the

site. On  October (a date specified by the contractor), the paviour arrived

only to find that the building was not ready and the casks were ‘laying in a

field uncovered’. The tiles were finally laid in the middle of December, but

it was not until  April  that the chapel was licensed for divine ser-

vice ‘to be used in substitution for the ancient church known as Nantgwyllt

Chapel’and was dedicated on St Mark’s day ( April).
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Apart from the seating areas laid with red deal blocks by Geary, Walker

& Co. of London, the floors are paved with plain unglazed tiles from

Craven Dunnill & Co of Jackfield, mostly set square-on. The porch (Fig. A)

has a chequer of red tiles, -inch squares alternating with squares com-

posed of three  × -inch tiles, alternate rows of the latter being laid in

opposite directions and the whole floor outlined with a black fillet ( ×

˝) inside a red border ( × –˝). In the nave (Fig. B), the arrangement is

based on a grid of black ( ×  ¹⁄₂ ˝) with red ( ¹⁄₂ ˝) at each crossing, framing

squares of red tiles consisting of pairs of rectangles ( ×  ¹⁄₂ ˝) alternating

in direction to produce a basket-work pattern. The pavement is edged with

a band of darker red ( ×  ³⁄₄ ˝). The same design is used for the centre pas-

sageway in the chancel with a border (Fig. C) either side consisting of a row

of lozengewise black tiles (˝) with red half-squares (˝), between fillets of

chocolate ( × ˝) and wider strips of dark red ( × – ¹⁄₂ ˝). Either side of

the choir benches are panels of red -inch tiles bounded by a narrow black

( × ˝) and wider variable red ( ×  ¹⁄₂ – ¹⁄₂ ˝) border.

Nantgwyllt: tile arrangements in porch (A), nave (B–C), and sanctuary (D).

On the sanctuary floor (Fig. D), -inch tiles are laid lozengewise with

linked quincuncial groups of four black tiles with a single chocolate at each

corner, on a red background; the border pattern completely encircling the

panel is similar to that in the body of the chancel, but using smaller black

tiles and red half-squares (˝) with wider chocolate fillets ( ×  ¹⁄₂ ˝) either

side and an outer edge of red ( × ˝). On the foot-pace, is a simple panel

of red -inch tiles set square-on.
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Sources:

PCAO, R/D/WWA/ Welsh Water Authority: Papers of Elan Valley Water
Works  correspondence of Stephen Williams relating to provision of tiles

–.

NLW, St David’s Diocese, SD/BR/ chapel licensed for divine service  April

.

Radnorshire Express,  May  dedication of chapel.

Radnorshire Standard,  May  dedication.

N: S C Nantmel  

 architect: J Norton, London

tiles: Maw & Co, Broseley

A tablet at the base of the tower states that the architect was

David Thomas of Rhayader; a carpenter by trade, he was re-

sponsible for taking down much of an older church and rebuild-

ing it in the early s. Eighty years later it was again in need

of restoration. On  June  the Revd Thomas J Thirlwall ap-

plied to the Incorporated Church Building Society for a grant; on  July

 he wrote to the Ecclesiastical Commissioners requesting aid and in-

forming them that plans had been prepared the previous year by John Nor-

ton and approved by both the bishop and ICB Society, but ‘at the last mo-

ment — an objection was raised by the principal subscriber — & now fresh

drawings have been made, which if carried out will give us a very handsome

building’. During the following years the vicar persevered in his efforts to

raise funds; eventually the vestry was ready to apply for faculty, which was

granted on  April , John Williams of Knighton was given the contract

and on  April  the church was re-opened ‘after partial reconstruc-

tion’.

Norton’s specification of works dated April  gives detailed instruc-

tions, stipulating that the wall and arches inside the church were to be care-

fully prepared and made good before the new floors were laid, then outlin-

ing the manner in which their foundations were to be prepared and what

materials were to be used. As for the paving itself, the areas tinted blue on

the plan (porch, nave passageways and tower) were to be laid with ‘ ¹⁄₂ ˝

rubbed local Pennant paving’ and:

Godwin’s Paving — The space within the altar rail to be paved with

Godwin’s tiles to the value of £:: per yard prime cost, exclusive of

setting & carriage. The other parts of the Chancel with tiles of the
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value of /s per yard P.C. — to be ˝ or ˝ square, to be as design to

be furnished, set & pointed in fine putty, carefully executed & cleaned

off.

However, on the final page is a memorandum explanatory of Williams’s

estimate: ‘The passages to be laid with encaustic tiles /– per yard p.c. in-

stead of stone paving’, and this alternative was apparently approved. Nor-

ton may have intended to design the layout of the tiles himself. On a plan in

the faculty file dated , the floor of the chancel is not merely tinted pink

to indicate tiles but details of their arrangement are drawn in black. The

designs do not correspond to those actually used; nor were the tiles from

Godwin’s manufactory. Instead, tiles were supplied by Maw & Co,who may

also have provided drawings for the arrangements as the pavement in the

nave is almost identical to that in Llanfihangel Rhydithon. A contempo-

rary account of the re-opening simply states that the floors were laid ‘with

ornamental encaustic tiles, the altar being approached by four long, low

steps’.

Nantmel: tile arrangements in porch (A), and sanctuary (B).

The same design is used in the porch, nave passageways and under the

west tower: a lattice of black on a red ground composed of -inch tiles

laid lozengewise with a pattern of smaller tiles at each crossing, consisting

of a centre chocolate square (˝) with yellow half-squares (˝) filling the

triangles. The edges are bounded by a border with a yellow zigzag on a red

ground running between bands of yellow, the zigzag composed of opposing

lines of alternating yellow and red half-squares (˝), the inner band being

narrower ( × ˝) and having a further band of black ( × ˝) along its inner
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edge, the outer band wider ( × ˝). At the entrances to the nave from the

porch and from the tower are panels outlined with a chocolate fillet ( × 

or  ¹⁄₂ ˝) with the same lattice pattern laid square-on as a grid. At the west

entrance into the tower is a small panel of -inch tiles in a black and red

chequer also laid square-on.

The chancel, first level of the sanctuary and the foot-pace (Colour plate

Q) all have the same zigzag arrangement of red, fawn and green tiles laid

lozengewise: zigzag bands widthwise across the building of fawn outlined

either side in green ( ×  ¹⁄₂ ˝) on a red background (˝), edged all round

with strips of fawn and green ( ×  ¹⁄₂ ˝). The upper level of the sanctuary

(Fig. B) is of similar design, but fawn and green zigzags alternate with

zigzags of M.

The plain tiles are matt except for the green which is highly glazed. The

red and buff pattern tile also has a smooth, highly glazed finish, giving it a

rich ochre and Indian red colouring.

Sources:

NLW, Parochial Records, Nantmel No. church wardens’ account of money

paid to David Thomas for rebuilding church –, contract dated July

 and other documents

NLW, St David’s Diocese, SD/F/ faculty with plans and specification;

SD/BR/ national schoolroom licensed for divine service during restoration

of church  January ; faculty granted  April .

NLW, WCC Papers, SB ,/ report on chancel  with  plan.

LP, ICBS Papers,  grant application.

CWRO, ECC Papers,  correspondence –.

Hereford Times,  April  re-opening of church.

N R: S M Maesyfed  

 architect: H Adams, Hereford

tiles: Chamberlain & Co (St John, Barr & Co), Worcester

A parchment deposited in a bottle beneath the foundation stone of St

Mary’s church records:

The ancient church of the Parish of New Radnor having been de-

stroyed by Owen Glendowr, and that subsequently erected being

greatly dilapidated, and unfit for the worship of Almighty God, the

first stone of this new church, the third on the same site,… was laid…

this th day of April, in the year of Redemption .
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Thomas Dashwood is then named as the architect and George Follett as

the builder. At a vestry meeting on  December  it had been resolved

that plans for a new church furnished by Henry Adams of Hereford should

be adopted and Adams appointed as architect. The following February

application was made for a grant from the Incorporated Church Building

Society and the plans approved; at the May vestry meeting it was decided

to apply for a loan under the exchequer loans act. Meanwhile the building

committee had convened on the  April  to consider the tenders, that

of George Follett being accepted with the provision that ‘if Mr. Baskerville

will give any stone which may be required, then he will allow the value

thereof which shall be decided by Mr. Adams the Architect’. On  Octo-

ber, Thomas Dashwood having presented himself a few days earlier ‘stat-

ing that he was employed by Mr. Livesay to superintend the building of the

Church as Clerk of Works’, the committee resolved that ‘Mr. Dashwood be

informed that he does not act by the direction or authority of the Commit-

tee’, but that ‘Mr. Adams having left this country Mr. Livesaybe recognized

as Architect in his stead’. On  December  Livesay wrote suggesting

that Dashwood be appointed architect and on  December the appoint-
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ment was confirmed. By this time, work had reached the stage when ‘the

old church lies level with the Ground and… preparations are in forward-

ness for Building the New One’. While Adams was the architect responsi-

ble for the basic design of the church (apart from the transepts), Thomas

Dashwood supervised its implementation and signed the certificate of com-

pletion.

On  July  the new church was consecrated. When the foundation

stone was laid the intention had been noted of decorating the floor with

‘the ancient encaustic tiles’; in the account of the consecration, among

other donations, encaustic tiles on the chancel floor and ‘several of the

shields in front of the gallery’ are recorded as the gift of the rector, the Very

Revd John Merewether, who was also dean of Hereford. The designs on the

majority of the pattern tiles (C–C, C–C) are illustrated in Cham-

berlain’s catalogue of  (The Worcester Encaustic Tiles manufactured by
F St John, G Barr, and Co.). However, the armorial devices on C–C, re-

peated on four of the painted wooden shields, were undoubtedly especially

commissioned for the church, probably at the request of the rector him-

self. Described in G Strong’s near contemporary Heraldry of Herefordshire
(London, , pp. –, ), the shield depicted on C is that of the

deanery of Hereford (or, five chevronets azure), on C that of the mod-

ern see of Hereford (gules, three leopards’ heads reversed, jessant as many

fleurs de lis or), on C that of the ancient see of Hereford (gules, a bezant

between three crowns or), and on C that of the Merewether family (as

borne by John Merewether: or, three martlets sable, on a chief azure, a sun

in splendour proper). The tiles were laid by John Hook,who was sent from

Worcester to carry out the work, an entry in the manufacturer’s accounts

ledger noting payment of £:: ‘for laying Tiles at New Radnor Church’.

It is probable that the open areas in the main body of the church were

all paved with flagstones, some of which may have been salvaged from the

old building, and that tiles were employed only in the sanctuary. Since the

rebuilding, there have been considerable alterations, concealing or replac-

ing the original pavements. The floor level at the east end of the nave and

transepts has been raised and the whole area boarded, while the commu-

nion table has been brought forward on a stone foot-pace extending in the

form of an apron from the old sanctuary step.

The apsidal end of the chancel (Fig. A) is paved with -inch tiles, which

are laid lozengewise to form an irregular octagonal panel, with pattern

tiles set singly or grouped on a plain ground. The arrangement is basically

symmetrical, but here and there individual tiles are out of position. At the

centre are five sixteen-tile groups arranged quincuncially, each consisting of

four tiles framed by C–, with C–C radial in the centre surrounded
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New Radnor: tile arrangement in sanctuary (A).

by symbols of the four evangelists (C–C). In the rest of the field, pairs

of C and C and single tiles of C are arranged in regular groupings.

Provision had clearly been made in the overall arrangement for the position

of the armorial tiles, of which four of each design had been ordered; it

was intended no doubt that while one of each should be at the centre,

the remainder should be set in a regular sequence towards the edge of the

panel. The paviour seems to have been unaware of this subtlety, transposing
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four of the tiles.

Both plain red and the red and buff pattern tiles have the same smooth

highly glazed finish, resulting in a deep Indian red with the pattern appear-

ing ochre. This is typical of Chamberlain tiles, and what Edward L Cutts

in An Essay on Church Furniture and Decoration (London, ), p. ) re-

garded as a defect in tiles made at the commencement of the modern revival

of the art; he considered that in pavements composed of the highly glazed

tiles, ‘the pattern was lost in the reflected light, and the whole floor had

moreover a look of uncomfortable lubricity which was particularly offen-

sive’. Offensive or not, the pavement is of particular interest as being the

earliest Victorian example in any of our Radnorshire churches.

Sources:

NLW, Parochial Records, New Radnor No. Vestry book  January 

onwards; No. Church building committee minute book.

NLW, Harpton Court Collection,  church account October .

HDR, Bishops Register, deed of consecration  July ; faculty for appro-

priating the south transept to the owners of Downton Estate  September

.

LP, ICBS Papers,  grant application.

Museum of Worcester Porcelain, Chamberlain ledger  April  payment

to John Hook.

Hereford Journal,  May  laying of foundation stone;  August  con-

secration of church.

Hereford Times,  April  laying of foundation stone; ,  August 

consecration.

Illustrated London News,  October  consecration.

N--W: A S Y Bontnewydd ar Wy  

 architect: SW Williams, Rhayader

Part of the parish of Llanyre, the growing hamlet of Newbridge-on-Wye

needed its own church. In  the national schoolroom was licensed for

the holding of divine service; then ‘an Iron Building erected for such pur-

pose… for the accommodation of the population residing at Newbridge

on Wye aforesaid’ was licensed on  November , but these were only

temporary measures. Thanks to the Venables family (in particular George

Stovil Venables), land was provided, plans for a new church were prepared

by Stephen Williams and in May  the foundation stone was laid. The
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building work was undertaken by William Bowers & Co. of Hereford and

on  July  the completed church was consecrated. In an account of

the event, the building is described: ‘the aisles and chancel floor are of en-

caustic tiles supplied by Mr. Godwin of the Withington Works, near Here-

ford, those forming floor of chancel in rear of the communion rail… be-

ing of a more effective design’. In  ladies of the Venables family pro-

posed re-paving and adorning the sanctuary and chancel in memory of

Agnes Minna Venables. WD Caröe’s plans were approved, and slabs of

Swedish marble replaced the Godwin tiles in the chancel, while inside the

altar rail they were replaced by a pavement ‘of opus alexandrinum in a cos-

mati pattern, composed of onyx, rosso antico, and other rich marbles of

many shades and colours, set in a framework of beautiful deep-cream St

Just marble’. Godwin’s original pavements ‘of more effective design’ may

have been composed entirely of plain tiles of various shapes, sizes and

colours (as at Llanddewi Ystradenni and Llanfihangel Rhydithon a few

years later), but it is more likely that pattern tiles were incorporated in the

arrangements.

The surviving pavements in the porch and passageways of the nave

(Fig. A) have a simple arrangement of standard -inch tiles set lozenge-

wise: a narrow lattice of black ( × ˝) framing nine-tile lozenges of red. A

border round the edge of the porch and outlining the seating areas consists

of lozengewise black tiles (˝) with red half-squares in the angles between,

and fillets of black either side ( ×  ¹⁄₂ and ×  or × ˝). The vestry and

organ chamber are also tiled, in the latter the border framing a plain panel

of red tiles laid square-on.

Newbridge-on-Wye: tile arrangement in porch (A).

While the red tiles are unglazed, all the black seem originally to have

been glazed, although the glaze only survives in places least exposed to

wear.
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Sources:

NLW, St David’s Diocese, SD/F/ faculty for re-paving chancel granted 

April ; SD/C/ deed of transfer of site  December ; consecra-

tion  July ; SD/BR/ national schoolroom licensed for divine service 

December ; iron building licensed for divine service  November ;

SD/BR/ church consecrated  July .

NRO, Parochial Records, Newbridge-on-Wye No. Vestry minute book 

April .

Parochial Magazine for the archdeanery of Brecon, XXVI (August ),

p. .

Hereford Journal and Hereford Times,  July  consecration of church.

N: S M Llannewydd  

The old church was entirely rebuilt in the s; it contains no tiles, the

floors being paved with flagstones apart from the raised seating areas which

are boarded.

Source:

Haslam, Buildings of Powys, p. .

N: S A Nortyn  

 architect: GG Scott, London

tiles: W Godwin, Lugwardine

A brass plaque inside the building records that: ‘This Church was rebuilt

by/ Richard Green Price of Norton Manor: assisted by/ his family his

friends and the parishioners of Norton…’. On  December , a vestry

meeting was convened to consider application for a loan for the enlarge-

ment, rebuilding and restoration of the parish church; it was proposed:

that the sum of four hundred pounds be borrowed from the Govern-

ment under the Act th Geo. th Cap. to be repaid by instalments

in  years and the remainder of the monies required for carrying out
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the Plans of Mr. Scott the Architect as produced at this meeting to be

defrayed by assistance from the Diocesan Church Building and other

Societies and voluntary contributions.

As the meeting had not been properly advertised it was declared invalid;

the entry in the minute book was cancelled and a further meeting was

held in April. On  April  application was made to the Incorporated

Church Building Society for aid; in June the committee of architects ap-

proved George Gilbert Scott’s plans including the addition of transepts,

and work began on a thorough restoration of the medieval edifice at the

hands of the building contractor, Mr Coleman of Claxhill near Gloucester.

‘In this example’, wrote one reporter ecstatically when the church re-

opened on  September , ‘never could restoration be more perfect’.

His appraisal of the tiles, however, was luke-warm: ‘The flooring tiles are

all of a plain red colour in the nave, with a little variation in the sacrar-

ium, but no speciality; they are from Godwin’s celebrated works’. Another

writer, who considered that the church had ‘now more the appearance of an

entirely new erection than of being a restoration’, described the tiles paving

the floor of the sanctuary as ‘of a neat pattern’.

The tiles throughout the church are laid square-on using -inch stan-

dard, apart from black border strips of various dimensions. Within a black

border (˝ or  × ˝) on three sides, the main panel of the porch (Fig. A)

consists of a black zigzag lattice framing a background of red five-tile

crosses. The passageways of the nave and transepts are plain red with a

border consisting of a single row of red between bands of black ( × ˝).

The main part of the chancel (Fig. B) has a larger zigzag lattice of black

on a red ground with alternate rows of crossings elaborated with additional

black tiles between the arms. The lower sanctuary step (Fig. C) has a nar-

row band of tiling along its inner edge comprising a row of G inter-

spaced with groups of four red tiles between bands of black ( × ³⁄₄ ˝). The

floor of the sanctuary (Fig. D) in front of the altar has a carpet pattern,

basically a grid of G in groups of four, with four-tile set G at the in-

tersections and G in the corners; a further set of G is at the centre

of each square on a background of red. At either edge of the panel between

pairs of G, north-south is a row of G and east-west a row of G;

in addition, along the latter edges is a row of G between pairs of G

with broad bands of black (˝ and  × ˝) either side. In the side areas of

the sanctuary plain red tiles surround tomb slabs. The foot-pace (Fig. E)

is also tiled mostly in plain red but with a patterned border consisting of

alternately a four-tile set G and a row of three G with G adjacent

to the centre tile.
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Norton: tile arrangements in porch (A), chancel (B),

sanctuary step (C), sanctuary (D), and foot-pace (E).

The Godwin red and buff pattern tiles are all dimpled and glazed. They

have a range of colouring, mostly ochre on Indian red, but on some the

pattern is more creamy and in others the body more chocolate. However,

the variation in colour has not been used for any special effect in the overall

design.

Sources:

NLW, Parochial Records, Norton No. Vestry meetings  December , 

April ,  July .
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LP, ICBS Papers,  grant application.

Hereford Journal,  September  re-opening of church.

Hereford Times,  September  re-opening.

O R: S S Pencraig  

c. architect: T Nicholson, Hereford

c. architect: F Preedy, London

tiles: W Godwin and Godwin & Son, Lugwardine

Little of the earlier medieval structure survives apart from the north aisle,

the church of Old Radnor having largely been rebuilt in the fifteenth and

early sixteenth centuries when the floor of the nave was tiled. Though none

are in situ, a number of patterned medieval tiles have been preserved in the

church. These are discussed in part  (Transactions of the Radnorshire Soci-
ety,  (), pp. –). Since writing this article, I have had the opportu-

nity of examining the original manuscript of Jonathan Williams’s History
of Radnorshire. A loose paper contains the note: ‘May th . Visited ye

Church of Old Radnor… there is some very curious staind pavement, some

of ye squares having arms, others having  Cherubs &c.’. The main entry in

the text differs from the published version and reads: ‘The area of the nave

and aisles is paved with Saxon bricks of an octagonal figure… There are to

be met with in some dwelling houses in the town of Presteigne… bricks of

a similar figure and construction’.

By the middle of the nineteenth century, the church was in need of at-

tention. Some repairs were carried out in ; then in  application for

aid was made to the Incorporated Church Building Society for ‘increase

of accommodation’, William Wishlade signing the architect’s schedule and

the vicar giving an assurance that ‘in all the repairs which have been done

within the last few years the old work has been carefully copied & this will

be likewise the case in the present contemplated improvements’. On  Oc-

tober  he wrote to say that ‘the works have now been completed very

satisfactorily under the superintendance of Mr. Nicholson the Diocesan

Architect’. Although the church had been reseated, and various repairs in

the chancel had been paid for by Sir Thomas Frankland Lewis, no work

appears to have been carried out on the floors at this time, since in the same

month Thomas Nicholson prepared detailed estimates for sundry restora-

tion and repairs including:

(Nave and Aisles only)… Encaustic Tiles Floor laid on Concrete in-

cluding taking up old Tiling £:: (South Chapel only)… Old
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Paving taken up redressed, relaid and deficiency made good £::

(North Chapel only)… Old Paving taken up redressed, relaid and de-

ficiency made good £:: (Chancel only)… Encaustic Tile Floor in-

cluding Concrete bottom & taking up old Paving £::.

As Sir Frankland objected that a great part of the proposed work was ‘alto-

gether undesirable & never ought to be Executed’, the floors remained un-

touched. However, after his death the following January, his son Sir George

Cornewall Lewis seems to have given assent, as a miscellaneous notice in

Archaeologia Cambrensis ( ser. II, , p. ) announces that the build-

ing ‘is undergoing a thorough reparation and restoration… and the exten-

sive series of encaustic tiles will be removed, and rearranged in the south

chapel’. In his diary Sir George recorded for Easter Sunday on  April

 that service was held in Old Radnor church ‘for the first time after a

long closing on account of repairs’. Although the medieval tiles were not

rearranged in the south chapel but in the north aisle, it seems likely that it

was in  that they were lifted and the floors of the nave, south aisle and

west end of the chancel were paved with Godwin tiles.

In  the parishioners purchased an organ to fill the ancient organ

case, but within three weeks it was ‘so affected by the damp of the chancel

that it had become in great measure unfit for use’. The Ecclesiastical Com-

missioners’ architect Ewan Christian was instructed to make a survey of

the chancel, and reported that:

the western portion of the Chancel has been floored with tiles. The

eastern part within the rails, which is on the same level with that

outside, having at some time been improperly lowered, is laid with
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stone and monumental slabs; and is sunken, and the stones exceed-

ingly damp and partly defaced; it urgently wants improvement and

restoration to its proper level… The organ which… stands partly in

the Chancel, has suffered from damp but the chief part of it stands in

the North Aisle, the floor of which is as damp as that just described…

it also needs similar improvement.

Sir Gilbert Frankland Lewis (younger brother of the now deceased Sir

George) objected strongly to Christian’s suggested plan for the improve-

ment of the eastern portion of the chancel floor ‘which would involve ei-

ther the removal or the covering over of monumental slabs placed there in

memory of his ancestors’; so tenders were procured for repairs to the chan-

cel (except for re-laying the floor) and this work was carried out by Thomas

Berry of Kington between  and .

At the east end of the north aisle and in the vestry (once the north chapel)

are pavements of -inch tiles set square-on; of unknown date but consider-

ably worn and of ancient appearance, they are plain red with cross grooves

dividing the surface into four squares. When a field meeting of the Wool-

hope Club visited Old Radnor church in , they recorded that ‘very

interesting encaustic tiles are preserved in the south aisle, the Vestry and

north-west corner of aisle’ (Transactions of the Woolhope Naturalists’ Field
Club (), pp. –), as did WH Howse (The Church and Parish of
Old Radnor (Birmingham, ), p. ); those referred to as in the vestry

are probably the plain -inch tiles. However, Nicholson’s  estimate and

Christian’s  report imply that the floor at both dates was paved with

stone flags. Since the main problem of dampness affecting the organ em-

anated from the north chapel floor behind it (an area for which the parish

itself was responsible), it seems likely that Christian’s advice was imple-

mented here, and in  the stone pavement was replaced with tiles. With

the massive organ case occupying so much of the space, the north chapel

was probably little used except as a vestry, so it may have been felt that

expensive tiles like those in the nave were unnecessary. Their surface wear

suggests earlier usage, but perhaps not within the church itself. The wooden

platform at the east end of the chapel (the edge of which is marked on the

 plan) appears to have been installed at some date before the tiles were

laid.

On  November  the Revd AB Dickenson wrote to the Ecclesias-

tical Commissioners that among other things ‘the altar itself requires to

be raised for often when I am officiating water is standing on the stones’;

Christian referred back to his earlier report and was authorized to have the

work executed, provided Sir Gilbert’s approval was first obtained. Mean-
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Tile arrangements: Q Nantmel chancel; R Old Radnor foot-pace;

S, T Presteigne Lady chapel sanctuary.
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Tile arrangements: U Rhayader sanctuary, middle level;

V Rhayader sanctuary, upper level; W St Harmon’s sanctuary;

X St Harmon’s foot-pace; Y Whitton sanctuary.
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while Dickenson had ‘had an interview with the Lady who is going to re-

store our Church & her wish is that the chancel should be made the chief

feature in the church — she is willing to contribute largely towards the

restoration — but wishes that the same architect Mr. Preedy… should do

the work… I may add that Sir Gilbert Lewis does not object to our pro-

posed works’. On  April  faculty was granted for the restoration of

the church, the file preserving plans of the church dated September 

both ‘as at present’ and with the proposed restoration. In a brief specifi-

cation, Frederick Preedy instructs: ‘The passage in the North Aisle to be

re-laid with new tiles, as shown on plan; to match those in the other pas-

sages’, and in the chancel: ‘Form a raised platform under Communion Ta-

ble laid with encaustic tiles, & with stone steps as shown’. The contract was

awarded to Thomas Collins of Tewkesbury.

The Godwin tiles of the two periods are distinct. In the passageways of

the nave (Fig. A) and in the choir section of the chancel, the larger -inch

standard of tile favoured during the earlier part of the gothic revival was

employed, which is in scale with the dimensions of the building. The layout

is simple: within a border of G set square-on (but the design giving the

effect of lozenges), tiles are laid lozengewise with alternate groups of four

or sixteen pattern tiles set against a background of plain red. In the four-

tile groups, either four-tile sets or four single tiles of the same pattern are

used, while the sixteen-tile groups are composed of either sixteen-tile sets

or four four-tile sets, and in one place sixteen single tiles of the same pattern

(G). However, although the layout is regular, the detail is irregular, the

distribution of pattern tiles being haphazard with a few patterns appearing

only as single groups, while others are repeated several times. Although

the later pavement in the north aisle was intended to match the rest of the

nave, only three patterns are used (G, G, G) and these arranged in a

regular sequence of four-tile groups. As for the border, it would seem that

G was not available at the time, so its pattern has been constructed from

-inch cream squares and -inch red half-squares.

On the low step between the nave and chancel (Fig. B), tiles are set

square-on. At the centre is the nine-tile set G– with a panel of plain

red either side and a border of G; along the eastern edge the pattern tiles

have been trimmed to fit against the step into the chancel. Curiously they

are also trimmed along the north side, irregularly and apparently unneces-

sarily as the resultant gap has had to be filled with pieces of plain red tiles

of varying widths. The probable explanation is that the corners of some the

pattern tiles were found to be chipped and were initially set aside, only for

it to be realised when the chancel pavement had been completed that as the

exact number for the layout had been supplied, the damaged tiles would be
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required for the step. To disguise the flaw but retain the maximum of deco-

ration, each tile was trimmed individually, with some having more removed

from the edge than others. In the chancel, within a border of G there is

an arrangement of four- or sixteen-tile groups on a red ground, similar to

that in the nave and with the distribution of patterns similarly haphazard.

Old Radnor: tile arrangements in nave (A), and chancel step (B).

Both plain and pattern tiles are unglazed, having a smooth matt finish.

The majority are red and buff with the design in a warm creamy colour

on a soft Venetian red ground. The colouring varies somewhat; G, G,

G and G have rather more browny backgrounds, and the border tile

G is buff on black. Of the more recent tiles in the north aisle, G has

a chocolate ground, while the other pattern tiles are all more brown than

their earlier counterparts; comparison with these suggests that G may

also be of a later date, inserted during repairs to the main floor of the nave

to replace some cracked tiles. The back of a loose tile in the nave is im-

pressed with the early Godwin mark: ./ / 

under the crest and motto of Hereford.

While the s paving of the north aisle matches in style the earlier

tiling of nave and chancel, the foot-pace (Colour plate R) reflects its own

period and uses  ¹⁄₄ -inch pattern tiles in conjunction with plain tiles of var-

ious sizes. The centre panel under the altar against the east wall has plain

red -inch tiles set lozengewise; in the wide decorative border round the

three sides, tiles are set square-on. The design consists of alternate square

and rectangular panels outlined in chocolate ( ×  ¹⁄₂ ˝) with green ( ¹⁄₂ ˝)
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at the corners, between bands of G with G at the corners, alternat-

ing green and white half-squares ( ¹⁄₂ ˝), and black ( ×  ¹⁄₂ ˝). The nine-tile

square panels consist of G at the centre with G at each side and

G at each corner, while the rectangular panels comprise pairs of nine-tile

squares, with G at the centre, G at the sides, and each corner square

constructed from a fawn half-square (˝) with a green square (˝) and two

white half-squares (˝) filling the other triangle. Between the border and

the plain altar panel on the two shorter sides is a band of G.

The green and glistening white tiles have a stoney finish, while the other

tiles plain and patterned are smooth and unglazed. The pattern tiles are red

and buff with familiar Godwin designs in a yellowy cream on a Venetian

red ground, apart from G where the body colour is black.

Sources:

NLW, Harpton Court Collection,  estimates for repairs .

HRO, Hereford Diocese, HD/ annual box  petition and draft licence

for celebration of divine service in schoolroom; annual box  faculty with

plans and specification.

HDR, Bishops Register, schoolroom licensed for divine service while church

being reseated  March ; faculty for restoration  April .

LP, ICBS Papers,  grant application .

CERC, ECE Papers,  correspondence relating to chancel repairs –,

–.

HRL, LLC ., manuscript of Jonathan Williams, History of Radnorshire,

pp. –.

Hereford Journal,  April  re-opening of Kinnerton church with refer-

ence to Thomas Collings as ‘same contractor who restored Old Radnor’.

JB Sinclair and RWD Fenn, ‘Radnorshire to her most distinguished son, Sir

George Cornewall Lewis, –’, Transactions of the Radnorshire Society,

 (), pp. – diary of Sir George Cornewall Lewis .

P: O L  P Pyllalai  

At present there are no tiles in the church of Our Lady of Pilleth, the floor

being flagged throughout. However, in connection with repairs and restora-

tion to the church in the s, there is reference to encaustic tiles. At a

vestry meeting held on  May , George Potter the proposed builder

and contractor displayed a plan drawn by C Percival Hill of Knighton and

read from a written specification:
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Take up floor of Nave & chancel, to such level as shall be agreed upon.

Relay the floor of chancel, using all the old stones bearing Inscrip-

tions, & making up the remaining space with encaustic tiles… Lay

new floor of quarries in Nave Isle — Lay new floor of boards under

sittings… Build new porch — lay new floor & steps into church…

A price was agreed and Potter was instructed to prepare a proper speci-

fication to be produced with the contract on or before  June . The

church was restored later that year or in the early part of . As part

of the renovation, encaustic tiles were presumably laid in the chancel and

‘quarries’ in the passageway of the nave, the latter probably plain black and

red Staffordshire tiles rather than stone slabs.

On  March  the building was gutted by fire. As it was not insured

and the parish was poor, the church remained in ruins. When the Revd Joel

J Davies became rector, he began holding services in the churchyard when

the weather was clement and on  July  the first since the fire was

held within the ruined walls of the church itself. Plans were set afoot for the

restoration of the church, with Walter J Tapper as the architect and Messrs

Collins & Godfrey of Tewkesbury the contractors. On  June  the

first service was held in the restored building, in which the floor had been

‘cleaned of all rubbish, brought down to its original level, and as regards

the sanctuary and chancel paved’, while the nave had been ‘cemented with

concrete, and in readiness for paving at some future date’. In  paving

stones were laid in the nave corresponding to those in the chancel.

Sources:

NLW, Parochial Records, Pilleth No., Vestry minutes  May ,  March

and  August .

Parochial Magazine for the archdeanery of Brecon, XXVI (), pp. , ,

XXVII (), pp. , –, XXX (), p. .

Hereford Times,  August  Whitton rural fete with reference to recent

renovation of Pilleth.

P: S A Llanandras  

 (chancel) architect: T Nicholson, Hereford

tiles: W Godwin, Lugwardine

 (nave and Lady chapel) architect: JL Pearson, London

tiles: Godwin & Hewitt, Holmer
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The church mainly dates from the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries,

though preserving some earlier features. In the nineteenth century it under-

went two major restorations. On  September  faculty was granted

‘for certain repairs and alterations to the Parish Church’. By April 

much of the work had been completed, including the rebuilding of the

chancel arch, but no work had yet been done within the chancel. This was

the responsibility of the rector, and the Hereford Journal noted that ‘the

whole chancel is about to be renovated, at the sole cost of the Rector’. In

style, the Godwin tiles paving the chancel seem to date from this period, al-

though no direct documentary evidence for their installation seems to have

survived.

By the will of the late Thomas Pugh, a sum of £ was left for re-

pair of the fabric of Presteigne parish church, on condition that within two

years after his death a further £ should have been raised for the same

purpose. A public meeting was held on  June , a building commit-

tee was appointed, and fund raising began. Grants were obtained from the

Hereford Diocesan Church Building Society, and from the Incorporated

Church Building Society. John L Pearson’s plans were approved; Thomas

Collins of Tewkesbury was awarded the contract and may have influenced

the choice of Godwin & Hewitt to supply floor tiles. On  August  fac-

ulty was granted for restoring and repairing the church, including replacing

the old board floors in the seating areas with wood blocks, also:

taking up the flag stones in the Passage ways of Nave and Aisles, re-

moving Soil and putting in a bed of Concrete… and relaying the same

with Tiles… taking up floor of Chancel and raising same above its

present level and relaying with new Tiles and new Steps throughout.

While desirous of obtaining licence for the work listed, as half the estimated

cost of £ had still to be found, the parishioners proposed to carry it

out ‘from time to time as the necessary funds are provided’. Thus when
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the church re-opened on  May , the nave and Lady chapel had been

re-floored as specified, and the chancel screen had been placed on steps in

anticipation of raising the level of the chancel floor, but this latter part

of the plan had not been effected. Initially the work was postponed as

the chancel was required for divine service while the rest of the church

was being restored, but the incongruity remained until the s. With the

application for a grant from the Incorporated Church Building Society is

a  report from Messrs Nicholson & Clarke of Hereford, in which they

recommend that ‘on no account should the Chancel floor be raised’, but

rather the screen should be lowered. This was done. Among ‘further work

necessary, but not embodied in our present scheme’ they list the re-flooring

of the chancel. The sanctuary seems to have altered to accommodate a

new altar about this time, its area extended and its floor paved with stone

slabs. Fortunately most of the tiled pavement in the body of the chancel has

survived.

Presteigne: tile arrangement in chancel (A).

The earliest tiles dating from the  restoration are those in the chan-

cel. They are all of the larger -inch size typical of the period, some laid

square-on, others lozengewise. Entering from the nave there is first a double

row of G laid square-on, and then a panel of black and buff laid lozenge-

wise in a chequer. Beyond this are three further rows of G laid square-on

between single rows of plain black; similar bands are visible either side of

the chancel between the boarded plinths of the choir seating and the sanc-

tuary step. The main area of pavement (Fig. A) has a lozengewise chequer
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Presteigne: tile arrangements in nave (B–G), and Lady chapel (H).

of black and buff with groups of pattern tiles, each arranged as a quincunx

consisting of a sixteen-tile set G– at the centre and four-tile sets G

at the corners. All the tiles have a smooth, unglazed surface, the designs

on the red and buff pattern tiles identifying their manufacturer as William

Godwin.

Tiles in the rest of the building date from the  restoration and are of

the smaller -inch size. In the nave, the open areas are paved with plain red

laid lozengewise. Borders, in places partly interrupted by narrow heating

grilles, vary in width; some are without an edging strip, others have a black

band ( × ˝) on one or both sides. The north aisle (Fig. B) has the simplest

border using only one colour, the passageway being edged with two rows of

alternating red half-squares (and a black edging strip). Elsewhere (Figs.C–

G), there are narrow borders consisting of a single row of red set lozengwise

between half-squares of black, wider borders with two rows of red between
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black tiles and half-squares, and other variations.

In the main part of the Lady chapel (Fig. H) similar red and black tiles

are laid lozengewise, to form a distended lattice of black framing alternate

rows of sixteen and twenty-five tile lozenges of red, with a single red tile

at each crossing. In awkward places, such as at the back of the organ are

bands of chequer pattern and border strips echoing those in the nave. The

sanctuary is more ornamental. Carpeting covers the centre so that the pat-

tern of red and black tiles beneath cannot be determined, but either side

(Colour plate S) is a complex ‘carpet’ arrangement based on a chocolate

grid ( × ˝) with GH at the intersections, and four-tile sets of GH and

GH lozengewise at the centre of each square with groups of dark green

and red half-squares (˝) filling the corners; along the edge of the step and

either side is a border of GH between fillets of green ( ×  ¹⁄₄ ˝) and an

outer strip of black ( × ˝). Along the north side is an extra band of pat-

tern (Colour plate T), consisting of a row of GH set lozengewise with

chocolate half-squares (˝) between, and a further black strip ( × ˝); a

heating grille occupies the corresponding position along the south wall. A

damaged area on the north side has been repaired with red and black tiles.

The foot-pace has a panel of plain red unglazed tiles laid lozengewise with

a band of GH along the north and south edges.

The plain black and red tiles in the nave and Lady chapel are unglazed,

and were probably supplied by the same manufacturer as the tiles of the

‘carpet’ arrangement in the Lady chapel sanctuary, which were made by

Godwin & Hewitt. Plain or pattern, the latter are all highly glazed, the

glaze transforming the dimpled red and buff tiles into a deep creamy ochre

on an Indian red. The designs on three of the tiles had recently been made

for John Oldrid Scott’s restoration of Kinlet church in Shropshire, and were

based on medieval tiles from that church.

Sources:

HRO, Hereford Diocese, HD annual box () faculty

HRO, AE / Presteigne churchwardens accounts –; AE /

Vestry minute book  April ,  May .

HDR, Bishops Register, faculty for restoration  September ; Shire hall

licensed for divine service while church under repair  November ; fac-

ulty for restoration  August ; faculty for restoration  February .

LP, ICBS Papers,  grant application ;  grant application .

Hereford Journal,  April  account of repairs;  May  re-opening

of church.

Hereford Times,  May  re-opening.
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RCB Oliver, ‘Church building and rebuilding in Radnorshire in the later nine-

teenth century with special reference to the parish of Llanbadarn-Fynydd’,

Transactions of the Radnorshire Society,  (), p. , reference to Thomas

Nicholson as architect for the  restoration.

R: S C Rhaeadr Gwy  

c. architect: uncertain

tiles: W Godwin, Lugwardine

In the course of the eighteenth century the medieval church fell down and

a new church was erected on the site, which by the second half of the nine-

teenth century was in need of renovation. At a vestry meeting on  May

 it was resolved that the church should be repaired by public subscrip-

tion and that ‘if sufficient money can be raised an apsidal chancel shall be

built’. The following March a building committee was formed, which on 

July  approved the plans, provided the funds were forthcoming. When

nearly the whole of the estimated expenses had been raised, faculty was

duly applied for and granted on  April . A plan held in the faculty

file shows the proposed alterations consisting of new south wall, chancel,

floor and seating. The floors of the nave and the three levels in the ‘new

chancel’ (present sanctuary) are marked ‘Tile floor’. Twenty years later fur-

ther repairs were necessary, the tower now being in a ‘dangerous’ state. The

account submitted by Messrs Edward Davies & Son of Newtown for the re-

building of the tower includes the item: ‘repairing & making good old floor

at bottom of Tower’. Stephen W Williams was the architect in ; he was

employed again a decade later for designing a new north aisle and roof to

the nave. His plan of  July  in the faculty file details only the ar-

eas affected (the nave and sanctuary being left blank); on it the floors of

the chancel and north aisle are tinted pink, indicating that it was intended

initially that they should be tiled. Other papers in the file include copies

of the vestry minute of  March  authorizing the enlargement of the

church, the restoration committee minute of  September  accepting

Morgan Lloyd’s tender, the confirmation among answers to queries that

‘there is no structural alteration in the Sanctuary which is modern’, and

correspondence in March  regarding the foot-pace: ‘The temporary
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wooden footpace is to be replaced by a marble one, the gift of a parish-

ioner’. The faculty was granted on  June , although work had begun

earlier in the year. A report on the re-opening of the church on  October

, describes the renovations:

The old boarded floors under the seats have been taken up, as well as

a portion of the encaustic tile paving, and the floor of the body of the

church and part of the chancel has been relaid with oak wood block

flooring… The original level of the church has been lowered so as to

give increased elevation to the chancel.

A statement of accounts shows payment for the new flooring was made

to Geary, Walker & Co. In  the church was again re-floored, ‘Azelia’

blocks being selected; on this occasion the architect was Cyril Hughes and

the contractor Gordon Evans & Son of Swansea.

The documentary evidence indicates that the tiles in the chancel and

sanctuary date from  and those set in the top of the marble foot-pace

from . That the tiles in the porch have the same arrangement as those

in the chancel suggests that they are of the same date and that the tiles

removed from the nave in  also had the same design of layout. In the

tower, the modern -inch quarries were probably laid in .

Apart from the foot-pace, the tiles throughout are standard -inch laid

lozengewise. The arrangement in the porch (Fig. A) is a black lattice with

highly glazed red tiles at the intersections, framing four-tile lozenges, of

which alternate rows are red and fawn. In the chancel the central passage-

way between the choir stalls (Fig. B) has the same arrangement, which

is repeated on the first level in the sanctuary but with G replacing the

plain tiles at the intersections. The second step (Colour plate U) is nar-

rower with a pattern of alternating red and black oblique bands with green

half-squares along the west edge. The upper level (Colour plate V) has the

Rhayader: tile arrangements in porch (A), and sanctuary (B).
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same lattice pattern as elsewhere in the building but with G and G in

alternate rows at the intersections and the four-tile lozenges having rows of

G, G, G and G in sequence. In the sanctuary, both plain and

pattern tiles have a smooth highly glazed finish. In contrast to G, G

and G, which are red and buff with the pattern cream coloured on an

Indian red ground, on G, G and G the body colour is black and a

green glaze has been applied, so that the pattern appears green on the black

ground. The patterns are all popular designs produced by William Godwin

of Lugwardine.

Within its marble edge, the foot-pace has a panel of highly glazed -inch

tiles laid square-on, chocolate on three sides and pale green under the altar

table.

Sources:

Rhayader parochial archive: faculty for altering and enlarging church  April

; account for rebuilding tower June ; statement of accounts for 

restoration; parochial church council minutes  May – February .

NLW, St David’s Diocese, SD/F/ faculty  with plan;

SD/F/ faculty  with plan and correspondence; SD/BR/ schoolroom

licensed for divine service during restoration of church  March ; Victo-

ria Hall licensed for divine service  December ; faculty for restoration 

June .

NLW, WCC Papers, SB ,/  report with  plan of chancel.

CWRO, ECE Papers,  chancel repairs , .

LP, ICBS Papers,  grant application ;  grant application .

Radnorshire Standard,  November  re-opening of church.

Radnorshire Express,  November  re-opening.

Hereford Times,  July  advertisement for tenders;  November  re-

opening.

R: S D Rhiwlen  

The floor of the nave in this simple medieval edifice is flagged. It is uncer-

tain at what date the level of the sanctuary was raised and paved with plain

-inch red tiles laid square-on, edged with a brick step.

S H’: S H Saint Harmon  

 architect: R Wellings Thomas, Llandrindod

tiles: W Godwin & Son, Lugwardine
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When the Revd Jonathan Williams visited St Harmon’s at the beginning of

the nineteenth century he described the old church as built ‘in a barn-like

fashion — low, long and dark’; some years previous its ruined condition

had ‘rendered its reduction in size necessary. But the temporary relief which

this measure gave has ceased, and the whole fabric required to be taken

down and rebuilt from the foundation’. In  a new church was erected,

but by  it was in a sorry state; by its appearance, there had ‘been no

repairs since it was built’. An application was made to the Incorporated

Church Building Society for a grant towards its restoration and beauti-

fication, but its committee of architects approved of neither R Wellings

Thomas nor his plans. However, on  May  the parish building com-

mittee approved the plans and specification, they applied for faculty which

was granted on  July  and gave the contract to S Arthur Bounds of

Llandrindod.

The typed specification dated January  with additions in red ink

(here indicated in italics with deletions bracketed) is detailed. It provides

for the removal of the whole of the existing flooring and pavings, prepara-

tion of foundations for the new flooring with the chancel and sanctuary on

raised levels, and:

The paving coloured red with the exception of that to sacrarium to be

(Encaustic tiles p.c. / per yard) ˝ × ˝ Adamantine tile paving laid
herring-bone with border composed of two red and one black ditto & all
to be set and grouted in cement. The tiling behind Communion Rail

to be (similar) Encaustic tiling p.c. / per yard set and grouted in

cement… The base to the Altar to (be of ˝ Grey Aberden granite…)

have ˝ × ˝ hard rubbed York stone step and tiled riser set in cement
and the top to be laid with Encaustic tile paving p.c. / per yard sup. set
& grouted in cement on a ˝ cement concrete bed with ³⁄₄ ˝cement floated
face… The step to chancel to be ˝ × (˝) ˝ and to sacrarium ˝ ×

(˝) ˝ (Grey granite) hard rubbed York Stone as before with (moulded

nosing ˝ girth…) tile risers all as last… Lay the floors coloured yellow

with ˝ × ˝ ×  ¹⁄₂ ˝ (oak) yellow deal blocks set in bitumen cement.

In practice, the revised specification was slightly modified. In the account

of the re-opening of the church on  July , the floors were described
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as of ‘wood blocks, with tiled walking ways, and the sacrarium laid with

Godwin’s encaustic tiling in sober but rich colouring’.

In accordance with the specification the porch, and passageways in the

nave and chancel (Fig. A) are paved with matt red adamantine tiles in a

herring-bone pattern, though their dimensions are  × ˝, and they have

a border of one black fillet ( × ˝) between two red ( × ˝). The shal-

low chancel step and those of the sanctuary and foot-pace have highly

glazed green tile risers ( × ˝ and  ×  ¹⁄₂ ˝). As for the sanctuary pave-

ment (Colour plate W), tiles are laid square-on in a complex arrangement

based on a black grid ( × ˝) with buff squares (˝) at the intersections,

framing alternating four-tile sets G and G surrounded by narrow

borders; G is edged with red ( × ˝) with a fawn square (˝) at each

corner, and G likewise has a fawn square at corner but side strips are

made up of green and red half-squares (˝ and ˝). Along the edge of the

sanctuary step and side walls is a border consisting of a row of alternating

G and G set lozengewise with red half-squares (˝) in the triangles

between, with strips of fawn ( ×  ¹⁄₂ ˝) either side, and a band of black (

×  ¹⁄₂ ˝) along the outer edge. The foot-pace has the same arrangement of

carpet pattern as the rest of the sanctuary, with the border on three sides,

but at the corner the fawn strips form a square around G with red half-

square (˝) fillers (Colour plate X).

St Harmon’s: tile arrangement in porch (A).

Apart from the green tiles, which are highly glazed, all the plain tiles are

unglazed. Pattern tiles also have a high glaze but while the surface is only

faintly dimpled, brown specks in the glaze give texture to the finish. The

patterns are a rich ochre with G, G and G having an Indian red

ground; the body of G is chocolate.

Sources:

NLW, St David’s Diocese, SD/F/ faculty with plan and specification;

SD/BR/ faculty granted  July .
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LP, ICBS Papers,  grant application.

CWRO, ECE Papers,  report .

J Williams, ‘History of Radnorshire’, Archaeologia Cambrensis,  ser. IV

(), p. .

Radnorshire Standard,  July  re-opening of church.

W: S D Llanddewi yn Hwytyn  

 (nave and chancel) architect: H Curzon, London

 (sanctuary) architect: R Wellings Thomas, Llandrindod

tiles: W Godwin & Son, Lugwardine

Of much the same medieval date and character as nearby Pilleth, which had

just been renovated, Whitton church was in need of thorough restoration

when a series of vestry meetings was held in  at which it was resolved

that the consent of the bishop should be applied for ( April), that plans

and estimate be approved ( July), that enquiries be made respecting the

capabilities of the contractors whose tenders had been received ( Septem-

ber), and that the tender of Thomas Berry of Kington should be accepted

( October). Faculty was granted on  March .

According to the copy of Henry Curzon’s specification of  held in

the faculty file:

The best of the old stone flags to be squared & relaid in the Porch. The

Nave and Tower Passage to be paved with ˝ black and red Stafford-

shire quarry tile — laid in mortar & pointed with cement. The Chancel

without the rail to be laid also with Staffordshire quarries made good

to old slabs. Within the Rail lay Godwin’s tile pavement  ¹⁄₄ ˝ tiles in
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 colors laid to pattern, on a floated bed of cement grouted over &

immediately washed clean… The floors to be of red Baltic battens free

of sap; the curbs against pavements oak.

However, in practice the specification was modified, the porch was tiled

and the three-colour arrangement of Godwin tiles intended only for the

sanctuary was extended into the body of the chancel.

The renovated church was re-opened on  December , but there

were further problems. Instructed by the parish vestry, on  February

 the Revd HBC Davies wrote to the bishop that due to want of suffi-

cient foundation and top pressure of heavy masonry on old friable walling

left when church was restored, the east end was ‘considerably bulged and

cracked’; the architect R Wellings Thomas advised taking down the wall

and sinking a proper foundation and suggested extending the wall a yard

eastward.

His specification of March  preserved in the faculty file instructed:

Remove existing step between Chancel and Sacrarium and excavate

under ditto for new paving to Chancel as indicated… Pave with orna-

mental tile paving to match existing in every respect set and grouted in

cement and make good between new and old. Form foundation under

new step to Sacrarium… Take up whole of paving in Sacrarium and

clean and stack… Relay the whole of Sacrarium with new ornamental

tile paving P.C. /– per yard to approved design.

The tender of Messrs Griffths & Mantle was accepted, faculty was granted

on  May  and work commenced. Wellings Thomas then approached

the tile manufacturer for a suggested layout for the new pavement; on 

July he wrote to Edward Whitehead (who was financing the restoration):

‘I enclose a design from Messrs Godwin of Hereford for tile floors. These

are exceedingly beautiful tiles in encaustic antique glazed, and I think you

will find the effect very rich and good’. In a letter dated  August, he

wrote; ‘The specimen tiles reached me... after various wanderings and I

have definitely placed the order with Messrs Godwin & Son, Hereford’. The

work was soon completed, but as the Revd HBC Davies had died shortly

before, the re-opening was delayed until  February  in order that the

new rector might be inducted at the same service.

The porch is paved with -inch red quarry tiles laid square-on. The pas-

sageways of the nave have fitted carpeting; tiles visible along the edge and

under a loose section suggest that the open areas were laid with -inch red

quarry tiles square-on, edged with a single row of black, and with a small
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panel of red -inch quarries filling the recess by each of the short front

pews.

In the chancel between the choir seating (Fig. A), plain unglazed -inch

tiles are laid square-on in a zigzag chevron pattern, composed of staggered

rows of black and fawn tiles in pairs separated by single red tiles; the pave-

ment has a black border ( × ˝) along the edge of the chancel step. The

tiles laid in the cross passage match exactly, having been salvaged in 

from the earlier sanctuary floor.

Whitton: tile arrangements in chancel (A), and foot-pace (B).

Godwin’s  arrangement of tiles in the sanctuary is splendid. The

riser of the sanctuary step is tiled with a row of G, and that of the foot-

pace with G. The carpet design of the sanctuary floor (Colour plate Y)

is based on a large grid consisting of bands of red ( × ˝) between strips

of G, with a group of tiles at each intersection composed of G at the

centre with green ( ×  ¹⁄₂ ˝) along the sides and orange ( ¹⁄₂ ˝) at the corners.

In the squares framed by the grid, the tiles are laid lozengewise with a  ¹⁄₂

-inch tile or four-tile set at the centre, G in front of the altar, four-tile set

G and G alternating either side, and G replacing G where the
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square is truncated by the foot-pace. The centre tiles are framed with green

(˝) and chocolate (˝ and ˝) half-squares, and the corners are filled with

G and red half-squares (˝ and ˝). Along the edge of the ‘carpet’ is a

wide border consisting of a centre band of G with G at the corners,

between bands of green and orange half-squares (˝), with a black fillet ( ×

 ³⁄₄ ˝) on the inner side, and red ( ×  ³⁄₄ ˝) and black ( ×  ¹⁄₂ ˝) strips along

the outer edge. The centre of the foot-pace (Fig. B) beneath the altar has a

simple panel of plain red -inch tiles laid lozengewise with five single tiles

of G arranged quincuncially, the centre pattern tile being framed with

red half-squares (˝ and ˝). On three sides is a border of alternating G

and G lozengewise with red half-squares (˝) filling the triangles, between

fillets of green ( ×  ¹⁄₂ ˝) with orange ( ¹⁄₂ ˝) at the corner intersections, and

an outer strip of chocolate ( ×  ¹⁄₂ and × ˝).

Of the plain tiles used in the sanctuary, the black, red and chocolate

have a smooth matt finish, while the green and orange are highly glazed.

The pattern tiles have characteristic Godwin dimpling and are also highly

glazed, the designs appearing ochre with a deep Indian red (almost choco-

late) background, apart from the monogram tiles, which are a lighter shade

of Venetian red.

Sources:

NLW, St David’s Diocese, SF/F/ faculty with plans and specification ;

SF/F/ faculty with plan and specification ; SD/D/ surveyor’s

report ; SD/D/ surveyor’s report ; SD/BR/ national school-

room licensed for divine service during restoration of church  March ;

SD/BR/ faculty granted  May .

NLW, Parochial Records, Whitton No. vestry minutes April–October ,

February–April ; No. miscellaneous papers including correspondence

between R Wellings Thomas and EH Whitehead, and a pattern sheet of God-

win’s encaustic tiles.

Radnorshire Standard,  February  re-opening of church.

Radnorshire Express,  February  re-opening.

Hereford Journal,  February  re-opening.

Hereford Times,  December ,  February  re-openings.

Y H: S M Yr Hysfa  

 architect: J Norton, London

In response to an application for aid towards the building of a mission

church at Rhwsfa in the parish of Nantmel, in December  the Incor-

porated Church Building Society approved a modest grant, which was later
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increased to £. John Norton prepared the plans and the foundation stone

was laid on  April . In a letter dated  January  the Revd TJ

Thirlwall announced that the mission house was completed and ‘a great

success’, but it was not until  April that a ‘building situate within the

parish of Nantmel known by the name of St Mark’s School church’ was

formally licensed for the holding of divine service.

The porch, nave and vestry are paved with black and red -inch quarry

tiles laid square-on in a chequer, the centre passageway in the nave demar-

cated either side by a single row of red tiles between bands of black ( ×

˝).

Apart from boarded platforms beneath the choir benches, the floor of

the chancel is tiled. Here, -inch tiles of black, red and various shades of

fawn are employed, laid lozengewise and forming panels of geometric pat-

tern, with a border defining each area. The border is the same throughout

(Fig. A): alternating black and fawn tiles laid lozengewise with red half-

squares filling the triangles between, and bands of black ( × ˝) either side

with small red squares (˝) at their intersections. Between the choir plat-

forms and the sanctuary step (Fig. B) the design of the side panels is based

on a fawn cross with a single red square at the centre and black squares

between the arms on a background of red. Beneath the carpeting along the

centre passageway is a different arrangement (Fig. C), based on a black

lattice with red or black at alternate crossings, framing nine-tile lozenges;

each lozenge has a single black tile at its centre with fawn at the sides and

red in the corners.

Yr Hysfa: tile arrangements in chancel (A–C).
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Yr Hysfa: tile arrangements in sanctuary (D), and foot-pace (E–F).

The rectangular panel (Fig. D) across the front of the apsidal sanctuary

has a red lattice with black at the intersections on a fawn background;

triangular panels either side have a black chevron on an irregular red and

fawn chequer. With the sides angled, the foot-pace (Fig. E) is hexagonal;

it has a strip of border pattern across the front, and a main panel divided

by bands of black into three sections. Those either side have a black lattice

with red at the intersections, a red background and a few irregularly placed
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fawn tiles; the centre section (Fig. F) has a black quincunx on a red ground

with a row of black along the east wall.

The tiles all have a smooth unglazed finish. In the sanctuary, a target

mark is visible on the back of one loose tile and a rectangular one has the

lettering /  between raised bars, confirming the manufac-

turer of the chancel tiles as W Godwin of Lugwardine. Those in the nave

were probably supplied by the same firm.

Sources:

NLW, St David’s Diocese, SD/BR/ church licensed  April .

LP, ICBS, Minute book  December ,  January ; M file miss-

ing.

Hereford Times,  April  re-opening of Nantmel church with reference

to laying of foundation stone of Ysfa Mission Church.



SUFFERINGS AND OPENINGS —
THE PERSECUTION AND EMIGRATION OF

RADNORSHIRE QUAKERS, 1657–1705

Martin Williams

True religion don’t turn men out of the world but enables them to live
better in it and excites their endeavors to mend it. William Penn

I
      to give this talk to the Society. I

was initially invited to talk on the emigration of Radnorshire Quak-

ers to the New World. My own research interests at the time, however,

were focused upon the persecution of Radnorshire Quakers in the seven-

teenth century, here in Radnorshire. It then occurred to me that I could put

these two together — they are surely linked — hence the title of the talk:

Sufferings and Openings.¹

BACKGROUND

The earliest part of Quaker history in Radnorshire is not well recorded.

Thomas Holmes, whose early Quaker ministry was mainly in South Wales,

wrote to George Fox speaking of ‘great convincements’ in Radnorshire in

, but gives little detail. He was probably referring to early Quaker

activity at Llananno. The earliest proper account we have is from Fox’s

own journal, which details his three trips to Radnorshire, in , 

and  or . The first of these was, as I have commented elsewhere,²

clearly a remarkable visit even by his own remarkable standards. At Fox’s

request John ap John spoke first, in Welsh, to ‘gather them more together’,

followed by Morgan Watkins, then, for three hours, Fox himself:

Many were turned that day to the Lord Jesus Christ and his free teach-

ing, and all were bowed down under the power of God and parted

peaceably and quietly with great satisfaction. And there was a priest

and his wife sat a-horseback that day and heard patiently, but made no

objection. And they said they had never heard such a divine in their

lives, and the Scriptures so opened…³

This experience on a Radnorshire common contrasts sharply with his ex-

perience in nearby Brecon, a few days earlier, where ‘they had an intent

to have murdered us’.⁴ Benign responses were the exception, however, and



   

persecution of Quakers in Radnorshire begins remarkably soon after this

auspicious beginning — indeed, in the same year of .

Quaker historians are blessed — to an extent! — by having the indis-

pensable works of Joseph Besse, generally known as ‘Besse’s Book of Suf-

ferings’, more correctly ‘A Collection of the Sufferings of the People called

Quakers’, first published in , but detailing the period –. It has

recently been reprinted, in sections, with a very welcome index; volume 

covers Wales, Ireland and Scotland.⁵ I say ‘to an extent’, because Besse is a

notoriously undisciplined recorder, at least to those of us used to the rigid

structures of databases. The entries often beg more questions than they

answer, and swing from astonishing detail to sweepingly vague generaliza-

tions, almost within the same sentence. I have attempted to impose some

order on this diversity, entering recorded persecutions into a database. It

has often entailed difficult judgements and approximations.

Added to Besse, we also have the various Minute Books, which record

sufferings annually, along with Yearly Meeting Minutes. The principal

source here is the Wales Yearly Meeting Minutes and Sufferings, deposited

at the Glamorgan County Record Office in Cardiff. The Yearly Meeting

Minutes cover –, but the Sufferings take up where Besse leaves off,

starting in , going through to the late eighteenth century. Sufferings are

recorded in a disciplined manner, separately by County, making the local

historian’s work enormously easier than with Besse! However, there are no

entries for – (though blank pages have been left in the Minute book

here, presumably in the forlorn hope that the entries would have been en-

tered retrospectively). This accounts for my decision to look only at the first

half-century of Quakerism in Wales. The Radnorshire sufferings from 

onwards, in the same volume, and then in the Radnor Monthly Meeting

Sufferings – (the so-called ‘Pales Sufferings’) remain unanalysed.⁶

From these sources it is possible to piece together a picture of Quaker

suffering, in Radnorshire, in the first  years. To this I shall add what is

known about subsequent Quaker emigration to the New World, a venture

almost entirely facilitated by William Penn, and his making available land

in the ‘Welsh Tract’, as part of his ‘Holy Experiment’. The source material

for these is largely from two books, both recently re-printed in facsimile edi-

tions: ’Welsh Settlement of Pennsylvania by Charles Browning, and Welsh
Founders of Pennsylvania, Volumes I and II, by Thomas Allen Glenn.⁷

I should stress that I am not attempting to present new biographical

material about individual Radnorshire families — this is not a work of

family history — nor am I attempting to document the history of the Welsh

Tract, the Holy Experiment, nor to analyse Penn’s controversial role in the

experiment’s ultimate failure. Rather I am attempting to gather, filter and
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hopefully synthesize some very disparate data about this important aspect

of Radnorshire’s past.

SUFFERINGS

I have entered each occurrence of a Radnorshire suffering, available from

the sources referred to above, into a database. There are in total some 

entries identifiable as being from Radnorshire (though there are also 

entries in this period with unidentified locations, so the number may be

higher). However, many individuals appear again and again: in all,  dis-

tinct Radnorshire Quaker individuals are identifiable for the period –

. These involve  distinct surnames.

The ‘sufferings’ inflicted are essentially of two types: imprisonment, and

fines, the latter generally being taken in goods. The statistics for these are

analysed below. Reasons for fines or imprisonment are entirely covered by

a handful of charges: refusal to take the Oath of Allegiance; attending or

holding a Quaker Meeting, refusal to pay tithes or other church-related

charges, and non-attendance at church. (Of the less frequent charges, not

found in Radnorshire but found across Wales, we have numerous cases of

the heckling of priests, but only four cases of the refusal of hat honour;

it would seem Quakers are disproportionately famous for refusing to doff

their hats to their social superiors. There are two cases of being charged

with opening a shop on ‘the day called Christmas’, an indication of the

Quaker’s Testimony against times and seasons, also two of ‘burying the

dead’. Both these last two offences brought down prison sentences, though

the term is not recorded.)

Looking first at the combined data, covering fines and imprisonment.

Grouping together tithes with such items as ‘steeple house rates’, and

‘church repairs’, we have the following chart (Fig. ). Clearly, tithes was

the issue that generated most cases; however, in all but two cases, refusal of

tithes led only to fines, not imprisonment.

The following charts (Figs –) show the figures broken down by fine and

imprisonment. The pattern is clear. The refusal to take oaths, particularly

the Oath of Allegiance, constituted the major reason for imprisonment.

The Quaker Act of  allowed magistrates to demand this of anyone at

any time, but it was put in place specifically to permit the imprisonment

of Quakers, who it was known would refuse to comply. The Act had an

early example of ‘three strikes and you’re out’ — ‘out’ in this case meaning

transportation — though this appears never to have been used in Wales. It

is instructive to break down the imprisonment figures by year (Table ):
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Refusing tithes Refusing oaths

Fig. . Charges against Radnorshire Quakers.

















Quaker meeting Refusing oaths Refusing tithes

Fig. . Reasons for imprisonment.
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Fig. . Reasons for fines.
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Table . Quaker imprisonment in Radnorshire

Y R  Q  R 

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

Total   

No surprises with the figures from the s: the Quaker Act was further

extended in  with the Conventicle Act, which extended the powers

to other dissenting sects and allowed for even harsher sentences; it also

banned outright any religious services other than those of the established

church. Sadly, Besse only rarely records the length of prison sentences, and

often in hopelessly vague terms like ‘many months’ or ‘these past years’.

Extrapolating from data elsewhere, most were probably a matter of weeks,

rather than days or years.

The imprisonments of  and  are harder to explain. This is, ad-

mittedly five or six years before the Toleration Act (when , Quakers

nation-wide were released from prison). But why a sudden surge after so

many years without gaol sentences? All-Wales data is needed here for com-

parative purposes. Browning suggests that the initial financial success of

Penn’s scheme, and the perception that Quakers were getting an exception-

ally good deal, enraged public opinion in the early s, against Quakers.

This may have been a factor, but I am more inclined to suspect local con-

ditions. The particular cases are considered below.

Another interesting feature to emerge is that, where they were picked

up as offences, ‘non-attendance at church’ only ever drew fines, whereas

‘attending a Quaker meeting’ (which was explicitly illegal for a period) only

ever drew prison sentences. Comparing Radnorshire with the larger body

of all-Wales data, however, this distinction breaks down, and so may not

be significant.

Turning to the issue of fines, clearly the refusal to pay tithes, or other

church-related charges is the major factor here. But this is not the whole

picture. It should be noted that fines were almost always extracted in kind,

by the distraint of goods — typically kitchen utensils, poultry, grains and

wool for smaller fines, sheep, cattle, oxen, and horses for larger ones. A

very frequent source of grievance, particularly in the earlier days, was that

the value of goods taken invariably exceeded the stated fine, or tithe, of-

ten by a large factor. It is impossible to quantify this accurately, not least



   

because the value of, say a goose, or a cartload of hay, or five lambs, is

at best subjective. It is unlikely that Quakers entirely resisted the tempta-

tion to overstate their case, by inflating the estimates of goods seized. More

importantly, from the mid-’s Besse (and subsequent recorders) simply

do not record both values, merely the fine actually taken. This appears to

reveal a change in attitude: that tithe fines are not being imposed as a pun-

ishment as such, but more as an unwelcome tax.

Early distraints, according to the claims in Besse, were typically two to

five times the value of the tithe as assessed; in half a dozen cases, the fines

were more than ten times that assessed! The sense of outrage, often ex-

pressed, is perhaps understandable, especially when livestock was being

taken from the poor. By the time of the ’s onward, however, the sense

of outrage has gone; the same names appear year after year, with similar

fines. One gets the sense of a routine collection of a much-detested tax,

rather than a punitive regime of inflicted hardship. In a fascinating article,

the Quaker historian Barry Reay questions whether Quaker opposition to

tithes was as consistent as is made out. Although his article only covers

the early period, the same points can probably be made more strongly for

later, that a degree of grudging complicity gradually crept in. In all events,

Quaker opposition to tithes certainly did not ‘succeed’, in the sense that

they continued, right into the second half of the nineteenth century.

So much for statistics: what of the real people behind them? It is very

difficult to get to a human perspective, over such distances of time and

with such scant resources, but a few anecdotes may help to give a flavour

of what was involved in these ‘sufferings’.

The first Radnorshire ‘sufferer’ was Richard Moore of Llanbister, a

name that appears time and again; he is listed in Besse on no less than ten

occasions, eight of them fines amounting to around £, and two prison

terms, of undisclosed length. He was one of the initial signatories on the

first Pales deed in , where he is described as a yeoman. Another sig-

natory, Edward Moore, also of Llanbister is probably a relative, possibly a

brother. An Edward Moore, then of Llanbadarn Fawr and described as a

Gentleman, emigrated to Pennsylvania in , but there is no record of

Richard going. Richard appears again on the Pales deed of , trans-

ferring trustee rights to a new generation: Roger Hughes of Llanfihangel

Rhydieithon, Nathan Woodliff of Cregrina, and Peter Edwards of Bleddfa.

Nathan — sometimes Nathaniel — Woodliff was a yeoman from Cre-

grina, and also features many times in sufferings, initially in , in the

infamous ‘bleak hills’ episode. On  February , in particularly cold

weather, Radnorshire Friends were gathered for a Monthly Meeting at

Llandegley (exact location unknown — this is pre-Pales Meeting House).
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John Davies the High Sheriff and his Deputy James Price broke in, but

finding people at prayer they ‘forbore laying Hands on them’. However,

when the meeting was concluded, the already irate Sheriff was enraged by

having his authority questioned (he had no warrant for their arrest) and

locked the assembly in a nearby alehouse while he rode off to get a warrant

from Edward Davies, a ‘kinsman’ who was a JP. Imprisoned all night in the

freezing cold, seven of them were marched the following morning ‘several

miles over the bleak hills to Prison’. Presumably this was Presteigne Gaol,

in Broad Street (which was replaced in  by the current Judges’ Lodg-

ings) Nathan was not one of the seven, but was also held locally. Edward,

it appears, did not know the law well enough to handle the case which was

deferred for a week but led to eventual imprisonment.

Nathan also stuck it out in Radnorshire, not emigrating. Twelve

recorded fines later (probably many more, given the absence of records

from –), he is last heard of in .

Some of the early sufferers were women. Margaret Watson was probably

one of the first Quakers in Radnorshire, possibly in Wales. She lived at

Llananno, where Thomas Holmes initially made the first convincements in

. She is not only the first female sufferer in Radnorshire, but also the

first recorded in Wales, being distrained in , when she was fined s.

d. for a tithe charge of s. d. Three years later, she was dealt with more

harshly, suffering the loss of a cow, no small matter.

A long-time sufferer was Peter Price. He initially met George Fox in ,

in Leicestershire. He was travelling with Walter Jenkins, also from Wales.

Both were JPs, a point that clearly impressed Fox. Price met Fox again in

 and was present on the famous occasion in  when Fox preached

to the ‘multitude’ on a Radnorshire common. He was by this time fully

‘convinced’; Fox refers to him as a ‘fine minister’.

The Authorities perhaps did not agree. He was imprisoned in  for

refusing the Oath of Allegiance, and then again — for six years! — in the

early ’s for repeated refusal to pay tithes. He was by then in his ’s! It

seems that the ruling class took a particularly dim view when ‘their own’

went over to Quakers — Charles Lloyd of Dolobran, a significant mem-

ber of the gentry in Montgomeryshire, also experienced disproportionate

imprisonment, in his case even longer, for holding Quaker worship at his

mansion.

A seminal name in Radnorshire Quakerism is David Powell. The truth is

hard to untangle here, as there are at least three David Powell’s in the story!

The name first appears in Besse in , when a David Powell from Nant-

mel was fined for non-attendance at church. Apparently the same person

was then imprisoned for refusing to take oaths in  and again in .



   

Meanwhile, a different David Powell from Montgomery was imprisoned,

probably at Welshpool gaol, for holding Quaker meetings.

Then in , the first deeds of the Pales Burial Ground record the land

being given by David Powell the elder and David Powell the younger, both

of Llandegley! I am inclined to think that these are the same as the Nantmel

Powells. The family clearly must have been of some means to donate the

Pales land — as also was a David Powell (again of Nantmel) who paid for

eleven passages on a boat to Pennsylvania in . This would probably be

David Powell the younger.

Meanwhile, the other David Powell from further north himself emigrated

to Pennsylvania in . His name then crops up repeatedly in accounts of

the Welsh Tract, as he was taken on by William Penn to be the Deputy

Surveyor of Pennsylvania. The not altogether happy relationship between

Powell and Penn is documented in Browning.

Back in Radnorshire, David Powell, the by now not-so-much younger,

continues to appear in the records, being fined for non-payment of tithes in

, , and , before finally emigrating himself in , along with ten

others whom he had paid for. Not all the Powells went, however, as Howel

Powell, of Nantmel, then picks up the fines in  and . Thereafter

the trail goes cold, with the absence of records.

OPENINGS

William Penn (–), although born in London, was of Welsh extrac-

tion and was strongly attracted by ‘the old country’. His first connection

with property matters in America, however, involved his ability as a medi-

ator: in  he was asked to help settle a property dispute, between two

Quakers, in New Jersey (he was successful, apparently). He learned a great

deal about land in the New World in the course of this; he also became in-

volved in the politics of the region, at a distance, on the issue of free trade.

In  he discovered that the British Crown owed his deceased father —

and hence him — the then vast sum of £,, for services rendered as an

admiral. He was offered a huge tract of land — bigger than all of England

— in America in settlement of this, which he accepted. Penn then set about

selling off the land, most successfully. As Mardy Rees rather hyperbolically

notes ‘as soon as Penn announced the conditions of settlement in his new

State the whole country seethed with a desire to emigrate, in order to enjoy

liberty, and to save the little which remained to them after the heavy fines

and cruel losses sustained through imprisonment. In a few days, ,

acres were sold …’.⁸
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At this time, a delegation of twelve Welsh Friends⁹ visited Penn and per-

suaded him to sell a large piece of land to them, for the express purpose of

establishing a Welsh Tract, where Welsh law, language, culture and religion

could flourish. Although none was from Radnorshire, the names are fa-

miliar: John ap John, Thomas Wynne, Hugh Roberts; best known to Rad-

norshire Friends would have been Charles Lloyd of Dolobran and Richard

Davies from Welshpool.

The outcome of this meeting was that seven companies were set up, to

facilitate the establishment of the Welsh Tract, comprising initially ,

acres, but subsequently expanding to , acres. The companies were or-

ganized on geographical lines,¹⁰ with Company , purchased by Richard

Davies, comprising , acres for Mid Wales, including Radnorshire.

Company , purchased by John ap Thomas of Llaethgwm, Merionethshire,

was the first to set sail and came almost entirely from Merionethshire;

they established the Merion Tract, subsequently known as Merion County.

Haverford County followed, as did in , Radnor. The original sale to

Radnorshire residents, was as follows (Table ):

Table . The first Radnorshire residents to buy land in the Welsh Tract

N O L A D

David Kinsey Carpenter Nantmel  Quaker

John Evans Gentleman Nantmel  C of E

Ellis Jones Weaver Nantmel  C of E

Margaret James Spinster Newchurch  Unknown

Richard Miles Weaver Llanfihangel Helygen  Quaker

Roger Hughes Gentleman Llanfihangel Rhydieithon  C of E

David Meredith Weaver Llanbister  Quaker

Richard Corne Glover Llangynllo  Quaker

Richard Cooke Glover Llangynllo  C of E

Thomas Jones Gentleman Glasgwm  Unknown

Evan Oliver Gentleman Glasgwm  Quaker

John Lloyd Glover Diserth  C of E

Edward Jones Gentleman Saint Harmon  Unknown

David James Mariner Glasgwm  Quaker

It can readily be seen from this table¹¹ that less than half the initial pur-

chasers were known to be Quakers, at least at the time of the purchases.

Some became Quakers subsequently, either in Pennsylvania or here in

Wales. Roger Hughes of Llanfihangel Rhydieithon, for instance, although

recorded as Anglican in , was a Quaker by the next decade, having

goods taken in lieu of tithes in , , ,  and ; undaunted,

he also hosted Wales Yearly Meeting at his home in .¹² He was also a

signatory as a trustee of the Pales in . Like Edward Jones of Saint



   

Harmon, he did not, apparently, emigrate, but presumably they sold land

to others.

Browning asserts that numerous non-Quakers who did emigrate found it

conducive to convert to Quakerism on arrival in the Welsh Tract, but that

this new-found convincement was generally not passed on to their children,

who frequently reverted to the Church of England. Unfortunately, he does

not cite examples of this single-generation Quakerism.

Browning also makes a fascinating point about social class amongst

those who interviewed Penn and the early purchasers. He notes that they

were, by and large, of ‘the highest social caste of the landed Gentry of

Wales’ (how else would they have been able to buy tracts of land?) and yet

were Quakers (or strongly sympathetic to Quakers): ‘my House of Lords’

as Penn put it with his customary sledgehammer wit. This underlines the

fact that in Wales, Quakerism appealed to the gentry, whereas in England

it was more restricted to the ‘plain people’ — hence the scandal and bewil-

derment felt by Penn’s aristocratic family on his conversion. The reasons

for this remain unclear.

All in all, there appear to have been some forty families or single individ-

uals¹³ from Radnorshire who purchased land in Pennsylvania (overwhelm-

ingly in Radnor County, not surprisingly), though also not surprisingly,

many are related in some way. Of these, eighteen were specifically known

to be Quaker (Table ); many others may also have been.

Table . Quaker emigrants from Radnorshire

S F P O E 

James David Glasgwm Gentleman 

Miles James Llanfihangel Helygen Weaver 

Kinsey David Nantmel Carpenter 

Meredith David Llanbister 

Corne Richard Llangynllo Glover 

Miles Samuel Llanfihangel Helygen 

Miles Richard Llanfihangel Helygen Weaver Before 

James James Yeoman before 

Oliver Evan Glasgwm Gentleman 

Moore Edward Llanbadarn Fawr Gentleman 

Powell David Nantmel 

Powell Thomas Llanbadarn Fawr 

Lewis Ann Rhaeadr Spinster 

Roberts John Nantmel Blacksmith 

Smith William Nantmel 

Parry Thomas Llanelwedd Weaver 

Lloyd Hugh Llandeilo Graban Labourer 

Lloyd Evan Yeoman 
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Additionally, Glenn lists eight wives and around thirty children associ-

ated with these emigrants. Indeed some married each other, as for instance,

Margaret James of Newchurch, (one of the initial purchasers and sister of

David James) who married Samuel Miles of Llanfihangel Helygen in ,

i.e. between purchasing land and setting sail.

T Mardy Rees in his book A History of the Quakers in Wales also gives

lists of emigrants by County. Unfortunately, his list, certainly for Rad-

norshire, is inaccurate, including as it does several non-Quakers, omitting

known Quakers and attributing Thomas Parry to Llanrhaiadr — which is

not in Radnorshire!

SUFFERINGS AND OPENINGS

So, what is the link between Suffering and Opening, that is, between per-

secution and emigration? That the persecutions, broadly speaking, con-

tributed to the motive for emigration is not really in doubt, but it is difficult

to be sure about saying a great deal more than that. I had half expected to

find a correlation between severity of suffering and eagerness to emigrate:

this does not seem to be born out. The most frequent and prolonged suf-

ferers — David Powell, Peter Price, Nathan Woodliff — did not emigrate.

Rather, there seems to be an intense geographical clustering. Of the eigh-

teen Quaker definites, seven are from Nantmel and adjacent Llanfihangel

Helygen, two from Glasgwm, and three from Llanbister or environs. Sim-

ilar clusters can be observed in relation to the original purchasers. None

from Presteigne, New Radnor, Knighton, Pen-y-bont or Howey, and only

one from Rhaeadr. Certainly, there are those who suffered long-term in-

tense persecution who did not emigrate, and equally those who seem to

have evaded persecution who did.

Nor does there seem to be a clear causal link — as is sometimes claimed

— between waves of persecution and emigration. The increased tribula-

tions in  and  seem, if anything, a reaction to the emigration not

a cause of it.  saw the Toleration Act, but there was another wave of

emigration in the ’s. No doubt Radnorshire alone offers too small a

sample to draw any definite conclusions anyway. For what it’s worth, of the

 definite Quaker migrations from Radnorshire, twelve are not recorded

as suffering for their cause — %. Of the % that did, three were fined,

five were imprisoned, % and % respectively. David Powell and David

Meredith were both fined and imprisoned — %.¹⁴

Casting a wider net, Barry Levy has shown that % of the emigrants

from North Wales between  and  had been fined or imprisoned.¹⁵



   

Richard Allen, in his article examining the causes of emigration, concludes

that early emigrants were religious refugees, but notes that the relative cost

of transportation — £ for an adult, half that for a child and free for babies

— was low compared to fines, particularly if these were repeated.¹⁶ For

some it was literally cheaper to travel half way round the world than to

stay.¹⁷

Financial considerations probably play an even bigger part in the later

migrations, particularly after the Toleration Act put the brakes on the more

overt persecutions. Wales, and especially Radnorshire, was poor and the

prospects in Pennsylvania must have sounded good for the body as well as

the soul. It is significant that a large part of Penn’s early ‘advertising’ for the

colony (particularly after detractors tried to rubbish his proposals) quoted

satisfied Pennsylvanian farmers on the matter of grain yield: ‘I have had

seventy Ears of Rye upon a single Root, proceeding from one single corn;

 of Wheat;  of Oats, ,  and  of Barley out of one Corn … above

 grains of Oats from one single Corn.’ Quaker Oats? asks a sceptical

Browning, quoting the story! However credible or otherwise, it must have

been very tempting to believe it.

The legacy of the emigrations, for the USA, and for Wales, is beyond

the scope of this paper, but is clearly profound. One lasting legacy, that we

experience constantly at the Pales, is an interest amongst many Americans

about this aspect of their past. It is a joy to share their joy when exploring

these shared roots.

NOTES

. Quakers, particularly early Quakers, used both these terms, sufferings and open-

ings, in perhaps unusual ways. The central committee of Britain Yearly Meeting

that deals with matters of concern is still called ‘Meeting for Sufferings’ (though

this may change shortly). The use of the word ‘open’ and its derivatives is even

broader. With Fox and early Quakers it generally carries the notion of revealing,

being given insight, but sometimes also that of being made receptive, especially to

new ideas. It is often found in combination with the word ‘Way’ (without an arti-

cle, definite or indefinite), as in ‘Way was opened to me’. This potent phrase com-

bines the ideas of revelation, discernment and personal direction or opportunity.

In this sense, Welsh Quakers in the seventeenth-century context of suffering found

‘openings’ for themselves in Penn’s Holy Experiment. See also Joseph Pickvance, A
Reader’s Companion to George Fox’s Journal (Quaker Home Service, ).

. Martin Williams, ‘Early Quakers in Mid Wales’, <http://www.hmwquakers.org

.uk/html/pales archives.html>.

. George Fox, Journal, ed. Nicholls (London Yearly Meeting, ), p. .
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. Fox, Journal, p. .

. Joseph Besse, A Collection of the Sufferings of the People called Quakers, iv: Ire-
land, Scotland and Wales, ed. Michael Gandy (; repr. York, William Sessions,

).

. Glamorgan Record Office, Wales Yearly Meeting Minutes and Sufferings –

, D/DSF .

. Charles Browning, Welsh Settlement of Pennsylvania (Clearfield, ; facs. edn.,

Maryland, Genealogical Publishing Co. Inc., ) and Thomas Allen Glenn,

Welsh Founders of Pennsylvania,  vols. (Oxford, ; facs. edn., Maryland, Ge-

nealogical Publishing Co. Inc., ). The former deals with the entire history of

Penn’s Holy Experiment. The latter primarily offers detailed pedigrees of the Welsh

settlers, but also includes an invaluable biographical list of emigrants and land pur-

chasers. See also <http://www.docheritage.state.pa.us/secIndex.asp> for a good

range of downloadable resources about the early days of Pennsylvania.

. T Mardy Rees, A History of the Quakers in Wales and their Emigration to North
America (Carmarthen, W Spurrell and Son, ), p. .

. The petitioners were John ap John, Thomas Wynne, Richard ap Thomas, Grif-

fith Owen, Edward Jones, John ap Thomas, Hugh Roberts, Thomas Ellis, Charles

Lloyd, Richard Davies, John Bevan and Lewis ap David.

. The Companies were:

. John ap Thomas, of Llaethgwm, Merionethshire and Dr Edward Jones of

Bala, Merionethshire,  acres;

. Charles Lloyd of Dolobran, Montgomeryshire and Margaret Davies,

widow, of Dolobran,  acres;

. John ap Evan of Treverigg, Glamorganshire,  acres;

. John ap John of Rhuabon, Denbighshire, and Dr. Thomas Wynne of Caer-

wys, Flintshire,  acres;

. Lewis ap David, of Llandewy Velfry, Pembrokeshire,  acres;

. Richard ap Thomas, of Whitford Garne, Flintshire,  acres;

. Richard Davies of Welshpool, Montgomeryshire,  acres.

. Browning, Welsh Settlement, p. , combined with Glenn, Welsh Founders,

pp. –.

. Besse, Sufferings of the People, p. ; WYMMS. Wales Yearly Meeting ran

from – (a few years were missed), and was held in Radnorshire several

times: in , at the house of Roger Hughes, Llanfihangel Rhydieithon, 

at the house of Evan Lloyd, Rhaeadr,  at New Radnor,  at Presteigne,

 at Rhaeadr,  at Knighton,  at Rhaeadr,  at Presteigne,  at

Knighton, and  at Rhaeadr. Over the  years of Wales Yearly Meetings, ten

were thus held in Radnorshire — almost %, despite its tiny size and population.

 were in what is now Powys — %.

. The complete list for Radnorshire is given here for completeness. Blanks in the

‘Emigration Date’ column indicates the likelihood that the person purchased land

but did not emigrate.



   

Table . Radnorshire emigrants

S F P O E  D

Cooke Richard Llangynllo Glover  C of E

Corne Richard Llangynllo Glover  Quaker

Evans John Nantmel Gentleman  C of E

Evans Edward Nantmel Gentleman  Unknown

Evans Stephen Llanbister  C of E

Evans Jane Nantmel Widow  Unknown

Hughes Roger Llanfihangel Gentleman C of E

Rhydieithon

James David Glasgwm Gentleman  Quaker

James James Yeoman before  Quaker

Jones Edward Saint Harmon Gentleman Unknown

Jones Thomas Nantmel  Unknown

Jones Rees Nantmel  C of E

Jones Thomas Glasgwm Gentleman  Unknown

Jones Ellis Nantmel Weaver  C of E

Kinsey David Nantmel Carpenter  Quaker

Lewis Ann Rhaeadr Spinster  Quaker

Lloyd John Diserth Glover  C of E

Lloyd Hugh Llandeilo Labourer  Quaker

Graban

Lloyd Evan Yeoman  Quaker

Meredith David Llanbister  Quaker

Meredith Hugh Before  Unknown

Miles Griffith Llanfihangel C of E

Helygen

Miles Margaret Newchurch Spinster  Unknown

Miles Ann Llanfihangel Spinster  C of E

Helygen

Miles James Llanfihangel Weaver  Quaker

Helygen

Miles Samuel Llanfihangel  Quaker

Helygen

Miles Richard Llanfihangel Weaver Before  Quaker

Helygen

Miles David Llanfihangel Before  C of E

Helygen

Moore Edward Llanbadarn Gentleman  Quaker

Fawr

Morgan John Nantmel Gentleman C of E

Morgan James Nantmel Gentleman  C of E

Morgan Evan Nantmel Gentleman  C of E

Oliver Evan Glasgwm Gentleman  Quaker

Parry Thomas Llanelwedd Weaver  Quaker

Powell David Nantmel  Quaker

Powell Evan Nantmel Weaver  Unknown
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Powell Thomas Llanbadarn  Quaker

Fawr

Rees Rees Husbandman  C of E

Roberts John Nantmel Blacksmith  Quaker

Smith William Nantmel  Quaker

. Those imprisoned were David James, David Meredith, Evan Oliver, David Pow-

ell and Hugh Lloyd. Those fined were James Miles, David Meredith and David

Powell.

. Barry Levy, Quakers and the American Family (Cambridge University Press,

).

. Richard Allen, ‘In search of a new Jerusalem: a preliminary investigation into

the causes and impact of Welsh Quaker emigration to Pennsylvania, c.–’,

Quaker Studies, : ().

. In Besse, for the fines for Wales as a whole, fines ranged from s. to £ (though

the latter was very exceptional). The mean figure is £. s.; a more realistic average,

the median, gives exactly £. For Radnorshire across all data, the range is s.–£,

the mean is £. s., the median is £. s.



AGRICULTURE IN RADNORSHIRE
IN WORLD WAR II AND AFTER

RM Deakins

T
   the condition of agriculture in Radnorshire

before the Second World War, and explains how the application of

research and technology, together with the Government measures

taken during the war, effected a lasting improvement in productivity.

The pre-war situation

Pre-war the farming industry in the whole country was in a highly impover-

ished state. It reached a nadir in its fortunes in – in the wake of the

world financial crisis of . Nationally, British agriculture had become

an irrelevance. Even so it contributed over  per cent of our human food

requirements in the s.

In Radnorshire, as determined by its terrain, producing livestock for on-

ward sale either as breeding stock or for fattening was almost exclusively

the practice. The pattern of the livestock rearing had changed little over

many years. Great emphasis was placed on the quality of the stock for

sale and in their presentation. The sales of many thousands of draft -

year-old ewes during September in the border markets were a special fea-

ture. On market days the scores of flocks with their minders would occupy

the roads for several miles, having travelled many more, to be penned as

per the catalogue and sold to buyers largely from southern England. The

breeds were of indigenous origin, mostly Kerry Hill, some crossed with

Welsh Mountain and Clun Forest sheep. Considerable effort was expended

in their preparation for sale. Their fleeces were trimmed and tinted with a

pale yellow or pink dye and presented in the cleanest condition.

The cattle progeny, almost wholly of the Hereford breed were sold as

forward stores in the spring sales at  months of age or more generally

in the October sales. There were of course livestock sales throughout the

year, particularly throughout the winter months for the wether lambs. In

the early s draft -year-old ewes fetched £. (£. s.) apiece and 

month old bullocks sold for £–£ each in the autumn sales.

Typically each farm had its flock of domestic fowls — hens, ducks and

geese. Pigs were kept primarily to provide the household bacon, with of

course some marketing. The number of poultry and pigs was important be-

cause they required rations of feeding stuffs during wartime. (One farmer,
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in filling his agricultural returns in this connection, recorded all the live-

stock including  dogs,  ferrets,  rabbit,  pigeons,  cats and s upon

s of fleas!)

Cropping consisted of growing oats as the main cereal, followed by a

root crop of either swedes, turnips or rape, then oats or barley undersown

with grass and clover seeds. The undersown clover ley was taken for hay in

the following – years, grazed subsequently and brought back into arable

production as required. Only a limited section of the farm was ploughed

and rotationally cropped, normally only those fields that were more easily

cultivated and more accessible. The grazing land was divided into the fields

habitually used for grazing only, and meadow land which always provided

a hay crop.

Fertilizer use was based almost exclusively on phosphates, basic slag and

superphosphate supplementing the use of yard manure. Limited by the cost

of fertilizer and quantity of manure, farmers gave priority to the arable

crops and meadows; occasionally, selected grazing fields received dressings

of basic slag. In  a Land Fertility Scheme had been initiated whereby

liming was grant-aided. Not much used initially, the scheme developed

eventually into the lime-spreading services practised throughout the war

and afterwards.

In this upland country — the majority of the land being above  m

— the whole emphasis of the crop production was in providing sufficient

fodder for the winter period. This normally extends from mid October to

late April, during which time cattle were housed.

The arable crops were farmed to a high standard with considerable pride

taken in the drilled root crops. The undersown grass and clover seeds in an

oat or barley crop consisted of a high proportion of red clover with low cost

varieties of ryegrass and various other ingredients of low cost and merit.

Both the quality and production of the herbage on the fields perma-

nently grazed were highly variable. Those fields near the homestead where

livestock were kept more intensively were moderately productive and much

valued.

Gorse and bracken breaks were often a feature of the permanent grass

fields occupying the steeper slopes, known locally as sidelands. The grass-

land herbage was typical of poor land situations, consisting of the fine-

leaved grasses with associated weeds, and devoid of legumes. The growth

pattern was highly dependent on the frequency of the summer rainfall, pro-

ducing little during the longer periods of dry weather.

The least productive areas were the hundreds of acres on the lower and

more sheltered slopes of the hill lands covered by bracken (Pteris aquilina).

This Palaeozoic plant, being poisonous to livestock, itself immune to any



   

disease of significance and spreading from deeply layered rhizomes annu-

ally, proved difficult to control, let alone eliminate by conventional plough-

ing. Consequently large areas became infested with this pernicious weed.

Farm size and holdings

There were some  registered holdings in Radnorshire in , ranging

from those of less than  acres to  acres. Much the majority lay be-

tween – acres (these acreages refer to inbye fenced land). Most farms

had access to hill grazing, whether in common or in sole occupation. The

labour force on the farms usually consisted of one or two employees, al-

though many relied solely on family. The working relationship was that the

work in the field and with the farm stock was the province of the menfolk;

that of tending poultry, milking, butter-making etc. was the women’s work.

Wartime policy and control

On the outbreak of the war it soon became apparent that food production

was of vital concern. Finding ourselves isolated from both the Continent

and all other sources of food imports the Government policy was one of

bringing as much land as possible into arable crop production.

An extensive plough-up campaign was initiated, with emphasis on pro-

ducing cereals, wheat in particular, and crops for direct human consump-

tion. An early expansion of potato production was seen as a priority. An-

imal feedstuffs which had been obtained largely from abroad, providing

cheap sources of proteins, carbohydrates, oils etc. would have to be substi-

tuted by home production wherever possible. Agricultural prices were fixed

based on the end product and sold through registered outlets. Systems of

rationing were applied to the supply side of the industry — foodstuffs, fer-

tilizers, fuels, etc.

In – County Agricultural Committees were formed to direct the

course of agricultural production. Membership of the Committees and

staff was based largely on those of the County and Rural District Coun-

cils, augmented by appointments. Thus the Chairman of the Radnorshire

County Council, Mr George Davies, became the Committee Chairman;

the Chief Clerk, Mr Hinton Jones became its secretary, and Mr Sidney

Powell — the Inspector of Weights and Measures (Trading Standards) be-

came the Executive Officer.

Headquarters Offices were set up at Lyndhurst in Temple Street, Llan-

drindod Wells. Within the county, local district committees were formed in

each of the five rural districts. Membership, by appointment, consisted of

parish representatives, each area having an office locally served by a Dis-

trict Officer, an assistant and an office clerk.
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At headquarters various departments were set up, dealing with finance

(wages subsidies, grants etc.), feedstuffs and fertilizer rationing, labour

management and machinery services. Lesser known, but which had a very

potent effect on the general course of agricultural development was the

appointment to the committee staff in each county of scientific and tech-

nically trained personnel from the various colleges, university colleges and

research establishments. Radnorshire was particularly well served in this

respect by the appointment of Mr ET Jones, internationally known for his

work in breeding cereals at the Welsh Plant Breeding Station, Aberystwyth.

He later became the Chief Executive Officer on Mr S Powell’s retirement in

, being succeeded by John E Lewis of Nantmel and latterly by Dou-

glas Evans. The work of the Executive Committee was closely coordinated

with the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries (as it then was) by the ap-

pointment of liaison officers on a regional basis.

The survey

Before the arable quotas were set, the information on which they would be

based had to be acquired. Clerks were employed to transfer the acreages

and Ordnance Survey numbers of every field in the county from the 

inches to  mile scale map to that of the -inch, so that the smaller scale

folding maps could be used in surveying all farms. The people employed to

carry out this task were those who had had some clerical or administrative

experience in public service, and who had a working knowledge of the

industry. College students were accepted pro tempore. Each farm recorder

provided his own transport and was assigned to a particular district or set

of parishes. The going rate was £ per week with an allowance of  ¹⁄₄ d.

per mile for those with motorbikes, d. for cars. There was even a mileage

allowance for one recorder who travelled on horseback — from memory, it

was d. per mile!

Each field was recorded and assessed for its suitability for ploughing

one way or both ways. Impediments which prevented their cultivation were

noted. A simple addition of the ploughable or part ploughable acreages

formed the basis on which quotas were set. Naturally great arguments en-

sued over the desirability of ploughing certain fields. Old hay meadows

were sacrosanct in many farmers’ minds, not to be ploughed under any

circumstances. Their great fear was that the loss of so much grassland es-

pecially of the better fields would result in fewer stock on the farm — and

stock were of course their major source of income.

To an extent farmers in the county, and the Marches generally, were in

a position of being able to absorb an extra quota of land for cultivation as

directed by Government. Nevertheless the extra commitment involved in



   

this arable expansion was the cause of great apprehension, concern and not

a little criticism, quite understandably in many circumstances. To others it

represented a challenge and an opportunity to revitalise the industry —

‘We must come out of this business better than we went into it’ to quote

one prescient remark!

Financial incentives and development of mechanisation

The setting of fixed prices for the farm products with an assured market

restored confidence in the industry. Investment could be made with confi-

dence. In addition various incentive schemes were introduced as cash pay-

ments such as the £ an acre ‘plough-up’ for land which had remained un-

der grass for over seven years. It was opportune that agricultural tractors

became available at affordable prices at these early stages of the war. The

Fordson could be bought for £ and the Ferguson fitted later with its

hydraulic attachments cost some £–£. Other makes soon followed.

With them came specialised equipment such as the deep-digger ploughs,

the disc harrow and various types of fertilizer distributor, to mention a few

examples. These developments transformed the situation in work-rate and

efficiency, and much land of low value, whose reclamation had been hith-

erto considered impractical, could be brought into high productivity.

Initially, tractors and their equipment were few in number, and in order

to achieve the acreage of arable quota it was necessary to provide extra ser-

vices of both machinery and labour. Machinery depots were established by

the WAC in the districts, and were fully equipped to carry out any agricul-

tural task required of them. Their contract services were indispensable for

timely seasonal operations on the farms, and were very much in demand.

Farm labour

The labour force was augmented by the Women’s Land Army. They were

stationed at two camps (Nissen huts) at Whitton and Newbridge. These

young people came from industrial towns in Lancashire and the Midlands

and after a short period of training they soon became adept at tractor

driving, in field work and many of the other jobs formerly done by the

menfolk. In time and with increasing confidence they took some control

over their assignments. One farmer complained that the delay in sowing his

crop was due to earlier cultivation not being done by the WAC machinery

department. Apparently his contract had received a low priority because

while the Land Girls had been working there on Sundays, he appeared to

take that day off, talking most of the time to his neighbours and watching

them doing the work! The contribution of the Women’s Land Army at this

time was of major significance.
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As from  use was made of prisoners of war who were encamped near

Presteigne. Not the most enthusiastic of workers they were ‘employed’ as

gangs potato planting, harvesting, forestry, scrub clearance and reclama-

tion, fencing, etc. and potato picking in the autumn. Trusted individuals

were placed on farms. Society members recently had the pleasure of meet-

ing one such — Luigi — who decided to remain here, farming in the area.

The grassland — changing practice

Any suggestion that nitrogenous fertilisers should be used to boost produc-

tion for their hay fields was met with great scepticism from farmers in Rad-

norshire. They contended that following a high initial boost in growth from

these ‘artificials’ as they were known, the land became impoverished — ‘ex-

hausted’ was the term used. Their observations and reasoning had a certain

validity on the acid soils naturally deficient in major nutrients such as phos-

phate and potash. The use of farmyard manure on their meadows and in

the root breaks together with some phosphate in the latter, served to recy-

cle the nutrients over a limited area of selected fields. When the arable fields

were sown back to grass, great reliance was placed on the use of the larger

red clovers which, with their nitrogen-fixing qualities, gave high yields of

hay for – years. However, as soil fertility declined with the loss of clover

plants, the sown grasses became replaced by those which grew naturally

and gave a much lower yield. The farm grassland was of two types, that

grown from seed and routinely replaced every few years, and that which

remained always as grassland. The former was known as temporary grass

and the latter was classified as permanent grass. All this was to change.

In the early part of the twentieth century the counties of Brecon and

Radnor had TJ Jenkin as their Agricultural Adviser. A farmer’s son from

Pembrokeshire, he suffered an injury temporarily preventing him from

working on the farm, so he took a short course of instruction in the Agri-

cultural Department of the University of Aberystwyth by way of recuper-

ation. This led to his taking the full degree course which he accomplished

with distinction. From experience and in the course of his studies he had

recognised that a major deficiency in newly sown swards was the short pro-

ductive life of the grass and clover varieties then in commerce. After only a

few months in the counties he returned to the University to take up plant

breeding work in grasses. On the founding of the Welsh Plant Breeding

Station in  he became the senior scientific officer, and in later years its

Director.

The aim was to provide grasses and clovers whose survival in the sward

could be maintained over an extended period of years, and remain the more

responsive to added fertilizer. Most breeding work was concentrated on



   

the ryegrasses whose nutritional value to the animal exceeded that of other

species by a considerable margin. Whilst the ryegrasses were the most com-

monly used, other species such as cocksfoot and timothy played useful sup-

plementary roles as pasture constituents, particularly for hay crops, and in

which they would remain productive over many seasons. The other essen-

tial change in producing swards of greater longevity was in placing greater

emphasis on the self-perpetuating white clovers, and greatly reducing the

content of the short-lived red clovers.

By  this line of work had been well known in educational circles for

many years. The major change of practice was that of producing long dura-

tion swards primarily for grazing purposes from which hay crops could be

taken, rather than producing short term hay crops with aftermath grazing

which require more frequent renewal. A great advantage of this change of

practice lay in the fact that the grass/white clover swards could be grazed by

all livestock immediately they became established, whereas the presence of

red clover in quantity posed serious health problems from bloat, especially

inimical for cattle.

Some farmers had practised the direct grazing system but they were very

few in number. It was expedient therefore to feed in such information in

discussions during farm visits and leave seeds prescriptions for submission

to their merchants. This was done from the earliest. There was a problem

however that in spite of the newly bred varieties being in existence from the

mid s, their seed had not entered commerce in quantity.

Their propagation was seen as a priority nationally, and contract

herbage seed growing was established in the more climatically suitable

counties. Inevitably there was a time delay before the seed became widely

available and more poignantly to the farmer at a cost he could afford. Such

purchases had always been made on a least cost basis, consequently seed

rates and the balance of varieties had to be adjusted to comply with an

acceptable figure, usually arrived at by reducing the more expensive ingre-

dients to a minimum.

The impact of a change of practice took some time to take effect, and

pressures for an increase in the arable quota grew during the years 

and , consequent upon the high losses of shipping. This was made

clear very convincingly in a meeting with Lord Hudson (then Minister of

Agriculture and Fisheries) at Maeslwch Castle in , when he informed

AEC staff that there was sufficient bread in the country for  weeks only.

True, this was shortly before harvest.

The pressures of complying with increased quotas were manifest on

many farms at this time, and can be illustrated by the action of one farmer

who was determined to meet the Chief Executive Officer to vent his dis-
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approval of an extra half field being scheduled for cropping. Despite being

offered a lift by car he insisted on cycling the six miles or so to Llandrindod.

Some three weeks later, the District Officer, on passing the farm noticed to

his amazement that the whole field had been ploughed. He learned from

a neighbouring farmer that the complainant had cycled to Llandrindod in

the early afternoon and did not return until late in the evening, much to the

concern of his family. It transpired that both he and the CEO (ET Jones)

had served in the First World War in the Montgomeryshire Yeomanry, and

had spent most of their meeting reminiscing on their experiences.

During the years – the impact of change in the management of

the newly sown swards was taking some effect, and in  particularly

some farmers stated voluntarily they were prepared to plough certain fields

formerly regarded as inviolable, because they were not as good as previ-

ously thought. The many advantages of the system were becoming self-

evident. More stock could be carried in improving condition on fewer

acres of grassland. The earlier pasture growth in spring, and in the late au-

tumn shortened the winter feeding period on conserved fodder. Moreover

the newly sown swards were initially free of pasture parasitism caused by

stomach worms, husk worms, etc. In stock rearing areas this factor was of

considerable importance in maintaining growth rates in young susceptible

animals in the transition period from their milk to grass diet.

Hill land development

In  the Hill Sheep Subsidy was introduced, in which headage payments

were made for ewes of recognised hill breeds kept solely on hill grazing

throughout the year. This policy was designed to encourage stock rehabil-

itation of the hill grazings. There were only a few farms wholly reliant on

large flocks of sheep owned by the farm (known as a heft in northern Eng-

land) in Radnorshire, most notably in Cwmteuddwr parish, to which such

subsidy would most appropriately apply. Many farms, either contiguously

or within short distances of hill land, kept hill flocks on their highest land.

Over the county as a whole, with more than  per cent of its land above

 m ( ft), it might be expected that most of its sheep would have qual-

ified. The breed restriction prevented even first cross ewes from the Welsh,

Radnors or Kerry Hill breeds from being eligible. As might be expected,

that application of the scheme caused controversy; eventually it became

considerably extended both by breed and by locality.

The same theme of hill land improvement was pursued by using cattle

to graze the coarser vegetation during the summer, thereby improving the

pasturage for sheep. A headage subsidy for adult cattle kept on the hills

for a specified period was introduced in . These schemes were based



   

on a reversion to former times when animals were kept to much older ages

before being sold, such as the – year old bullocks. For many practical

reasons the type of cattle which could be used to graze these areas was lim-

ited. The quality of diet was limited by a very short season of growth from

late spring to midsummer and was not really suitable for cows in calf or

with calves at foot which needed daily attention. Nor could it be regarded

as suitable for sale cattle when size and condition for age determined their

sale value. Well-grown heifers from  ¹⁄₂ – years of age, however, could be

kept in thriving condition on such herbage throughout the time-span; but

their small numbers over a large acreage would have made little impact in

changing the vegetation.

There was tremendous controversy over the eligibility of farms for this

cattle headage subsidy. At first it was very limited, confined virtually to

those farms having immediate access to hill land where it was usual to keep

cattle outliers. This hardly served the real purpose of encouraging better

management of the hill grazings over the many hundreds of acres capable

of such improvement. With agitation and pressure from all quarters of the

industry the rules were eventually made more flexible so that farms with

hill land grazed by cattle could be assisted.

Although the amount of financial support for these schemes was very

modest — a few shillings per head for some sheep, and of few pounds per

head for some cattle — it was particularly welcome to farmers, not least in

providing an incentive to invest in more radical and immediate means of

improving hill and bracken-infested land. With the tractors came the deep

digger ploughs and the disc harrow. These tractor-drawn implements were

essential in dealing with the bracken problem. Ploughed at the maximum

growth period in June and July, to a depth of some  in. ( cm), the

plant was effectively destroyed. Ploughing during the winter months and

cultivation during the spring seriously reduced the infestation.

In some counties, notably in Montgomeryshire, whole hill areas (Dol-

for) were taken over by the AEC and brought under cultivation. Large ar-

eas were used for growing potatoes and were afterwards re-seeded to grass.

Similarly some common land was brought into cultivation in Radnor, with

potatoes as the main crop. This was eventually re-seeded to grass and re-

turned to its previous occupants. It was on the farms however and the

more tractable bracken-infested areas of the enclosed hills that the greatest

progress was made. The deep friable soils proved highly suitable for crop-

ping in the usual way. Years of accumulation of debris had endowed these

soils with a high potash content, and by making good the deficiencies of

lime and phosphate the land could be made highly productive. The crops

compared favourably with those on the better land at lower altitudes. When
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sown back to grass, particularly after a succession of forage root crops fed

to sheep, the enhanced fertility provided for a continuous supply of grass

at these moisture-laden altitudes, extending well into late autumn.

To the hill farmer this work was of special significance for it meant that

animals of all ages could be kept on land eligible for cattle subsidy, espe-

cially cows and calves. Their diet was certainly adequate, and the period of

use greatly extended beyond that required to qualify.

Crops and livestock

Changes in crop acreages and numbers of livestock can be seen from the

following tables. The effect of maintaining developments initiated during

the war are shown for comparison, for the years  and .

Table  shows the considerable expansion of the wheat crop until .

Thereafter there is a sharp decline. Though exceptionally yields of  cwt.

per acre (. tons per hectare) were obtained on higher land from spring-

sown varieties, poor yields of low quality grain were more generally the

case. On the lower ground yields including winter-sown varieties were sim-

ilar to the national average of just below  cwt. per acre (. tons per

hectare). Yields of grain in crops of barley not undersown were similar to

those of wheat on the better lands.

Table : Radnor — Main arable crop acreages –, , .

Cereals      *

Wheat  , , , , ,

Barley  , , , , ,

Oats , , , , , ,

Mixed cereals     , 

Total cereals , , , , , ,

Root crops , , , , , ,

Potatoes  , , ,  

* The penultimate year before Radnorshire was absorbed into Powys.

Source: DEFRA.

The figures show the heavy reliance laid on the oat crop in wartime agri-

culture providing as it did a diet of both grain and straw for ruminant live-

stock. Chaffed sheaves of grain and straw together with clover hay formed

the main diet of the working horses. Threshed oat straw, with some hay and

chopped swedes formed the main diet of the older cattle, whilst threshed

grain supplemented the hay and roots diet of the sheep and younger cattle.

Straw residues provided essential litter for the housed stock. It was applied

and cleared daily for the tied animals.



   

Of all the spring-sown varieties grown, the white oats were the most

popular having a better quality grain, but black varieties were sometimes

preferred because they provided greater quantities of straw. One variety

pre-war was known as Radnorshire Sprig. Yields ranged from – cwt.

per acre (.–. tons per hectare).

Practically all the cereal crops were harvested by binder, the sheaves

stooked then carted to ‘open’ barns or stacks as weather conditions al-

lowed. Combine harvesters were gradually introduced on contract service

during the later stages of the war years but their use was often limited both

by the moisture-laden crops and lack of grain-drying facilities.

With a high dependence on sheep production it is not surprising that the

acreage of the root crops should expand throughout the war years. Well

suited to the climate, these crops once established grew quickly and to-

gether with grazing formed the basic diet of the sheep population through-

out the winter months. Forage rape sown in early summer provided a high

quality diet for lamb production during the autumn. Turnips drilled or

broadcast, being more winter hardy were generally for later winter con-

sumption. The swede crop made its contribution throughout the winter

and early spring months from storage. The whole process of drilled swede

production demanded a high input of labour; the fields were heavily dressed

with farmyard manure, thoroughly tilled and well prepared. Singling and

hoeing of weeds were of course done by hand, and at maturity the crop was

lifted by hand, topped and ‘butted’. Stored in buildings or clamps covered

by straw and turf, the swedes were sliced in a chopper before being fed to

cattle; to the sheep they were fed whole.

A full field crop would probably have yielded some – tons per acre

(– tons per hectare), but only the best of the crop was taken for storage;

the remainder were folded by sheep. The acreage of the root crop on each

farm was carefully planned to meet requirements at least until mid-April.

The potato crop shows a considerable increase of acreage due to the im-

position of quotas. Their extent per farm can be gauged from the fact that

these acreages were spread over nearly  holdings. The crop consisted

almost entirely of maincrop varieties, notably that of King Edward — a

highly rated red variety, and Majestic — a white variety. By custom the

crops were late planted to avoid the late frosts, which could cause consid-

erable damage. Yields in the comparatively short season of growth of –

tons per acre (– tons per hectare) would have been considered good. A

wartime innovation allowed schoolchildren leave of absence for some days

to help with the harvesting.

The acreage of sown pasture shows a decline in the first two years al-

most certainly due to the increased arable quotas. It is noteworthy that this
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acreage shows an increase afterwards and by  had exceeded that of

 by some  per cent.

The term ‘rough grazing’ includes land to which the animals have ac-

cess throughout the year. Such lands would include lowland bog wet ar-

eas, areas of partial scrub such as gorse breaks, and hill moorlands. There

is no precise definition of this category, and during the war more of the

grazed areas were being assessed as rough grazing. However taking both

categories of permanent pasture and rough grazings together there was a

decline of some , acres or  per cent by .

Making hay was the only way of conserving the grass crop for winter use

throughout the war years in the county. Fields were laid up in late April

following lambing and the crop was taken in early July. In the early years

of the war the process was one of using horse-drawn implements and man-

ual labour in the traditional way. Mowing machines were soon adapted to

being tractor-drawn, and other implements such as side-rakes and mechan-

ically driven tedders were to replace the horse-drawn implements and the

human effort of using hand rakes. This change was a gradual process since

some working horses served their life-span on many farms.

The introduction of balers, trailers and four-wheeled drays caused the

demise of the wheelcar (pronounced ‘wilkyar’), and of the farm wagon.

The former implement was specially designed for the carriage of fodder

crops on sloping land (sidelands). It was a development of the ‘sledge’. Its

‘bed’ was formed by two strong beams some three feet apart connected by

slats and underslung on a cart wheel axle. This was fixed some two-thirds

along its length of – feet, so that the fore part rested on the ground. This

‘snout’ consisted of reinforced woodwork with an iron shoe, and supported

a cage work of  ¹⁄₂ to  feet high on the front of the frame. Removable posts

of some – feet in length occupied iron slots at the corner extremities and

‘gates’ held the crop inside the wheels. Low loading and stable on sloping

land they were capable of holding heavy loads of hay, or sheaves of grain.

The load was overslung with ropes for travel.

Yields of hay were generally up to national average standards grown as

they were during the maximum growth period of the year, but the qual-

ity often suffered from being over-mature when cut. The main determining

factor in producing good quality hay was of course the weather during har-

vest. Throughout the war years the weather at harvest time was generally

favourable, and the amount of hay together with the increased cereals and

root crops met the winter demand.

Conserving grass as silage was advocated at the time. Demonstrations

were held in the county, notably on the farms at Greenway Manor with

Col. Phillips. It was not until the system could be fully mechanised partic-



   

ularly with the introduction of the forage harvester some fifteen years later

that it became a practical proposition on the average farm.

The war years

There was a sharp decline in sheep numbers between the years –,

which may well have been due to poor lambing seasons in the intervening

years. There was a severe frost in the winter of –. The decline was

however in line with the farmers’ predictions. Thereafter numbers increased

substantially exceeding that of  by a small margin in . Cattle num-

bers remained remarkably constant throughout the war period, showing a

slight increase in the total of nearly , in . The number of working

horses declined due to the fact that they were no longer being reared.

Overall it can be stated that ruminant livestock numbers were main-

tained and exceeded despite the loss of some , acres of old grassland

by  (Table ). Whilst the increase in the oat crop and of roots did much

to provide the winter food for cattle and sheep, their grazing and hay re-

quirements could only be met from a much restricted area. As seen from

Table  after the initial drop in the acreage of sown grass –, it in-

creased substantially by  ( per cent), over , acres.

Table : Grassland Acreages –, , .

     

Sown pasture , , , , , ,

Permanent pasture , , , , , ,

Rough grazing , , , , , ,

Total , , , , , ,

Source: DEFRA.

This trend is highly consistent with the increase in the sheep population

(Table ); their numbers grew from their lowest in  by nearly  per

cent or , in number in .

Table : Radnor — Livestock Numbers –, , .

     

Total sheep , , , , , ,

Total cattle , , , , , ,

Working horses , , , , , –*

Source: DEFRA. * Not recorded.
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The value of the newly sown grass swards in raising production had been

fully recognised, put into practice and had set the pattern for further future

development.

The small numbers of both pigs and poultry (Table ) reflect the do-

mesticity of these enterprises scattered as they were over some  reg-

istered holdings. The declining numbers of both pigs and poultry contin-

ued until . Thereafter, possibly with the ending of the submarine men-

ace and some easing of the feeding stuffs restrictions, numbers began to

recover, though with considerable year-to-year variation. The geese being

self-sustaining graziers were least affected by wartime restrictions, increas-

ing in number but proving less popular afterwards.

Table : Pigs and Poultry.

   

Total pigs , , , ,

Total poultry , , , ,

Geese , , , ,

Source: DEFRA.

Post-war developments

With the ending of the war in , home food production remained a high

priority. Regulations governing the production of crops were retained, and

relaxed some years after the end of food rationing in .

Meanwhile in recognition of the industry’s continued contribution to

the nation’s food supply and in saving imports, the industry was put on a

much more stable footing with the passing of the Agriculture Act of .

Guaranteed prices were established, subject to an annual review, for both

animal and arable products. Assistance for schemes of land improvement

remained. The assurance of a firm financial footing enabled farmers to

plan their production and investment with confidence. This was in marked

contrast to the debacle of the collapse of prices following the war of –

 when the industry was left to fend for itself in world markets.

The necessary conditions were now in place for an extension of land

improvement on a wider scale. In  there remained nearly , acres

of grassland in the county assessed as rough grazings (Table ). It was soon

appreciated that the most effective and rapid improvement in output could

be obtained from the tractable areas whose herbage was contributing little

or nothing to animal output. The bracken areas were a prime target; as too

were the deeper-soiled areas of much hill land, and some of the more severe

sloping fields not routinely suitable for cropping, which often contained

areas of gorse breaks, or small scrub.



   

By  it can be seen (Table ) that a considerable area amounting to

some , acres had been ‘reclaimed’ and transferred to the permanent

pasture and sown pasture categories. Such improvement undoubtedly pro-

vided the basis for the substantial increase in both the sheep and cattle

population over that -year period (Table ). This progression of land

restoration and its concomitant increase of livestock numbers continued,

as seen in , by which time the cattle population had virtually doubled

over the  figure;  per cent or ,. The sheep flock had increased

not quite to the same extent but at  per cent above the  figure it was

very substantial, amounting to some , in number.

Within the sheep industry the marketing had changed, emphasis being

largely on the production of fat lamb either for the graded markets or as

forward stores for finishing. The -year-old ewes sold for breeding have

greatly diminished in numbers. Other breeds have been introduced, some

of foreign origin to improve carcass quality. Consequently farms generally

are no longer associated as they used to be with particular breeds of sheep.

The breed societies, however, remain.

Recently a visit to Knighton by this writer coincided with a special sale

of cattle in the – months age group. This was a remarkable exhibition

of animals very well grown for their age and in very good bodily condition.

Not for them had there been a period of arrested growth as of old, post

weaning, known as store periods. They would compare with those seen in

season on the renowned fattening pastures of the Welland Valley in Leices-

tershire. A party of French agriculturalists visiting the district at the time

were very impressed and complimentary, as well they might be. Almost ex-

clusively the animals were of French or continental breeding; this is an area

whose breeds had formerly stocked the natural grasslands of several conti-

nents. It shows how quickly changes had been made in response to market

and production-led incentives. It was only in the late s that permission

had been granted for the importation of foreign breeds. The sea-change of

attitude and acceptance of new ideas was in marked contrast to the tra-

ditional ‘one-line’ approach which could not be changed in pre-war days.

For this, much credit is due to the rapid extension of the Young Farmers’

clubs during the war period, in which a healthy competition and exchange

of ideas was engendered at a youthful age.

Inevitably the many changes in farming practice had their effect on the

community structure in the countryside. Due to mechanisation the labour

demand was greatly reduced. In England and Wales, by the s the full-

time workforce was reduced to less than one-third of those employed im-

mediately post-war. The same applied to other businesses in the coun-

tryside where manual work was involved. Farm equipment and servicing
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passed from the local skilled tradesman to the manufacturer or his agent,

with the loss of village enterprises. Tasks on the farms requiring concen-

trations of labour at any one time could best be done by contract services,

rather than permanently employed labour.

Housing and utilities

Immediately post-war, national priority was given to restoring the housing

situation. In this the needs of the agricultural industry were not neglected.

In fact it was decided that proper and fit homes for the agricultural workers

should be provided by new housing situated in the villages. Several such

houses built by the local councils were established in Radnor as elsewhere,

only to find they were largely redundant for that purpose due to the lower

demand for farm workmen. Nevertheless they met an urgent need for other

tenants.

The housing stock, dating from the late sixteenth century to the early

nineteenth century consisted for the most part of stone-built premises large

enough to house several workers as well as the family. Grants were made

available through the local authorities for maintenance, renovation and

repairs of housing nationally. A survey done as an adjunct to the field

survey at the beginning of the war showed the limitations of the services

provided to the farms at that time. With rare exceptions, there was no

electricity supply, and the telephone service was limited to that available in

the village Post Offices. The water supply came from wells, often piped to

the kitchen sink. Fuel consisted of coal and wood used in open grates with

cooking ranges, and all lighting was fuelled by paraffin. Only the through-

valley roads were metalled. The minor and farm roads were maintained by

quarry stone crushed by steam-roller, and serviced by a roadman each to

his area of responsibility.

Full use was made of the grants for renovating and rehabilitation of

the housing, especially when properties changed hands. Some of the more

ancient farm houses were replaced in more appropriate settings. Moreover

during this time many of the by-roads received their first layer of tarmac, a

prerequisite for the rapidly expanding motorised traffic.

The great move forward was the rural electrification scheme put into

effect in the early s. Anyone who wished to have the supply could

be linked up. To those on the farms whom it was intended to serve this

act must rate as the greatest emancipation of the twentieth century! The

telephone service was extended at much the same time to individual farms

and other rural houses, with telephone boxes installed at strategic points on

minor roads, serving most distant and isolated homesteads. Belatedly the

country housewife could now enjoy those working facilities and amenities



   

long accepted as the norm by the urban population. Credit must be given to

the nationalised industries concerned and to the governments of the time.

Thus the pattern was set for future farming for the younger generation,

their inheritance being in marked contrast to that of the previous genera-

tion. It seems that some lessons had been learned. Food production had

become a protected industry not only in Britain but in all the major indus-

trial countries.

Addendum

It was a gloriously fine day in early November  (the only one for some

time) when I and the family took a trip by helicopter (by way of a birthday

celebration), traversing the lands between the Lugg and Teme. Starting

from Shobdon with a marvellous sensation of being lifted, we soared gently

over a glorious landscape of fields and farmsteads, many of which we could

identify with their meaningful and descriptive Welsh names.

Historically there was a lot to discern. The field pattern was much as

laid out some  years previously with the Enclosure Acts. Ancient routes

could be traced along the hill ridges, forts, castles, defensive ditches, and

Offa’s Dyke could be seen for many a mile, in seated comfort. Surprisingly

there were numerous upland ponds (pools) including that of St Michael’s.

There, in times past, a colony of seagulls had their nesting site. With par-

donable exaggeration, the whole scene, from our regulation flying height,

reminded one of a well-tended garden on a grand scale; it was so or-

derly. The fields were clear and verdant to the hilltops; only small tracts

of bracken could be seen in the most inaccessible slopes and by-ways. No-

ticeable too were the number of farmsteads with neatly piled plastic sacks

in their vicinity. Therein lay the modern version of the answer to the prob-

lem posed earlier about consistently conserving sufficient fodder of good

quality for livestock during the winter months. Grass silage production,

whether stored in clamps or sealed polythene wrapper had now become

the conventional practice on almost all farms. It has replaced the need for

growing special forage crops such as oats or root crops for storage, and be-

ing fully mechanised has eliminated hours of manual toil concerned with

their production and use. Haymaking, being so prone to weather-damage

has been superseded though not by any means eliminated, for in taking the

bulk of the grass crop as silage, when opportune the crop can be treated as

hay, as required.

The scene below was therefore one of pastoral farming, but one in which

the grassland was cultivated as a crop, renewed as necessary and main-

tained to a high standard of production.

It is unfortunate that the agricultural returns are no longer available
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for the separate county of Radnor when the effect on livestock numbers

of the widespread conversion to fodder conservation as silage could be

ascertained as from .

In any account of wartime agriculture in the county it can be reiter-

ated that livestock production was maintained despite the loss of imported

foodstuffs. The greater significance was the setting of the scene for a major

transformation of the farming industry in all its aspects, nationally and on

the farm, deriving from government measures at the time, and the intro-

duction of mechanisation and technology. It brought the industry into the

twentieth century, the effect of which can be seen in virtually doubling the

number of livestock kept in the county in the following twenty-five years,

compared with the pre-war situation.

It would seem from the statistics and the vantage point of the helicopter

that the countryside in the county rests in good hands. Long may it re-

main so.
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ST PETER’S LODGE, GLASBURY-ON-WYE:
A PERSONAL ACCOUNT OF A LATE

TWENTIETH-CENTURY PRIVATE GARDEN

MAV Gill

All gardens are the better for a certain amount of explanation on the
part of the gardener, Christopher Milne, .

W
      ? Modest in extent

and transient in nature, unlikely to survive the tenancy of its cre-

ator, it is nevertheless worth recording in this ‘Year of the Garden’

as a product of its era, reflecting attitudes and values that are rapidly chang-

ing; and in a county not noted for its gardens, this is essentially a Radnor-

shire garden. While pedants may point out that, through a quirk of history

that shifted the county boundary in the nineteenth century, Glasbury south

of the river now lies in Brecknock, in the field of botany it has remained

part of Radnorshire. Consequently, the native trees along the embankment

of the disused railway line overlooking the back of the house, and the wild

flora within the garden itself belong unequivocally to this county; so also

does the panoramic view across the Wye valley that forms a backdrop to

the main part of the garden and has influenced its design and planting.

And what of the gardener’s own background, other than a lifelong en-

thusiasm for gardening and garden history? With lower-middle class par-

ents, from childhood during the second world war and austere post-war

years I had been imbued with an ideology centring around a simple life-

style, house-ownership, the desirability of early mortgage repayment, an

abhorrence of any other form of loan or debt, and the need to save for re-

tirement (independent of a state pension) with the final reward: a country

cottage in half an acre. My working life began with the same principles

and aspirations. Then came a period of advancing technology and chang-

ing work patterns; premature retirement or redundancy was suddenly com-

monplace, with the prospect of future generations attaining an increasing

amount of leisure time and ever earlier retirement combined with longevity.

In due course I sought and obtained early retirement; then began the search

for a dream cottage with its half-acre. This coincided with rocketing house

prices, long chains of buyers and sellers, and the widespread practice of

gazumping. As a result of having been gazumped on another property (a

converted pair of William IV farm cottages) and losing my way in pouring

rain as I desperately searched for somewhere to realize my dreams, chance
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brought me to this half-acre plot on the border of Radnorshire. Entering

the house (as yet unfinished but already blessed and named), I knew that

despite being a daunting undertaking and contrary to anything I had pre-

viously imagined, this was where I would make my final home and create

a garden in which to enjoy what I hoped would be many years of active

retirement.

Eight weeks later, contracts exchanged, I removed to Glasbury-on-Wye.

Whereas the construction of the house itself (utilizing stone and oak beams

dismantled from an ancient barn near Dorstone) had been watched with

interest over the preceding months, local curiosity now focused on the fu-

ture garden as the contents of my second furniture van were unloaded; its

cargo of tea-chests, fruit-boxes, barrels and other containers was crammed

with plants — the product of nine-months preparation of cuttings and di-

visions from my well-stocked suburban garden and allotment. Although

completion of the house should perhaps have taken priority, my cherished

plants were too precious to be neglected, so work on the building ran in

conjunction with the creation of a framework for the garden.

On my arrival in July  there was no garden, apart from two small

vegetable plots and a scattering of native, ornamental and fruit trees al-

ready planted by the vendor. For the rest, it was rough grassland: a steeply

sloping meadow facing north-west, with a steeper embankment at the

south corner supporting next-door’s swimming pool which was discreetly

concealed behind a leyland cypress hedge. A dirt track led up to the house,

which stood proud at the front but was excavated into the hillside with a

gully at the rear. The most conspicuous feature was a huge mound of stone

intended for the unbuilt lobby, garage and retaining walls of a front terrace

and shared entrance onto the lane (with stone to spare); there was also a

tarpaulin tent containing other building materials, and a substantial gar-

den shed. In my fantasy the dream garden had been self-contained — a

cottage garden, a secret garden walled off from the rest of the world. The

reality of St Peter’s Lodge meant a change of vision. Visually and practi-

cally the garden would be affected by its wider setting, not just the view

towards the hills of Radnorshire at the front and the trees on the common

and railway embankment above, but St Peter’s church and graveyard to

the side separated by a sunken lane, a field adjoining part of the opposite

boundary that occasionally pastured sheep and horses, an electricity pylon

(later removed) and adjacent houses with their gardens. Certain features I

would endeavour to mask, but essentially my garden would be designed to

blend with its surroundings.

I have now drawn a sketch-plan (Fig. ), but the only part of the design

originally worked out on paper was the circular bed at the centre of the
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rose-garden, for which I needed to calculate the diameter to ensure it could

accommodate the various groups of historic roses I was about to order. For

the rest, it was planned on the ground (using canes as markers for myself

or, together with odd diagrams scribbled on scraps of paper, to instruct the

several workmen employed in constructing the major paths and terraces);

thus the wider picture was always before my eyes as I visualized and then re-

alized the individual details that would combine to form a coherent garden.

Fig. . Sketch-plan of garden.

Initially I had to decide which of the trees and saplings already in the

ground should be transplanted and which would remain to be incorpo-

rated into the overall design. Among these, at the back of the house there

were two clumps of silver birches (too large to be moved), to which I would

add those scattered in other parts of the plot to form a miniature copse;
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a red maple (too close to the house) would be removed from this area

and grouped with a couple of small paper-bark maples and a larger liq-

uidambar (from too close to the septic tank), in order to hide the unsightly

pylon; and it seemed appropriate to space the fruit trees round the edge

of what would become the vegetable garden. A lawson cypress at the back

of the house, the japanese cherry opposite the entrance, and a common

beech in the lower corner (which formed a pair with one in my neighbour’s

garden) I determined to leave. As for the blue cedar next to the house, my

immediate thought was to expel it but was prevented by the discovery that

it was the former owner’s pride; since its eventual size would not become

a problem within my lifetime, this too was allowed to stay. These decisions

made, and such of my own plants as were vulnerable settled into nursery

beds (the rest remaining for the time-being in their multifarious contain-

ers), I began work on the basic structure of the garden: landscaping ter-

races, constructing retaining walls and laying paths.

Many factors, practical as well as aesthetic, combined to influence the

type of garden that would result. Since its purpose was to be a place in

which to enjoy retirement after the stresses of a working life, it was impor-

tant that the garden itself should not become a source of anxiety. Provid-

ing occupation and pleasure, exercise and relaxation for body and mind, it

must be a garden for all seasons, able (once the builders had left the site) to

be looked after by a single ageing gardener (myself) and to withstand a cer-

tain amount of neglect, though by no means ‘low-maintenance’. Basically,

it would be a cottage-style country garden.

The first problem to be considered was the slope, which was steepest in

the upper part of the garden, particularly at the south corner. After the

construction of several small terraces at the back of the house by dint of

hand-digging and raking, a JCB was brought in to excavate the remaining

slope so as to produce a gentler incline for the lawn and a level corridor

through to the side of the house, where more massive earth-shifting op-

P A. Top: North-west view down the path through the rose-garden, the

rounded forms of trees and shrubs echoing those of the Radnorshire country-

side beyond. Underplanting of hardy geraniums, with self-sown marigolds, love-

in-the-mist and Jacob’s ladder. Lower left: Looking down onto the formal paving

of the middle terrace. Permanent planting supplemented for the summer with ten-

der cordyline ‘Torbay Red’ in pot, and containers of scented pelargoniums against

the house wall. Lower right: View along the front of the house with churchyard and

embankment trees in background. Granite chips either side of stone flags planted

with sedums and catmint next to coping slabs of retaining wall, and Senecio laxi-
folius and other shrubs against the house.
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erations (involving cutting back slightly into the embankment making it

even steeper) created an upper terrace at the foot of the bank and a middle

terrace below on a level with the house. In front of the house a lower ter-

race was formed, below which the original slope was retained to the north

but slightly landscaped to the west. Here a low embankment was also con-

structed that would be planted with trees and shrubs to screen the future

vegetable and herb garden from the prevailing wind.

Next came the hard landscaping: retaining walls, steps and paths. While

their location was dictated by their function, their design and make-up was

determined by their position in relation to the house or other features. Re-

taining walls at the front and back of the house are formal with coping

slabs echoing the severity of the architecture, those near the entrance from

the lane are roughly pointed with mortar to match the old field wall, and

those within the garden are of dry stone walling intended to complement

the informality of the planting. Likewise the steps near the house are reg-

ular, those beside the cedar leading down to the lower terrace being of as

generous proportions as the space would allow to balance the width of the

building; and further away, irregular stone slabs are used with the treads

curving or differing in width. As for the paths, these vary considerably.

In all cases their function is practical: primarily to give clean access what-

ever the weather to the shed, green house and garden frames, to the various

parts of flower and vegetable gardens, and to the hedges (for ease of cutting

and collecting the trimmings). Their design combines the practical with the

aesthetic. They are straight surrounding house and leading to the ‘service’

area, also along stretches of the boundaries and defining four rectangular

vegetable beds; elsewhere winding paths provide curved edges to informal

beds, with an exact circle outlining the central bed in the rose-garden. Of

the various materials used, stone flags or concrete slabs (sometimes with a

verge of grey granite chips) near house form a link with the stonework

of the architecture; and gravel (Hereford pebbles from Stretton Sugwas

quarry) contained by strips of pressure-treated wood is used for paths in

the main part of the garden, the warmth of its colour toning with that of

the soil. However, in a few places other materials seemed preferable. Thus

a concrete path was laid along the field boundary leading straight down to

the compost bins and providing a partial barrier to the encroachment of

creeping thistle and other obnoxious weeds; and in accordance with tradi-

tional cottage economy, cinders from the kitchen range were utilized along

the path beside the old field hedge crowning the lane wall. This was later

topped up with wood chippings when liquid gas replaced the solid fuel.

Once the steep embankment had been planted with rhododendrons, nar-

row earth paths were cut into its side to allow weeding and dead-heading
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to be carried out more conveniently; tending to disintegrate over several

seasons, but having proved their worth, these were eventually consolidated

with wooden edges containing wood chippings.

Regarding proper lawn care as the most time-consuming form of gar-

dening and neglect here as most noticeable, I considered a large sloping

lawn out of the question, both as a source of potential worry in later years

and as unnecessary where there are such extensive views of green fields in

the surrounding landscape. However, some grass I felt was needed to reflect

that countryside within the garden, and to act as a foil for the plantings. As

I designed the terraces, I allowed for three small lawns, each on a different

level but accessed via sloping paths so that the mower need never be lifted

up or down steps. Each has its own character. The front lawn with its sim-

ple curve and narrow border above the retaining wall, is formal and serves

to soften the transition between house and garden. The secluded side lawn

is like a tranquil pool with simple plantings of ‘ground cover’ roses and

a mixture of shrubs respectively on the banks above and below; in sum-

mer, the still air is redolent with the scent of lavender. Gently sloping as it

winds round the back of the house, the third lawn gives the impression of

a woodland glade overhung by silver birch.

It has been said that a completed garden is a dead garden. Although dur-

ing those first months, the main structure was laid out and in the course of

the following year the entire plot came under cultivation (with a greater

use of annuals than I now have space for), the garden continued to evolve.

Some additional features were intended from the beginning, such as arches

in the lower part of the garden, which I postponed erecting until the trees

and shrubs on the banks above had matured (not wishing the presence of

the arches meanwhile to affect the side terraces visually); these and the

obelisks were installed after recycled wooden supports for the climbing

roses at the centre of the circular bed snapped during a violent storm and

it was time to replace them with a metal ‘gazebo’. Other features came

later as refinements of the basic design, as adaptations made in response to

new problems or as realizations of ideas rejected earlier but now feasible.

Having been injured in a motor accident, I decided to use the compensa-

tion money on the purchase of a hexagonal wooden summer-house, which

could now be accommodated in the maturing shrubbery at the bottom of

the garden without being too conspicuous. Soon afterwards, I discovered

that it was possible to have an underground tank for a supply of liquid

gas to replace the cumbersome solid fuel. While employing workmen to

excavate the trench and to landscape the affected area at the bottom of the

drive, it seemed logical to look round the rest of the garden to see whether

there was any other stonework that might usefully be done at the same time.
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An outside tap installed by the previous owner was now transformed into

a ‘feature’, by attaching it to the side of an L-shaped plinth, of which part

supports an ornamental urn and part provides a seat on which to perch

while waiting for the watering-can to fill. Also, steps constructed from a

few surplus breeze-blocks which I had set simply into the soil to give access

to the rhododendron bank and adjacent conifer hedge were replaced by a

solid flight with landings, approached by stepping stones from the gravel

path through the upper terrace and with a platform at the top from which

to admire the view. As plants matured, working in the back of the shrub-

bery at the bottom of the garden had become somewhat difficult; it now

involved scrambling up the bank from the lower path. Steps here would

be the answer, and while hacking away at branches to clear the space, I

realized that within this area and visible from the summer-house I could

make the small pond I craved. Admittedly, it would be shaded more than

is recommended by the text-book, but (as with much of my gardening)

I was willing to experiment. Within a few weeks frogs arrived to register

their approval! For some time the terraces of my elderly neighbour’s garden

overlooking the back had harboured rampant crops of creeping buttercup

and bindweed, which threatened to descend into my garden. The most vul-

nerable area could not easily be reached mid-season without damage to

the intervening plants; so, last autumn I devised a woodland path winding

between the birch trees, laying a series of concrete stepping stones, convinc-

ingly coloured and cast in the appropriate form of old railway sleepers.

While the underlying structure of terraces and paths divides the plot into

manageable areas, the character of each and of the garden as a whole is de-

termined by the planting: the type of plants used, the way in which they

are planted and how they are managed. I am a confessed plantaholic! The

hundreds of species and varieties in the garden (many grown from seed

and cutting) range from common to rare, from old favourite to new in-

troduction: plants from my earlier gardens treasured for their personal as-

sociations, gifts from friends’ gardens, purchases from National Trust and

other gardens open to the public, garden centres, specialist nurseries and

mail-order companies (acquired on a whim or carefully selected to provide

P B. Top: Autumn colour. Cotinus coggygria, Rosa rugosa and Stranvaesia da-
vidiana in garden, and yew trees beyond in St Peter’s churchyard. Middle: Summer

green. Dwarf conifers and golden yew interplanted with white hebe, grey-leaved

Anthemis cupaniana and winter-flowering heathers, at the top of the drive. Bound-

ary hedge reduced in height, allowing visual annexation of the churchyard beyond

the sunken lane. Bottom: Hellebores and spring bulbs under silver birches behind

house, with stone wall of neighbour’s terrace forming backdrop.
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colour, texture or scent for a particular location or season), and native flora

already present in the soil or introduced by birds and on the wind. With the

soil basically neutral (but alkaline in patches due to leaching from an old

lime depot further up the hill), rather sandy and extremely well-drained,

and with sunny areas limited because of the slope of the land and shade

cast by the house and increasingly by the trees and shrubs, it is not possi-

ble to provide ideal conditions for all the plants I try to grow. Inevitably

there are failures, but by taking their soil/light/moisture requirements as

far as possible into consideration when planting, many survive and even

flourish despite the compromise conditions. I delight in the challenge of

cultivating new varieties, but my favourites tend to be such old-fashioned

flowers as the homely sweet-william and single-flowered hollyhock in their

mixed shades of pink and red through to almost black (despite the rust

that invariably shrivels the lower leaves of the hollyhocks). I feel honoured

that so many native flora have colonized the garden, and take particular

pleasure in the trailing and hairy St John’s-worts on the banks flanking

the drive, scarlet pimpernel in the vegetable garden, cowslip in the flower

beds and the rusty-back fern, maiden-hair spleenwort and hart’s-tongue in

shady crevices.

Trees and larger shrubs give the garden its vertical structure. Most were

planted during the first season, many being purchased from the Royal Hor-

ticultural Society garden at Wisley. These include Cornus kousa ‘China girl’

(grown as a standard) and Amelanchier canadensis, for their bracts/flowers

and the autumn colour of their leaves, Viburnum carlesii ‘Aurora’ and Chi-
monanthus praecox for their fragrance, the slightly tender evergreens Crin-
odendron hookerianum and Eucryphia x nymanensis, and native species such

as spindle and guelder rose. In some places (such as the lower terrace at the

front) none has been planted, allowing open views across to other parts of

the garden and to the countryside beyond; elsewhere (such as the upper and

middle terraces at the side) trees and shrubs along their edges further define

the areas, making them secluded and providing shelter from cold north and

prevailing west winds. Provision of shelter for both plants and gardener(!)

was an important consideration, which (combined with a desire to hide

the presence of neighbouring houses) dictated the planting of more trees

and shrubs along the boundaries of the lower garden. As well as belts of

mixed shrubbery and some individual plantings, there are concentrations

of particular species. Thus hybrid evergreen rhododendrons dominate the

steep embankment above the herbaceous borders of the upper terrace, with

deciduous azaleas round the corner; and roses selected for their scent (in-

cluding older classes such as the gallica, damask, alba, centifolia and moss,

as well as more modern shrub roses) are grouped in and around the circular
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bed of the rose-garden. Most of the trees and shrubs receive conventional

treatment with regard to pruning, whether rigorous to control size and pro-

mote flowering or slight (or none at all) to retain their natural form. For

others the treatment is less orthodox, as for example the Rubus x tridel ‘Be-

nenden’ allowed to scramble upwards through the branches of a silver birch

on the edge of the copse, or the golden privet near the summer-house (a

cutting from my father’s garden) grown unclipped as a flowering shrub for

its heady perfume; by contrast, a second beech tree planted by the original

owner at the back of the shed is severely sheared into the shape of lollipop

(to control its size, as I had not the heart destroy it). Side branches of trees

or shrubs are sometimes judiciously removed to expose more of the trunk

or main stems, giving character to the plant itself, opening up the view be-

yond and clearing the space beneath the canopy for further planting. Many

are allowed to arch over pathways, their branches trimmed only to allow

passage beneath. Others provide support to climbers, mostly clematis but

with Rosa ‘Kiftsgate’ also growing through the beech (and matching it for

height), and the gallica rose ‘Charles de Mills’ (brought with me as cuttings

from my old garden) unexpectedly scaling a crab apple. As for the old field

hedge, this I trimmed for several years to about shoulder height allowing

it to undulate naturally, with height and width varying according to resis-

tance to the hedge-cutter. It was the most arduous (and hazardous) task

in the garden, involving the use of a ladder in the lane positioned against

the wall to reach the further side. Eventually, with thoughts of potential

problems in later years, I reduced the hedge to a mere two-feet. The lane

now resembles a ha-ha, and there is no noticeable barrier between church-

yard and garden. In accordance with country practice, I left two vertical

branches of holly and one of hawthorn uncut in the hedge to develop into

standards.

Herbaceous plants, bulbs and annuals/biennials cover the ground in

Jekyll drifts or in clumps of various sizes with scatterings of smaller out-

liers, such as often occur in the wild. Although everything is carefully ar-

ranged as regards season of flowering, colour, height and texture (whether

blending or contrasting) and composed to please the eye, the planting is

contrived to appear ‘natural’. This effect is accentuated by allowing flowers

(including many wild) to seed freely throughout the garden, in the gravel

paths and in the beds, including the vegetable plots; some are eventually

weeded out and others transplanted, leaving the remainder wherever they

happen, according to the picture I am trying to create. Most widespread

is the wood forget-me-not; with violet, primrose and bugle, it provides a

background foil to the spring bulbs. Lesser celandine I initially eradicated

as a pernicious weed, but its re-introduction (in soil imported to raise the
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land around the underground gas tank and the surplus distributed in other

parts of the garden) coincided with a change of heart. I now enjoy the glis-

tening yellow of its flowers as a cheerful promise of warmer days to come;

however, I still restrict its spread, confining it mainly to the lower shrubbery

and area east of drive, where certain weeds not tolerated in other parts of

the garden (such as herb-robert, wood avens and selfheal) are permitted

because of their proximity to the churchyard with its treasury of wild flora.

Later in the season self-sown Aquilegia, foxglove, marigold, musk mal-

low, Viola cornuta, and many others jostle with the deliberate plantings; in

the vegetable beds, nasturtiums scramble among runner beans, hollyhocks

tower over courgettes and poppies intermingle with leaf-beet, adding their

gratuitous contribution to the overall picture of a cottage-style garden.

In the vegetable garden, the four beds allow for rotation of crops. Round

the edge is a herb garden. Some herbs such as good-king-henry, lamb’s let-

tuce, salad burnet, sweet cicely and various mints and sorrels I use in the

kitchen for eating or flavouring; others such as germander, calamint and

marshmallow I grow merely for their associations. However, herbs are not

confined to this one area, but are used throughout the garden, with rose-

mary, hyssop, sage and thyme in particular being valued for the colour and

texture of their aromatic foliage and for their flowers. In places, lungwort

and dwarf comfrey have been planted to provide ground cover, and marjo-

ram, feverfew and borage happily self-seed in the flower borders.

According to Rudyard Kipling’s famous verses on the glory of the gar-

den, ‘half a proper gardener’s work is done upon his knees’. This aptly

describes my manner of gardening. Back problems rule out the use of hoe,

rake or long-handled fork in any but the smallest area of the vegetable

patch. I garden on my knees, ‘grubbing weeds from garden paths’ and

flower beds with a tool resembling the poet’s broken dinner-knife. Close

to the ground, I can discriminate between seedlings, removing only the un-

desirable. With such a large area to cover, some parts of the garden may

only be weeded once or twice in the season; at other times I merely snatch

in passing at any conspicuous weed to prevent its seeding, or any flower

P C. Top: Banks and small terraces either side of steps leading to silver birches

at the top corner of the garden. Lower branches of lawson cypress removed to

open view. Middle: Part of rhododendron bank, with tulips and peonies (not yet

in flower) in herbaceous border below. Bottom: Upper terrace below rhododen-

dron bank viewed from attic window in early summer. Gravel path winding be-

tween herbaceous borders containing delphiniums and Campanula lactiflora. In

foreground, Vicia coronaria climbing through ground-cover roses on bank above

middle terrace.
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that appears incongruous. Contrary to recommended garden practice, I do

not prick over the soil except when sowing or planting. It is neither feasi-

ble for me to do so, nor would I wish to. I do not regard each plant as a

specimen to be cultivated to individual perfection and set against the arti-

ficial background of freshly hoed soil. I prefer my garden to reflect nature,

where plants grow together and disturbed soil is rare. So mosses are allowed

soften the rawness of bare soil as well as stonework. Only from the grass

lawns are they eradicated (together with all other weeds), or where they

threaten to overwhelm smaller species such as creeping thyme or Pratia an-
gulata ‘Treadwellii’. In the early years, the variety of mosses colonizing the

infertile subsoil of the bank at the side of the drive created such a charming

mosaic that for many seasons I weeded out any flower seedlings to preserve

this natural carpet.

Throughout the year, there is work to be done; the garden is therefore

designed to be enjoyed at all seasons and by all the senses. Stepping out

of the back door on a winter’s day, I am immediately enveloped in the

fragrance of Sarcococca confusa. Whether or not the sun is shining, the

flowers of winter jasmine cascading down the front of the shed and leaves

of golden box below make it appear so; and when it does shine, the nearby

bed of hellebores is transformed. With the light behind them, the translu-

cent sepals of Helleborus orientalis glow dusky pink and crimson like an-

cient glass. There is succession throughout garden. This is produced either

by plants sharing the same space so that one takes over as an earlier dies

or is cut back, or by the juxtaposition of areas of planting so that the eye is

drawn away from the fading to the flowering. In the ‘woodland’ at the back

of the house, plants succeed one another. Under the upper birch trees, the

year starts with snowdrop, Cyclamen coum and the patterned leaves of C.
hederifolium; these are followed by wood anemone, Anemone blanda, prim-

rose and violet, then bluebell and Dicentra formosa; in summer white herb-

robert covers the ground on one side of the path and lady’s bedstraw on

the other, and in the autumn C. hederifolium comes into flower, after which

the cycle begins again. Under the lower birches, snowdrop is followed by

orange tulips, narcissi and yellow archangel; then Polemonium caeruleum
‘Apricot Delight’ adds a touch of lilac that echoes the sepals of Clematis
montana ‘Tetra-rose’ in the branches overhead as orange and yellow welsh

poppy take over. At the height of summer when other parts of the gar-

den are ablaze with colour, it is green in the shade under the trees; then

as autumn approaches, the tired undergrowth is cleared to allow the tiny

cyclamen to emerge. On the upper terrace at the side of the house below

the rhododendron bank, a gravel path winds between herbaceous borders.

In the south border a drift of double snowdrop with a scattering of Crocus
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tomasinianus (self-sown from the nearby colony under the liquidambar)

opens the year; peony-flowered tulips succeed and these are followed in

turn by peonies and later-flowering plants. Meanwhile the rhododendron

bank above has its season of glory extended by an underplanting of hardy

geraniums.

Leaves are valued as much as flowers and not only when they display var-

iegations or autumn colour. The different shades of green, the shape and

texture of leaves of out-of-season herbaceous plants and shrubs comple-

ment each other and the flowering plants that surround them. Hellebore,

peony, Epimedium are massed so that after flowering their leaves form rest-

ful drifts or clumps of textured green amid the profusion of summer colour.

Phormium tenax, Yucca flaccida and hybrid Hemerocallis are planted so

that their strap-like leaves punctuate the borders. Most of the day-lily flow-

ers are in the yellow/orange/mahogany colour range and are sited in parts

of the garden where these colours predominate; however, on the border of

the rose-garden, the subtle shades of the pink varieties are complemented

by the plum-coloured leaves of the neighbouring Cotinus coggygria ‘Rubri-

folius’.

A garden designed and worked by its owner is extremely personal, re-

flecting the character of the gardener. This pervades the whole garden, but

each area within the whole has its own mood. Each is loved, but perhaps

my favourite is the ‘secret garden’ in a sunny corner outside the back door,

where cottage and countryside meet. It is sheltered on all sides, with oak

and ash on the common towering above the roofs of shed and greenhouse,

and the stone walls of my neighbour’s terraces forming a background to

the ‘woodland glade’. A vine (Vitis vinifera ‘Brandt’) is trained along the

eaves of the garage and across the lintel of the kitchen windows. Below,

half beer-barrels from my former garden overflow with colour until the

first frost (with flowers varying from year to year, and forget-me-not and

spring bulbs filling them for the colder months). As they come into flower,

pots of heavily scented lilies are brought from the back of the shed to stand

against the house wall or on the paving by the greenhouse; and during

the summer other containers of tender plants are grouped on the house

and greenhouse patios. Kitchen and garage sills have been converted into

window boxes into which troughs and pots are inserted. When the sum-

mer display outside the kitchen window is over, it is replaced by troughs

of forget-me-not and a succession of spring bulbs in pots (early crocus fol-

lowed by dwarf narcissus, and finally late tulip). The garage sill serves as an

auricula theatre; then, while the primula spend summer on a bench behind

the shed, the window box is filled with pots of regal pelargonium or large-

flowered fuchsia transferred from overwintering in the greenhouse. A pot
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of basil stands on the back doorstep, to fill the air with its evocative fra-

grance as one brushes past. The beds in this part of the garden are planted

with flowers that need closer scrutiny to appreciate: double primrose, As-
trantia, penstemon and annuals such as Schizanthus pinnatus. Here, it is

natural to linger — to sit surrounded by flowers, listening to the hum of

insects on the blossoms, and watching the birds flit among the branches of

the birch or splash in the scallop-shaped bird baths that adorn the yard.

From the beginning, ornaments of reconstituted stone, cement and ter-

racotta have had a place in the design: a sun-dial, urns, reproduction gar-

den sculptures and modern animal figures — they are none of them great

works of art. Aesthetically pleasing in themselves, they enhance the pic-

ture, adding another dimension within the harmony of the garden and its

relationship to house and landscape. Apart from the sun-dial (intended to

be used), their function is merely to complement the planting, not to create

a focal point nor to ‘make a statement’; on the contrary, each is carefully

positioned to avoid any hint of ostentation. Thus, the retaining wall and

broad steps at the front of the house are devoid of ornament; instead, a

row of decorative troughs containing small rock plants is ranged along the

ledge of the retaining wall at the back, and a single font-shaped urn planted

with Sempervivum tectorum stands by the lobby door. Of the various stat-

ues, that of the water-carrier is half hidden amongst vegetation, her back

turned and only the curves of her flowing hair visible; Autumn with his

basket of grapes stands in the shadows beyond the vegetable garden, and a

cat stretches out asleep by the growing frames. My one indulgence in what

I consider bad taste is a supercilious lion clutching an escutcheon (of the

type that adorns gate-pillars of suburban villas); a cement reproduction, I

came upon it in a junk shop looking so pretentious that I could not resist

its purchase. It squats on the back doorstep, in warm weather often draped

with my discarded jacket.

Several months before the move to Glasbury and unaware that the name

of my new house would be St Peter’s Lodge, I had designed a traditional

weather-cock, which a neighbour’s farrier son wrought for me in iron. In-

tended for use, it does not ornament the house itself (where it might appear

ostentatious); instead, it surmounts a stout post attached to the garden

P D. Top: Front of house viewed from edge of vegetable garden. Self-sown

foxgloves and Jacob’s ladders adding to cottage-garden atmosphere. Middle: Back

lawn with penstemon edging path leading to greenhouse. Bottom: View across the

front lawn towards the vegetable garden with trees giving vertical structure and

shelter to the garden. Most conspicuous: Cedar atlantica ‘Glauca’, common beech

and Robinia pseudoacacia ‘Frisia’.
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shed, where it is visible from the kitchen window. As building work contin-

ued, it seemed to me that the front of the house was too stark for the type

of garden it would overlook, so I adapted the cockerel design to include St

Peter’s key and carved a wooden plaque to fix in the gable. As an echo of

antiquity, it helps to unite house and garden.

The garden of St Peter’s Lodge has been created not to extend the bound-

aries of design nor to recreate the style of another period or country. How-

ever, while claiming independence of expression and scornful of slavish

imitation, I cannot but acknowledge the influence (conscious and uncon-

scious) of past styles and practices, as well as of modern trends. Eschewing

the fleeting extremes of fashion, my garden is both traditional and rep-

resentative of its time. Although occasionally opened to the public in aid

of charity, this is essentially a private garden reflecting the character of its

owner. A cottage-style garden, intuitive, natural and sensual, it is a place

for solitary contemplation. Within its modern setting, it attempts to encap-

sulate the timeless charm associated with the old-fashioned cottage garden,

and to maintain a harmony with the natural world. Hopefully, whatever

gradual changes come about as plants mature and the gardener ages, it will

remain a gentle garden full of love, at peace with its surroundings.



THE SALE OF CROWN LANDS IN RADNORSHIRE
IN THE NINETEENTH CENTURY

Keith Parker

T
     the sale of Crown property in the county

in the nineteenth century, treating the process geographically rather

than chronologically in order to clarify a sometimes complex pic-

ture. It should be noted that the sale of Crown property in the period was

not confined to Radnorshire and that the methods of disposal employed

and the issues that the process raised were by no means specific to the

county.

The extent of Crown property in Radnorshire

Crown lands in the county in the nineteenth century were to be found

mainly, but not exclusively, in thirteen manors in the hundreds of Cefnllys,

Knighton, Radnor (excluding the borough of New Radnor) and Rhaeadr.

Although not all the manors were originally included in the Lordship of

Cantref Maelienydd or ‘Cantre Melenith’ as it was termed in the nineteenth

century, they were included in the lordship for administrative purposes.

The manors consisted of the manors and boroughs of Knighton, Knuck-

las, Presteigne and Rhaeadr and the manors of Cwmteuddwr, Farrington

and Cwm-gilla, Gladestry, Rhyslyn, South Neithon, South Rurallt, South

Ugre,¹ Iscoed and Uwchcoed. The Crown also owned some lands and sub-

manors within the borough of New Radnor and its environs.

Crown property consisted not only of lands and buildings but also of

income derived from the Crown’s rights in its capacity as lord of the manor.

These consisted of market tolls in the boroughs of Knighton, Presteigne

and Rhaeadr; fees and fines levied at the manorial courts; chief rents, small

residual annual rents of sixpence or a shilling; and heriots, levied on the

death of a manorial tenant or if property was alienated. Some of these,

notably market tolls, were sometimes leased to tenants. Heriots were also

leased out at one time, but by late eighteenth century, although regularly

recorded in manorial rolls, were not collected on the royal manors, and

manorial valuations gave heriots a nominal capital value of £.

In its capacity as lord of the manor the Crown also possessed the min-

eral rights and an interest in the common land by virtue of ‘right of soil’.

The latter had a capital value which could be realised on the sale of the

manor or if the commons of the manor were enclosed when the Crown,

in return for its consent to the enclosure, received initially one-twentieth
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of the commons enclosed and later in the century a rather greater propor-

tion. The Crown, like any other lord of the manor, was also entitled to

one-twentieth of encroachments on the common made within twenty years

but, unlike other lords of the manor, was also entitled to encroachments

made over twenty but less than sixty years. When the Radnorshire manors

were enclosed or sold the Crown usually retained the mineral rights, the

only partial exception to this being at Gladestry.

Since  Crown lands had been administered by two surveyors gen-

eral, but with rising land values in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth

centuries it became increasingly obvious that if Crown income from this

source was to attain modestly realistic levels a thorough overhaul was

needed. Accordingly in  by the Crown Lands Act, administration was

vested in three commissioners of Woods, Forests and Land Revenues who

promptly set about reorganising and rationalising the system.

Since  the stewardship of Cantref Maelienydd had been held by

successive earls of Oxford and the Harley family then renewed or secured

some valuable leases of Crown property in the county. Under the Harleys

administration of the manors seems to have become lax, particularly under

the fifth earl of Oxford. Thus prior to  South Ugre and Uwchcoed

manorial courts had not been held since –, while Farrington, and

Rhyslyn manorial courts were held only in  in the same period. Morris

Sayce reported in  that the market tolls were forty-six years in arrears.²

Such failures to hold manorial courts meant not only the loss of revenues

such as heriots, tolls, fines and fees and chief rents, relatively small sums,

but also a failure to halt encroachments by the cheapest, quickest and most

acceptable means, presentation at the manorial court. In aggregate squat-

ters’ encroachments could amount to a considerable acreage. Thus in 

Morris Sayce estimated that encroachments on the commons and waste in

South Ugre totalled , acres and in South Rurallt more than  acres.³

Sayce’s survey was the preliminary step prior to Woods and Forests mak-

ing any firm decisions as to the fate of Crown lands in the county. In carry-

ing out his survey Sayce faced considerable difficulties. Hassall’s survey of

crown lands in the county of  was incomplete and the failure to hold

some manorial courts regularly made for difficulties. There was clearly a

lack of any recent documentary evidence in some cases for he was forced

to rely of the Parliamentary surveys of  for evidence of Crown owner-

ship. Again since some Crown lands had been leased to a family over gen-

erations it was sometimes difficult to determine which lands were a family’s

freehold property and which had been leased from the Crown. Thus, in

spite of Sayce’s meeting with the trustees of Lord Oxford in August 

it did not prove possible to distinguish completely between Harley family



       

lands and lands that the Harleys had leased from the Crown or adminis-

tered on behalf of the Crown.

The stewardship of Crown lands in Radnorshire

With the survey of  completed, Woods and Forests decided in mid-

 that the Harley lease of the stewardship of Cantref Maelienydd,

granted in  and renewed in , should be revoked and that Crown

lands and the manors of the lordship, valued at £,, should be sold.

Prior to embarking on the sale Woods and Forests were to appoint a stew-

ard to hold manorial courts in order to determine manorial boundaries,

rights, custom and the extent of encroachments. Possibly after a certain

amount of lobbying by Morris Sayce and JC Severn, Richard Banks and

James Davies, ‘very respectable solicitors residing in Kington’ and ‘better

cognizant with the property than any other persons’, were appointed stew-

ards in January .⁴

With regard to the sale of the manors, James Davies was against their

sale by auction or public tender since such methods of sale might attract

speculators who, ‘to make a great profit, might harass the county’. He rec-

ommended instead sale by private tender since this would enable the Crown

to select ‘respectable purchasers’ who would take a wider view of their pur-

chase than profit maximisation alone. Moreover, this method would not,

he believed, lead to significantly lower prices than competitive tenders since

prospective purchasers, the principal landowners in the county, tended to

acquire lands close to their own estates, respecting each others’ territorial

spheres of influence.⁵

There was something to be said for Davies’s opinion. The local gentry

showed a keen interest in purchasing Crown property either as a prelim-

inary to, or as a result of parliamentary enclosure. Again, the purchase

of Crown rights in one of the boroughs in the county certainly enhanced a

purchaser’s standing in the locality and boosted his political influence when

it could be shown to be in the common interest. Thomas Lewis Lloyd and

Richard Green (Price) certainly found this to be the case when they took

the lead in the purchase of Rhaeadr market tolls and Knighton chief rents

respectively.

While Woods and Forests ultimately accepted this advice, the surviving

sources suggest that it was Banks who normally carried out most of the

duties of steward, presumably since Davies was fully occupied with his

private clients and his duties as clerk to the peace. In  Davies seems to

have ceased to act and the position devolved solely upon Richard Banks.

The stewardship clearly enhanced Banks’ standing in the county and its

environs, but at the cost of involving him in bitter public and long running
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controversy with the champions of the Radnorshire cottagers, during the

course of which he was burned in effigy at Felindre in  and accused of

using his office as steward to influence the course of the county election of

.⁶

Some, such as Guy Parsons, the sheriff of Radnorshire in , also ac-

cused Richard Banks, along with James Davies, of using the stewardship

to further the interests of their clients, notably James Watt. However, while

Banks and Davies may have offered advice to their clients from the side-

lines, they do not appear to have been involved directly in any purchases

of Crown property in their capacity as stewards or in their private prac-

tice. Thus negotiations for the purchase of the Crown manors of Rhyslyn,

Uwchcoed, Iscoed, and South Neithon by James Watt were carried on di-

rectly with the commissioners of Woods and Forests by a London solicitor,

Symes of Fenchurch Street. However they may have brokered a private deal

between Revd Dr Venables and James Watt which disposed of a possible

competitor in Watt’s bid for one of the manors.⁷

Nor did Banks always receive the unqualified support of all Crown offi-

cers. Thus in  John Wilkin, the Crown Receiver for South Wales sug-

gested, somewhat peevishly, that Banks paid very little attention to his du-

ties as steward as a result of his considerable private practice and his resi-

dence outside Radnorshire. Moreover, Wilkin maintained that Banks’ non-

residence in the county added to the expense of the stewardship, as did his

habit of inviting many guests, in addition to manorial officers and jurors,

to the dinner which followed the holding of a manorial court leet.⁸

Banks held the post of steward until his death in  and was succeeded

by the husband of his granddaughter, Frederick Tidd Pratt. The latter was

warned, on his appointment, that attendance at the dinner that followed

the holding of a manorial court should be confined to the jury and the

officers of the court. Apparently the last dinner held by Richard Banks

was attended by no fewer than forty people, with the bill met by Woods

and Forests.

The manor of Cwmteuddwr⁹

The manor was purchased by Robert Peel of Cwm Elan in November 

for £. He seems to have begun negotiations several years earlier, increas-

ing his original offer of £ to £, a sum he considered far in excess of

its value, in June  and settling on the final price with Sayce a month

later. Peel wished to acquire it because it adjoined his manor of Grange

which he had purchased in  from the Grove family and difficulties had

arisen as to the precise boundary between this and Cwmteuddwr manor.

The price paid was not much below Sayce’s valuation of £. s. d.



       

at twenty years’ purchase. The bargain may not have been all it seemed

however, for Richard Banks reported in May  that he thought Cwm-

teuddwr would be by far the most difficult of all the Crown manors to man-

age. In the main the difficulties seem to have stemmed from Hugh Powell

Evans of Noyadd, the ‘auld squire’, whose word was law with his tenants.

Thus at the manorial court of May  when Banks presented Evans as

an encroacher, only nine jurors signed the presentment. The rest, all Evans’

tenants, refused to sign, alleging that Evans had told them that the land,

enclosed and built upon, was his property ‘though (that) it was open waste

was notorious to all the neighbourhood’. Banks recalled the court twice

but the jurors refused to sign the presentment on both occasions, and he

fined them each twenty shillings.

Another problem may have been a reluctance upon the part of some in

the manor to accept Peel’s title, for at Hereford Assizes in August  Peel

was involved in two cases against encroachers who had reneged upon agree-

ments to buy their encroachments from Peel. Why it should have taken

three years or more from agreeing upon a price to the completion of the

sale is far from clear. Peel’s discovery in mid- that the Crown had re-

tained the mineral rights and his abortive attempts to buy or lease the min-

eral rights at a peppercorn rent only explain the last six months’ delay.

The manor of Gladestry¹⁰

Crown property in the manor was disposed of in two phases. As a result

of the Gladestry Enclosure Act of , the Crown received rather more

than  acres of the commons and waste enclosed in lieu of its right of

soil. Woods and Forests would have preferred this to have been in one

block since this would have made the land easier to sell. However this was

not possible since separate allotments had to be made in both Gladestry

and Colfa parishes, and the allocation of land in one block across the two

parishes would have brought charges of partiality. However it was possible

to ensure that the Gladestry lands allocated to the Crown were bisected by

the turnpike road, a clear attraction to a prospective purchaser.

Initially it was intended to offer the land on a  years lease at a rent

of £ per annum. James Davies, the enclosure solicitor, was prepared to

take the lease but eventually purchased the Crown allotment at a price

of £, even persuading Woods and Forests to strike out the Crown’s

reservation of mineral rights. Like most purchases of Crown property the

whole transaction was a long drawn out affair: Davies had agreed to lease

the Crown allotment in , but the sale was not completed until .

The enclosure had shed no light as to the location of Close Mawr, a hold-

ing in Gladestry belonging to the Crown, the lease on which had expired in
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 and rent was  years in arrears at the time of the survey of . Re-

luctantly Sayce had to admit defeat and no further attempt seems to have

been made to locate it thereafter.

The Crown disposed of its remaining interest in the manor of Gladestry

to Thomas Frankland Lewis who had shown an interest in acquiring some

or all of the Crown’s property in the county some years before Woods

and Forests had decided to dispose of it. His interest in Gladestry manor

was sparked by shooting parties from Gladestry manor straying on to his

adjacent manor of Llynwene. It emerged that the boundary between the

two manors was far from clear, and that the ownership of about  acres

was in doubt

Sayce had valued the manor at £ at twenty years’ purchase of the

manorial dues and the Crown’s share of the remaining , acres of waste

and common, and encroachments. In  Lewis offered £ for the

manor on the grounds that the Crown could not prove it owned the 

acres in dispute and Woods and Forests accepted, giving Lewis posses-

sion. However the sale was not completed since doubts had arisen as to

the Crown’s right to sell its Radnorshire manors and strong objections had

been made to the sale of the manors of Rhyslyn, Uwchcoed, Iscoed and

South Neithon to James Watt.

In  Lewis had asked to complete the sale. However Woods and

Forests asked for interest to be paid on the purchase price from  when

Lewis had taken possession, but the latter refused, pointing out that chief

rents and fees and fines had continued to be collected by the Crown in

the manor since that date. A further delay occurred in  when Lewis,

aware of the hostility which Watt and Richard Price had incurred by seek-

ing to secure encroachments of more than twenty but less than sixty years,

asked that such encroachments in Gladestry be omitted from the sale and

the price adjusted accordingly. Reluctantly Woods and Forests agreed to

reduce the price to £ and the sale was completed in September ,

implicitly accepting the validity of Lewis’s title to the disputed  acres

and leaving his reputation intact in the eyes of the supporters of the Rad-

norshire cottagers.

The borough of Knighton and its environs

Though the manor and borough of Knighton, valued at £. s., re-

mained in the hands of the Crown, by the end of the nineteenth century

all its identifiable assets in the locality had been realised. By the beginning

of  Sayce had sold Whitterlys to John Sayce for £, Castle Bank to

Thomas Baxter for £, and the Globe and Pig Market Closes to Griffith

Lloyd for £, all by private treaty, and Swan Close to Richard Price MP



       

for £ by public auction: in all rather more than  acres for £. He

had also hoped to sell the Frydd, the King’s Land (partly in Pilleth) to-

gether with six acres in Jenkin Allis, but all three were claimed by the earl

of Oxford who had leased them out on seventy year leases in . Though

the final outcome is not known it seems likely that Oxford make good his

claim, for in  Richard Price was still trying to get back the £ deposit

he had paid on the Jenkin Allis land.

Sayce also hoped to sell a further  acres of Crown land in Knighton

but was unable to locate the holding. Amongst these lost lands may have

been ‘Teams Green’ a holding of one acre, sold to Richard Price in  for

£. In  a further a further  acres, three encroachments on common

land in the borough, were sold to Henry Griffith and David and Thomas

Jones respectively for a total of £.¹¹

In  Edward Rogers of Stanage expressed an interest in purchasing

the manors of Knighton, Cwm-gilla and Farrington and Knucklas from

the Crown. In March  he offered £ for the manor of Cwm-gilla and

Farrington, but Woods and Forests valued the manor’s  acres of com-

mons and waste and  acres of encroachments at £. s. d. This valu-

ation was based on one-sixteenth rather than one-twentieth in lieu of rights

of soil and a price of twenty-six years’ rather than the usual twenty years’

purchase, the justification for this being that would take into account sport-

ing and other manorial rights which Sayce had not allowed for in his valu-

ation. Woods and Forests had judged their man well for Rogers paid their

price without demur, the sale being completed in April or May of .¹²

The enclosure of commons and waste in Knighton in – seemed to

Banks an ideal opportunity to dispose of some of its property in the bor-

ough, not only its right of soil but also chief rents and market tolls. Thus

initially it was suggested that the Crown should receive one-twelfth of the

commons and waste to be enclosed in lieu of these. Green and Peters, the

enclosure solicitors, opposed this suggestion since while chief rents were

paid by about a hundred townsmen, only four or five of these had an inter-

est in the common. It was thus unjust that the few commoners should in

effect pay for the removal of liabilities from many other townsmen. In the

end Woods and Forests gave way and accepted only one-sixteenth, nearly

five and a half acres, in lieu of the Crown’s right of soil.¹³

The Crown’s allotment on Garth Hill was valued at £ in  and

Woods and Forests invited tenders to purchase. However by  they had

not received an offer to purchase at this price. In the meantime the com-

ing of the railway had increased property values in the town and in 

three townsmen, Edward Oldbury, Jonathan Green and George Harding

submitted tenders, that of the latter for £. s. being accepted.¹⁴
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With regard to the market tolls of Knighton, their lessee had experi-

ence considerable difficulty in collecting them after they had been abolished

in Ludlow and in  they had only been collected after Banks had dis-

tributed handbills threatening proceedings against any who refused. At the

March fair of  the tollgates were pulled down and many had refused

to pay the toll but Banks took no legal action against the offenders. Not

surprisingly from  onwards refusal to pay market tolls became general

in the Knighton locality, with Woods and Forests, for a time, accepting the

situation.

By  Woods and Forests were considering attempting to enforce the

payment of tolls again but in  Banks warned that any attempt to collect

them would meet with strenuous opposition. The strength of feeling in

the town was demonstrated in  when the old market hall, where the

tolls were collected, was destroyed by so-called ‘Rebeccaites’. Following a

petition from Knighton, Presteigne and Rhaeadr claiming that the market

tolls were a great obstacle to the three boroughs’ trade and prosperity,

Woods and Forests expressed a willingness to consider the abolition of

tolls if all three boroughs recognised the Crown’s right to collect chief rents

which were several years in arrears. Knighton seems to have made an effort

to pay off these arrears for when Richard Green (Price) began negotiations

to purchase the chief rents in  they were only nine years in arrears. His

purchase of the chief rents at the end of  for £. s., which included

a payment of two years’ arrears, was made in order to extinguish the chief

rents rather than an investment. For their part Woods and Forests made

no attempt to collect market tolls but they were not formally extinguished

until March  when the arrears, dating back to , and amounting to

nearly £, were written off.¹⁵

One other Crown property in the town, the site of the market hall, should

be mentioned although all the facts have yet to be established. In  Evan

Williams, a Knighton lawyer, wrote to Woods and Forests, apparently in a

private capacity, complaining of the state of the market hall and offering to

buy the building in order to improve it. The old market hall, possibly that

building mentioned in the  survey, had decayed many years earlier and

had been replaced by a smaller ‘low and inconvenient’ building which oc-

cupied part of the site. This latter building, of which Williams complained,

was apparently that erected in  by Perceval Lewis of Downton, the

lessee of Knighton market tolls.

Richard Banks was doubtful if the Crown had the right to alienate the

site and doubted if it would be expedient to do so without reference to

the burgesses. This was also his answer in  when Williams renewed his

request after the old hall had been burned down by so-called ‘Rebeccaites’



       

in  leaving the site unoccupied. In his letter Williams hinted at the

possibility of a petition to the Commons. This may well have persuaded

Woods and Forests to yield, for the Market Hall Company formed in the

town built a Market Hall in  at the cost of some £,.¹⁶

The borough of Knucklas and its environs.¹⁷

The manorial rights of the borough were valued at £. s. d. at twenty

years’ purchase. However there was no serious attempt to purchase these

in the s, although JC Severn, Edward Rogers and John Sayce showed

a fleeting interest in , and  respectively

Morris Sayce succeeded in selling most of the Crown lands in the bor-

ough and its environs in –; the site of Knucklas castle to Samuel

Webb for £, the King’s Piece in Hobby Farm, Bugeildy to Richard Jones

for £ and the Helds to William Easthope for £. Sayce also received an

offer for Black Meadow in Bugeildy. This formed part of Lloyney Farm

which Dr Jenkins of Nantygroes claimed had belonged to his family for

more than a hundred years and, in face of his determination to resist the

Crown’s claim, Woods and Forests appears to have given way.

Sayce was also unable to locate a further  acres in the borough belong-

ing to the Crown. Subsequently whenever surveyors employed by Woods

and Forests successfully identified encroachments in the borough these

were sold, usually to the encroacher, on generous terms, normally seven

years’ purchase. Thus between  and  six encroachments, in all

rather more than forty acres were sold for £, presumably given the low

price per acre, to the five encroachers

The Crown was able to realise its manorial assets in Knucklas as a re-

sult of the Heyope enclosure, involving wastes in the parishes of Bugeildy,

Heyope and Llangynllo within the manors of Knucklas and South Ugre,

which was completed in . By the enclosure the Crown received  acres

in lieu of its rights of soil and  acres in lieu of chief rents, in all one-twelfth

of the land enclosed. These allotments, some of which lay on Upper Hall

Bank and Bailey Hill, were sold for a total of £,.

The borough of New Radnor and its environs

Although by the charter of , renewed in , the borough was self-

governing, the Crown had retained its property rights within the parishes

and townships within its boundaries. Its main possession, Radnor Forest,

was sold by Charles I in – to a consortium, who subsequently dis-

posed of it to John Powell of Stanage. Thomas Lewis of Harpton acquired

it from Samuel Powell in , along with the title Forester of Radnor.¹⁸

However at the beginning of the nineteenth century the Crown still
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owned at least one manor within the borough, Cascob, and had some claim

upon the manor of Newcastle. It also owned the site of New Radnor cas-

tle, together with Bailey Glas, or Greensward, and Cow Meadow. Sayce

was unable to identify the latter and the Crown claim to it seems to have

lapsed. Thomas Frankland Lewis purchased the site of the castle and Bai-

ley Glas or Greensward for £ in , beating off a belated challenge

from Dean Merewether, the rector of New Radnor who wished to buy it in

order to build a vicarage. Lewis Thomas Frankland Lewis was to use his

‘best means and endeavours to preserve the ruins of the said old castle of

Radnor’ and to allow the inhabitants of the borough to use the site as a

place of recreation.¹⁹

With regard to the Crown manor of Cascob, as a result of the enclosure

award of  the Crown received a total of rather more than  acres,

 acres in lieu of rights of soil,  acres for its rights on Cymbergerwyn

sheep walk and  acres for its rights in Ackwood Common. By  the

acreage allotted the Crown had been sold for £, the lion’s share going

to Richard Price of Norton Manor.²⁰

At some point between  and  John Whittaker had purchased

‘all that valuable manor of Newcastle … possessing a very valuable hill and

right of sporting’ from George Porter, whose title to it seemed impeccable.

However in  Lord Rous, Whittaker’s brother-in-law, complained to

Woods and Forests that the Crown now claimed the manor along with

Holbatch Mill and the completion of the sale had stalled.

After a break of some years and an abortive attempt by PR Mynors of

Evenjobb Court to purchase the manor, Whittaker resumed negotiations

with Woods and Forests, threatening to take the matter to court regardless

of the cost. Faced with this ultimatum Woods and Forests gave way after

their solicitor pointed out that Whittaker had a good title to the manor

and had paid the market price to George Porter, whereas the Crown’s title

was obscure and that, in the circumstances, it would be difficult to sell the

manor to anyone else. The Crown’s interest in the manor was conveyed to

John Whittaker in February  for £. Sayce had come to the conclu-

sion somewhat earlier that the Crown had no claim to Holbatch Mill.²¹

The manor and borough of Presteigne

The manorial rights in the borough were valued at £. s. d. in .

However the extent of the manor was by no means clear for Sir Harford

Jones (Brydges) claimed the ‘mesne manor’ of Presteigne, lying within the

town itself, which he had purchased along with the Boultibrooke estate.

Sayce doubted the existence of the ‘mesne manor’, though it had been ad-

vertised for sale in , but was prepared to humour the baronet since its



       

extent was so small. Even so there was no shortage of potential purchasers

of the Crown manor; Jones (Brydges) made overtures to Woods and Forests

in  and , James Barnes offered £ for it in  while in 

Lyndon Evelyn made tentative enquiries. However the manor remained in

Crown hands, though during the course of the century Woods and Forests

gradually disposed of Crown property within it.²²

The first sale to be completed was that of an encroachment of eight acres

in Discoed, purchased by John Hunt in  for £. The major transac-

tion however was the long drawn out sale of  acres, mainly woodland,

lying to the south-west of the town. The process began in  when Sayce

agreed to sell to Robert Lewis and Thomas Stephens North Wood, Deep-

more Wood, Harley’s Wood and Far Radnor Wood, Near Radnor Wood

Farm and Cold Oak Farm, for £,. Lewis paid a deposit of £ in 

but was unable to gain possession since the earl of Oxford claimed that

Cold Oak Farm, Deepmore Wood and Hopley’s Coppice in North Wood

were Harley lands. Woods and Forests abandoned the claim of the Crown

to Cold Oak Farm, but the dispute over the other properties dragged on

until  when a compromise was reached. Without renouncing his family

claim the earl of Oxford agreed to buy  acres of Deepmore Wood, Hop-

ley’s Coppice and Morgan’s Land from the Crown for £, Thomas King

Stephens (the son of the late Thomas Stephens) North Wood, Harley’s

Wood and another small plot, for £,, while Lewis received the remain-

der of Deepmore Wood and the two Radnor farms for £,.

Lewis and Stephens completed their purchase in  but the Harley

family did not, partly because they disputed the Crown’s ownership of Ho-

pley’s Coppice Morgan’s Land. In  Lady Langdale, for the Harley fam-

ily, surrendered the  acres in Deepmore Wood to the Crown and paid

£ for the timber cut there and in return Woods and Forests accepted

Harley ownership of Hopley’s Coppice and Morgan’s Land. When the plot

in Deepmore Wood was offered for sale in  by Woods and Forests

Thomas Pugh beat off competition from Cecil Parsons, JA Phillips, RB

Mynors and JJ Edwards to buy it for £.²³

In the meantime Woods and Forests had also disposed of the four acres

or so they had received under the Discoed Enclosure Act of , one-

twentieth of the acreage enclosed, in lieu of rights of soil. The allocation,

conveniently situated at the cross roads between the Beggar’s Bush and

Presteigne and the Thorn and Discoed, provoked considerable local inter-

est and was ultimately bought by TD Davies of The Bache for £ in .²⁴

In  Woods and Forests disposed of the Crown interest in  acres

of commons and waste on Furrow Hill to the north-west of Dolley Green

and Ackhill to Richard Green (Price). The common was valued at £ per
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annum and at thirty years’ purchase £,, and with the Crown’s right

of soil estimated at one-eighth, the purchase price was fixed at £ with

the purchaser paying a further £ for the survey and the conveyancing

costs. The increased value attached to the right of soil reflects the growing

importance of sporting rights as the century progressed.²⁵

By the early s King Stephens had become concerned that his re-

cently purchased Harley’s Wood was subject to incursions from the adja-

cent Harley’s Hill, a piece of unenclosed waste on which some of Presteigne

had rights of common, and raised the possibility of his purchasing the

Crown’s interest in the waste. Woods and Forests valued the right of soil

on the  acres of so of Harley’s Hill at £. s. per annum or £, inclu-

sive of sporting rights. King Stephens was also warned that his purchase of

the Crown’s interest in Harley Common would not entitle him to exclude

the commoners or to prevent them from exercising their legal rights.

Initially King Stephens seems to have considered the price too high, but

in  renewed his interest, purchasing Harley Common in  at the

price of £. He immediately ran into a storm when he tried to ban the

Presteigne sportsman from shooting on the common, some claiming that

their payment of chief rents gave them the right to do. Disputes between

the owners of the manorial rights on the common and the townspeople of

Presteigne rumbled on until  when after a Parliamentary question on

the issue, the rights of the commoners of Presteigne, championed by RH

Pugh and the Revd LH Kewley, were accepted by JH Wale of Silia, the

then owner of Harley’s Hill, who abandoned his attempt to fence off the

Common.²⁶

The situation with regard to chief rents and tolls in Presteigne is more

obscure than in the other Radnorshire boroughs. It was reported in 

that market tolls had not been collected in Presteigne for forty-five years

and following the resistance in Knighton to the payment of tolls in the mid-

s any attempt at collecting the tolls in Presteigne appear to have been

abandoned, though in  Woods and Forests sought, without success, to

persuade the bailiff, John Vaughan, to lease them. RW Banks’ assertion,

reported in the Hereford Journal of  September , that the tolls at

Knighton and Presteigne had been purchased in the s in order to make

both towns toll free would thus appear to have been erroneous on both

counts. In Presteigne there seems to have been no purchase of the market

tolls as there had been at Rhaeadr, nor no formal abolition as there had

been at Knighton.

The collection of chief rents in Presteigne in the first half of the century

appears to have been rather erratic. They were forty-five years in arrears

in  and while these arrears seem to have been written off, chief rents



       

remained uncollected – and from  to . The situation im-

proved thereafter, possibly because many in Presteigne believed that pay-

ment of the chief rent bestowed commoner’s rights, for by   of the

Presteigne properties liable to pay chief rents had done so, leaving only 

in arrears. Even so, the collection of chief rents, rarely more than sixpence

or a shilling for each property each year, was costly and time consuming as

a letter of the Crown Receiver for Wales of  demonstrates:

There are upwards of a hundred rents now on charge for which I send

out the applications requesting payment be made on a certain day at

Presteigne when the bailiff attends to receive them … within a few days

following he received in the current year £. s. d., the balance of £.

s. d. being paid to me after two or three applications, and in several

cases, much special correspondence ….

Not surprisingly the redemption of chief rents at twenty years’ purchase

was encouraged and the last chief rent in the town was redeemed in .²⁷

The manor and borough of Rhaeadr

Judging from the pomp and ceremony accompanying the proclamation of

George IV at Rhaeadr on  February , the townspeople took their

status as a Crown borough rather more seriously than did Knighton where,

by the early s the number of freemen had dwindled to six or seven,

raising the possibility that its borough status might be lost.

In  the Crown’s possessions in Rhaeadr were estimated, at twenty

years’ purchase, to be worth £. s. d., with chief rents, market tolls and

fees and fines accounting for rather more than £ of this. The disposal

of the Crown’s assets in the borough got under way with the enclosure of

– when the Crown disposed of its allotment of a little more than

four acres to Horatio James for £, the sale being completed in .²⁸

The market tolls of Rhaeadr had since  been leased on a yearly

basis by John Price and after his death by his widow Elizabeth at an an-

nual rent of £. Collection of the tolls provoked general discontent, in-

genious attempts at evasion, occasional disturbances and refusals to pay,

which meant that it barely paid for Mrs Price to continue the lease. In

 Rhaeadr joined Presteigne and Knighton in a memorial to Woods

and Forests asking for the tolls to be extinguished.

This did not produce any practical result and in  it was decided that

in view of the falling off in the trade of Rhaeadr as a result of the strife and

inconvenience occasioned by the collection of the tolls in the town and the

competition from new fairs in Newbridge and Pen-y-bont, which were toll-
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free, an attempt should be made to purchase the tolls in order to extinguish

them. A subscription was opened to raise the £ or thereabouts which

was anticipated would be needed and Thomas Lewis Lloyd approached

Woods and Forests to negotiate terms. The price asked was twenty-five

years’ purchase, £, and in October  the Treasury issued the deed of

extinguishment.²⁹

When the question of the arrears of Rhaeadr chief rents, last paid in

, was raised by William Wilkin, who had succeeded his father as

Crown Receiver for South Wales, in , Thomas Lewis Lloyd, on behalf

of the borough, explained that they thought that Horatio James’ payment

in  included the redemption of chief rents and other manorial dues,

although for some years no attempt was made to pay the current chief

rents, let alone the arrears. In  Wilkin and Banks tried to persuade

Lewis Lloyd to launch a subscription in Rhaeadr to redeem the chief rents,

pointing out that they could be purchased for £. s. and £. s. d.

for the twenty-five years of arrears.

This valuation was too high for Rhaeadr in general and Lewis Lloyd in

particular to raise and successive bailiffs continued in the unenviable task

of collecting chief rents and the arrears, much of which were written off.

By  there were no arrears and the chief rents were being collected on

time. Even so chief rents were still difficult to collect and in  the Crown

Receiver found it necessary to issue warrants of distraint to persuade some

reluctant payers. Thereafter a policy of redemption was followed and by

 chief rents had been eliminated.³⁰

Although the Crown had disposed of its assets in Rhaeadr, as was the

case with Knighton, Knucklas and Presteigne, it had not disposed of its

title to the manor.

The manors of Rhyslyn, Uwchcoed, Iscoed and South Neithon³¹

James Watt’s purchase of the manors Rhyslyn, Uwchcoed and Iscoed in

December  and of South Neithon in February  was by far the

largest purchase of Crown property in the county (Table ).

Woods and Forests had first offered the manors by public tender, but

no adequate offers and been received and so private tenders invited, with

a view to obtaining £, each for Rhyslyn and Uwchcoed, £, for

Iscoed and £, for South Neithon. The Treasury queried prices so far

above the valuations but Woods and Forests justified them on the grounds

that Sayce’s valuations were too low in that they were based on only twenty

years’ purchase and had ignored sporting rights completely. Only in the

case of South Neithon did Watt pay less than Sayce’s valuation, his offer

being accepted as he was the only potential purchaser.



       

From Watt’s point of view it was worth paying more than Sayce’s val-

uation since it was based on the assumption that on enclosure only one-

twentieth of the common would be awarded in lieu of soil. This may have

been the going rate as far as Crown manors were concerned, but in the few

Radnorshire enclosures that had taken place by , other lords of the

manor had received larger proportions in lieu of rights of soil. Thus in the

Cascob enclosure John Rogers and John Whittaker had each received one-

seventeenth in lieu of the rights of soil on their manors of Kinnerton and

Ednol respectively, while at New Radnor the Corporation of New Radnor

and the earl of Oxford had received one-eighteenth for their rights of soil

in the manors of Radnor Foreign and Badland respectively.

Table : Crown manors in Radnorshire purchased by James Watt, –.

M L P  V  

’ 

Rhyslyn Nantmel £, £. s. d.

Uwchcoed Nantmel and Saint Harmon £, £. s. d.

Iscoed Nantmel and Llanfihangel Helygen £, £,. s. d.

South Neithon Cefnllys, Llanbadarn Fawr, £, £,. s. d.

Llandegley, Llanddewi Ystradenni,

Llandrindod

Source: TNA PRO CRES /, /.

An added inducement to potential purchasers was that the sale included

the Crown’s right to encroachments of more than twenty but less than sixty

years, not all of which had been identified. By the s a total of  such

encroachments had been traced on the four manors purchased by Watt, 

on Iscoed,  on Uwchcoed,  on Rhyslyn and  on South Neithon.

The sale generated considerable opposition within the county on two

grounds. In the first place it seemed to be in breach of the promise made by

Charles I to the tenants who had repurchased the Lordship of Cantre Me-

lenith in  and returned it to the king after he had sold it. In the second

place, there were doubts over the validity of the claim that the Crown could

pass on its rights over encroachments held for more than twenty years to a

purchaser.

Watt tried to take the heat out of the issue by offering generous initial

terms to such encroachers who attorned tenant, but his willingness to have

recourse to law seemed to many to be a case of a rich man oppressing the

poor and resulted in the Radnorshire Cottagers controversy. Nor was his

cause helped by shoddy work on the part of Woods and Forests, for the

conveyances which failed to specify which encroachments fell within the
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twenty to sixty years category, an omission which had to be made good by

a deed of confirmation in .

The Manor of South Rurallt and its environs³²

The manor extended into the parishes of Bleddfa, Llandegley, Llangyn-

llo, Llanddewi Ystradenni, Llanfihangel Rhydieithon, Pilleth and Whitton

and was valued by Sayce at £,. s. d. Richard Price’s initial offer of

£, in August  was considered by his solicitor to be rather high for

he considered that only a small proportion of the encroachments of more

than twenty years’ standing could be obtained without costly and time-

consuming litigation. Moreover there were doubts as to the accuracy of

Sayce’s survey. Woods and Forests then offered Price the manor for £,,

but Price refused to budge and in the absence of any other potential pur-

chaser his initial offer of £, was accepted towards the end of .

However this bargain soon proved to be not as good as it seemed. Thus

in  Price wrote to Woods and Forests saying that while James, so-

licitor Davies had mentioned Cymbergerwyn and Ackhill as lying within

the manor, these townships were not mentioned in his conveyance. Woods

and Forests responded that the manor had been conveyed to his ‘in gen-

eral terms’ which suggests that they thought it was up to him to prove his

claims at law. As it transpired later, Price received no plan of the manor on

purchase, merely a verbal description of its extent.

After his purchase of the manor Price began to bring pressure upon

the holders of encroachments of between twenty and sixty years to attorn

tenant or to buy their encroachment from him. The decision of Common

Pleas in  which threw doubt upon the validity upon the terms of the

Crown’s sale of the Radnorshire manors saw many who had agreed to do so

change their minds and demand their money back. In July of  Richard

Price was burned in effigy at Felindre and in , five years after the

Common Pleas decision had been overturned, he was asking Woods and

Forests for a confirmation of his title since:

… latterly my title to the property has been denied owing to the mis-

representation of some persons in the neighbourhood, and not only

do the remaining encroachers set me at defiance, but those persons

who before made the purchase of their encroacment are become ex-

ceedingly dissatisfied ….

Even in  some in Llanfihangel Rhydieithon were still refusing to attorn

tenant. Such difficulties may explain why Price seems to have disposed of

his manorial rights in the parish to Thomas Moore of the Old Hall. Thus



       

when the commons and wastes were enclosed under the Act of  it

was Moore who received nearly  acres, one-fourteenth of the acreage

enclosed, in lieu of his rights of soil.

The Manor of South Ugre

The manor, which remains in Crown hands, extended into the parishes of

Llanbister, Llanddewi Ystradenni, Llananno, Llanbadarn Fynydd, Hey-

ope, Bugeildy, and Llangynllo and was valued at twenty years’ purchase by

Sayce at £. s.d. There was strong resistance within the manor to the

idea of it being sold and in  a memorial protesting at the possibility of

a sale signed by  landholders in the manor, including several substantial

farmers, was presented to the Crown. Possibly as a result of this only one

firm offer to buy the manor in its entirety was received, from John Sayce of

Skiborry, the brother of Morris Sayce, but his offer of £, in  was

rejected out of hand by Woods and Forests who had re-valued the manor

at £,, based on one-sixteenth of the commons for the right of soil and

at a price of twenty-six years’ rather than twenty years’ purchase.³³

Richard Banks would have preferred to have realised the Crown’s assets

in the manor through an enclosure act covering the whole manor, but the

chances of securing the consent of sufficient landowners to the enclosure of

the manor’s , acres of common in one fell swoop were slim. When in

November  Banks gave public notice of the intention to apply to the

Commons for leave to bring in an enclosure bill for the Lordship of South

Ugre it gave rise to two notices of an intention to oppose the enclosure, one

from South Ugre as a whole and one from the parishioners of Bugeildy.³⁴

Instead Woods and Forests employed a two-fold strategy of periodically

re-surveying the manor to identify encroachments, either newly made or

previously concealed, and bringing pressure to bear upon the encroachers

to attorn tenant or to buy their encroachment, and secondly, agreeing to

enclosures in individual parishes or townships provided that a sufficiently

large proportion of the commons and wastes to be enclosed was offered to

the Crown for its right of soil.

Only two of the twelve townships in the manor, Crugybyddar township

in Bugeildy parish and Heyope and Llangynllo enclosed their commons

and waste. The latter enclosure has been been covered in the section on

Knucklas and the former, for which the Order was secured in  saw the

Crown awarded nearly  acres, one-sixteenth of the area enclosed for the

right of soil. This allotment was at valued at £, but at this price there

were no purchasers, and the allotment was subsequently bought by James

Meredith of Cwmllechwedd for £ in .³⁵

After the enclosure of Crugybyddar Richard Banks valiantly battled on
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trying to secure the enclosure of the commons and waste in the other eleven

townships in one fell swoop. However the issue of enclosure was now ir-

retrievably entangled in the Radnorshire Cottagers controversy and the

Crown’s unwillingness to make any concessions to the holders of encroach-

ments of between twenty and sixty years in any enclosure proposal doomed

his attempts of  and  to failure.

Attempts to secure enclosure in individual townships of South Ugre on

the part of Sir John Walsh, Richard Green (Price) and Lord Dunsany failed

as a result of Woods and Forests demanding too high a proportion of com-

mons for the right of soil, one-tenth in the case of Medwalled in , the

continuing anxiety of holders of old encroachments and mutual suspicion

between the local adherents of the Liberal and Conservative causes. In 

the Crown sold its right of soil on Llanbadarn Fynydd common for £.

This was equivalent to one-eighth of the common’s , acres, the pur-

chase being made by a trust, prior to an enclosure of the common, which

however, did not take place.³⁶

While the practice of encroaching upon the commons and waste land

in Radnorshire was not confined to the manor of South Ugre, it was far

more prevalent there than in the other royal manors in the county. Thus

Sayce’s survey of  revealed no fewer than , acres of encroachments

in South Ugre,  acres of which were of less than twenty years and 

acres of encroachments of between twenty and sixty years. Not all the en-

croachments were small, some of them were between ten and fifty acres in

size, nor were all the encroachments the work of cottagers, for some had

been carried out by substantial farmers and the local gentry. The process

of taking in the common continued after the appointment of Davies and

Banks as stewards in , for between  and  at least a further 

encroachments were recorded in South Ugre.³⁷

Part of the problem was the ambiguous attitude of the local landowners

towards encroachment. On the one hand the commons and waste land

played a vital role in the pattern of farming for they enabled much higher

stocking levels to be maintained, though tolerating unfettered squatting

could encourage the settlement of undesirable characters in the locality.

On the other hand since there were no fewer than , acres of common

in the manor, a few encroachments on the part of the gentry and farmers to

take in patches of fertile land or to straighten a farm or estate boundary did

not appear to threaten the local farming pattern. Again, if a few landless

labourers created tŷ un nos holdings on the common it would help to keep

the parish poor rate down and maintain a pool of under-employed labour

available for work at peak times in the farming year at low wages. Davies

and Banks thus could not expect consistent support from the landowners



       

of the manor in curbing encroachments.

Encroachments on the commons on the Crown manors in Radnorshire

represented an erosion of Crown property rights. To prevent this Woods

and Forests developed a strategy of periodically surveying Crown lands

in the county to uncover new encroachments or old encroachments that

had previously escaped detection. Thus Sayce’s survey of Crown manors

was followed up by that of David Lewis in –. Partial surveys were

undertaken in – and  and a fresh survey was undertaken in the

early s, the latter at an estimated cost of £,. Woods and Forest’s

willingness to spend such a sum illustrates the gravity with which they

viewed the situation.

Such surveys were never popular with farmers and cottagers who were

not always fully co-operative and thus a new survey tended to reveal many

errors and omissions errors in the previous one. David Lewis, surveying

the Crown manors at the height of the Radnorshire cottagers crisis found

many landowners downright hostile, for Cecil Parsons had whipped up

local opinion and convinced many encroachers of the justice of their cause.

Accompanied by a local assistant, who could act as a witness if necessary,

Lewis was warned in Bugeildy to stay away from the parish since:

… it was in the contemplation of several persons to darken their faces,

so that my assistant may not know them when they came to kill me.

In Llanbister Lewis was warned by the owner of Rhydir that if he or his

assistant set foot on the holding they would be shot since ‘Neither the King

nor the Devil has any right (to enter the holding)’. Many of those who had

attorned or agreed to purchase their encroachments had second thoughts

and by the end of  purchase money amounting to £ and rentals

of more than £ were outstanding in the Crown manors in Radnorshire.

Not surprisingly Lewis had had enough by  and took a post some

distance away from Radnorshire.³⁸

Once an encroachment had been identified the occupier was issued with

a notification by the surveyor and advised to attorn tenant of the Crown

or to buy the encroachment, on very reasonable terms. Thus in –

ten encroachments, in all  acres, were sold for £, little more than

£ per acre.³⁹ Those who attorned tenant in the s and s seem to

have granted a tenancy for life at a low annual rent, but by the second

half of the century the usual practice was to charge a rent of a quarter of

the annual value for thirty five or forty years and then charge the going

rate. Initially all encroachments were sold at not more than five years’ im-

proved value, well below the going rate. However this discriminated against
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smaller encroachers who had not taken much land, but who had improved

it considerably by building a cottage and outbuildings.

A new system was then introduced whereby land was valued at seven

years’ purchase, a discount of %, and buildings at three and a half years’

purchase, a discount of .%. In the mid-s the system was further

revised; the seven and three and a half years’ valuations were retained for

encroachments of less than five acres, but larger encroachments were val-

ued at seven years’ purchase where improvements had been made and at

ten years’ purchase where no improvements were made.⁴⁰ This scale of val-

uations seems to have been force into at least the s.

The process of surveying, identifying encroachments and then selling

them or converting them into tenancies continued throughout the nine-

teenth century. Unfortunately the sources do not reveal the total revenue

raised from the Radnorshire manors by Woods and Forests through these

means. Nor is there any indication of the number of squatters unwilling

or unable to meet the terms offered by Woods and Forests and therefore

ejected from their encroachment.

Conclusion

The sale of Crown property does not appear to have had a profound impact

upon the pattern of land ownership in nineteenth century Radnorshire. The

purchase of Crown manors assisted the Lewis family of Harpton, the (Gib-

son) Watt family of Llysdinam and the Green (Price) family of Norton to

build up their estates, in the two latter cases through the enclosure of com-

mons in the former Crown manors that they had purchased. Even so, the

sale of Crown lands would not appear to have been on a sufficiently large

enough scale to transform the relationship between major estate owners in

the county.

At the other end of the scale of land ownership however there is some

evidence to suggest that the Radnorshire cottagers crisis, sparked off by

the sale of Crown manors, may have resulted in the creation of a significant

group of small landowners in the northern half of the county. This could

have come about as a result of the generous terms on which Woods and

Forests sold old encroachments of between twenty and sixty years to the

encroachers on the South Ugre manor and which became the basis on

which James Watt sold James Watt similar encroachments on the manors

which he had purchased from the Crown. Local opinion seems also to have

led the promoters of the Golon enclosure to offer similar generous terms

to the holders of old encroachments in that manor.

The  abstract of parish returns of acreages of crops and of live-

stock for Radnorshire, which gives the number of owners and occupiers



       

of holdings of more than one acre, gives some support to this hypothe-

sis, though it is far from conclusive. In the nineteen parishes spread across

north Radnorshire in which were located the Crown manors purchased by

James Watt and Richard Price, the manor of South Ugre and the manor of

Golon .% of the occupiers owned at least part of their holding, while in

the twenty-two parishes of the hundreds of Colwyn and Painscastle in the

south-west of the county the proportion was .%.⁴¹ However it remains

unclear as to how many of these at least part owner-occupied holdings of

more than one acre in the northern part of the county began as encroach-

ments on the common.
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Hereford Diocesan Church Building

Society, 

Hergest, 

Heyope, , 

Hill Sheep Subsidy, 

Hilton, Reynold, 

Hobby Farm (Bugeildy), 

Holbatch Mill, 

Holmes, Thomas, Quaker, 

at Llananno, 

Hopley’s Coppice (Presteigne), 

horses, , , 

Houghton, Adam, bishop of St

Davids, 

Howey, 

Hudson, Lord, 

Hughes, Roger, gentleman, of

Llanfihangel Rhydieithon, ,

, , 

Hunt, John, 

Huwet, Sir Walter, 

Huwet, William, 

Hywel ap Meurig, 

Incorporated Church Building

Society, , , , , , , ,

, 

Iscoed, , , , , 

James, David, gentleman/mariner

and Quaker, of Glasgwm, –

, , 

James, James, yeoman and Quaker,

, 

James, Margaret, spinster, of

Newchurch, , 

James, Horatio, , 

Jenkin Allis (Knighton), 

Jenkin, TJ, 

Jenkins, Walter, JP and Quaker, 



    , 

Jenkins, Dr, of Nantygroes, 

Jenkins, Revd John, 

Joan of Kent, , , 

John ap John, Quaker, of Rhuabon

(Denbighshire), , , 

John ap Thomas, Quaker, of

Llaethgwm (Merionethshire), ,



John of Gaunt, –, –, , ,



Jones (Brydges), Sir Harford , ,



Jones, Dr Edward, Quaker, of Bala

(Merionethshire), 

Jones, Edward, gentleman, of Saint

Harmon, , 

Jones, Ellis, weaver, of Nantmel, ,



Jones, Rees, of Nantmel, 

Jones, Thomas, gentleman, of

Glasgwm, , 

Jones, Thomas, of Nantmel, 

Jones, William Ronald Rees, see
Rhys, Keidrych

Jones, David, 

Jones, ET, , 

Jones, Glyn, 

Jones, Hinton, 

Jones, Richard, 

Jones, Thomas, 

Kewley, Revd LH, 

Kilpeck, 

King Stephens, Thomas, , 

King’s Land (Knighton), 

King’s Land (Pilleth), 

King’s Piece, Hobby Farm

(Bugeildy), 

King’s Pyon, 

Kington, 

Kinlet church, (Shropshire), 

Kinsey, David, carpenter and

Quaker, of Nantmel, , , 

Knighton, , , , , –

, –

Castle Bank, 

Frydd, 

Garth Hill, 

Globe Close, 

hundred, 

Jenkin Allis, 

King’s Land, 

Pig Market Close, 

Swan Close, 

Teams Green, 

Whitterlys, 

Knighton, the chronicler, , 

Knollys, Sir Robert, –

Knucklas, , , , , 

castle, 

lambs, 

Land Fertility Scheme, 

Langdale, Lady, 

Latimer, Lord William, , , ,



Latimer, Sir William, 

Latimer, Thomas, 

Leche, Richard le, 

Lee, Billy, 

Lee, Eva, 

Legend of Good Women, 

Lewis ap David, Quaker, of

Llandewy Velfry (Pembrokeshire),



Lewis family of Harpton, 

Lewis, Ann, spinster and Quaker, of

Rhaeadr, , 

Lewis, John E, of Nantmel, 

Lewis, David, 

Lewis, Perceval, of Downton, 

Lewis, Robert, 

Lewis, Sir George Cornewall, , 

Lewis, Sir Gilbert Frankland, , 

Lewis, Sir Thomas Frankland, ,



Lewis, Thomas Frankland, , 



 

Lewis, Thomas, of Harpton, 

Llananno, , , 

Quakers at, 

Llanbadarn Fawr, , , , ,



Llanbadarn Fynydd, 

Common, 

Llanbister, , –, , ,



Rhydir, 

Llanddewi Ystradenni, , –

Llandeglau, see Llandegley

Llandegley, , , , 

Llandeilo Graban, , 

Llandrindod, , , 

Llanelwedd, , 

Llanfihangel Helygen, –, ,



Llanfihangel Rhydieithon, , ,

, , , , 

Llanfihangel Rhydithon, see
Llanfihangel Rhydieithon

Llangunllo, see Llangynllo

Llangynllo, , , , , ,



Llanwenny, see Llynwene

Lloyd, Charles, Quaker, of Dolobran

(Montgomeryshire), , , 

Lloyd, Evan, yeoman and Quaker,

of Rhaeadr, , , 

Lloyd, Hugh, labourer and Quaker,

of Llandeilo Graban, , ,



Lloyd, John, glover, of Diserth, ,



Lloyd, Thomas Lewis, , 

Lloyd, Thomas Lewis (), 

Lloyd, Griffith, 

Lloyney Farm (Bugeildy), 

Llynwene, 

Lollards, , , –, 

Ludlow, 

Lugg, 

Lyde Bevis, 

Maeslwch Castle, 

Malory, Sir Thomas, 

manors, –

Meredith, David, weaver and

Quaker, of Llanbister, –,

, 

Meredith, Hugh, 

Meredith, James, of Cwmllechwedd,



Merewether, Very Revd John, Dean

of Hereford, , 

Meurig ap Philip, , 

Michaelchurch-on-Arrow, 

floor-tiles, –

Miles, Ann, spinster, of Llanfihangel

Helygen, 

Miles, David, of Llanfihangel

Helygen, 

Miles, Griffith, of Llanfihangel

Helygen, 

Miles, James, weaver and Quaker, of

Llanfihangel Helygen, , ,



Miles, Margaret, spinster, of

Newchurch, 

Miles, Richard, weaver and Quaker,

of Llanfihangel Helygen, , ,



Miles, Samuel, Quaker, of

Llanfihangel Helygen, , ,



Ministry of Agriculture and

Fisheries, 

Montagu, Sir John, , 

Montagu, William, earl of Salisbury,



Montague, John, the elder, , , 

Montgomeryshire Yeomanry, 

Moore, Edward, Quaker, of

Llanbadarn Fawr, , , 

Moore, Edward, Quaker, of

Llanbister, 

Moore, Richard, Quaker, of

Llanbister, 



    , 

Moore, Thomas, of the Old Hall,



More, Sir Thomas, 

Morel, Richard, 

Morgan’s Land (Presteigne), 

Morgan, Evan, gentleman, of

Nantmel, 

Morgan, James, gentleman, of

Nantmel, 

Morgan, John, gentleman, of

Nantmel, 

Mortimer, Edmund, 

Mortimer, Maud, 

Mortimer, Roger, 

Mortimer, William, 

Mowbray, 

mowing machines, 

Murdoch, Dame Iris, –

Alzheimers, , 

and Pembrokeshire, , 

Anglo-Irish roots, –

at

Cascob, , , 

Radnorshire Arms, 

Edinburgh, 

Fitzrovia, London, 

the Treasury, 

Gifford lectures, 

musical memory, 

novels

A Fairly Honourable Defeat, ,



An Accidental Man, , 

Henry and Cato, 

The Flight from the Enchanter,



The Good Apprentice, 

The Green Knight, , 

The Red and the Green, , 

The Sea, The Sea, , 

The Unicorn, 

Under the Net, 

Welsh characters

Anax (Cloudy), –

Owen Secombe-Hughes, , 

Rosina Vamburgh, 

Murdoch, Hughes, 

Murdoch, Rene, 

Mynors, PR, of Evenjobb Court,



Mynors, RB, 

Nantgwyllt

chapel, 

floor-tiles, –

Nantmel, –, , , ,



floor-tiles, –

Nantygroes, 

Near Radnor Wood Farm

(Presteigne), 

Neville, John, 

Neville, Sir William, , , , –

, –

New Radnor, , , , 

Bailey Glas, 

castle, 

Cow Meadow, 

floor-tiles, –

Greensward, 

Newbridge-on-Wye, 

fair, 

floor-tiles, –

Newcastle, 

Newchurch, , , 

floor-tiles, 

North Wood (Presteigne), 

Norton

floor-tiles, –

oats, , , , , 

Ocle Pychard, 

Offa’s Dyke, 

Old Radnor

floor-tiles, –

Oldbury, Edward, of Knighton, 

Oldcastle, Sir John, 

Oliver, Evan, gentleman and Quaker,

of Glasgwm, , , , 



 

Owen, Griffith, Quaker, 

Oxford, earl of, , , , 

Painscastle

hundred, 

Palamon and Arcite, 

Pales, The, Friends’ Meeting House,

Llandegley, , , , 

Parry, Thomas, weaver and Quaker,

of Llanelwedd, , , 

Parsons, Cecil, , 

Parsons, Guy, sheriff of Radnorshire,



Pecche, John, 

Peel, Robert, of Cwm Elan, , 

Pen-y-bont, 

fair, 

Penn, William, , , , –

, 

Pennsylvania (USA), , –,



Philip ap Hywel, 

Phillips, Col., 

Phillips, JA, 

Philpot, John, 

Picharde, Joan, 

Pig Market Close (Knighton), 

pigeons, 

pigs, , 

Pilleth, , 

floor-tiles, –

King’s Land, 

Plaid Cymru, 

ploughs, , 

Porter, George, 

potatoes, , , 

King Edward, 

Majestic, 

poultry, , , 

Powell Evans, Hugh, of Noyadd, 

Powell, David, Quaker, of

Montgomery, 

Powell, David, Quaker, of Nantmel,

, , , , , 

Powell, David, the elder, Quaker, of

Llandegley, , , 

Powell, David, the younger, Quaker,

of Llandegley, 

Powell, Evan, weaver, of Nantmel,



Powell, Howel, Quaker, of Nantmel,



Powell, Thomas, Quaker, of

Llanbadarn Fawr, , 

Powell, Anthony, 

Powell, John, of Stanage, 

Powell, Sidney, , 

Pratt, Frederick Tidd, 

Presteigne, , , , , ,

, –

Cold Oak Farm, 

Deepmore Wood, 

Far Radnor Wood, 

floor-tiles, –

Furrow Hill, 

Gaol, 

Harley Common, 

Harley’s Hill, 

Harley’s Wood, , 

Hopley’s Coppice, 

Morgan’s Land, 

Near Radnor Wood Farm, 

North Wood, 

Price, Green family of Norton

Manor, 

Price, James, Deputy Sheriff, 

Price, Peter, Quaker and JP, , 

Price, Richard Green, of Norton

Manor, , , , , 

Price, Elizabeth, 

Price, John, 

Price, Richard, MP, of Norton

Manor, , , , , 

Pugh, Thomas, of Presteigne, , 

Pugh, RH, 



    , 

Quakers, –

attending Quaker meetings, –

, 

Conventicle Act (), 

non-attendance at church, –

, 

Quaker Act (), , 

refusal to pay tithes, –

refusing Oath of Allegiance, –

, 

Toleration Act (), , ,



rabbits, 

Radnor, 

hundred, 

Radnor Foreign, 

Radnor Forest, 

Radnorshire Arms, 

Radnorshire Sprig, 

rakes, 

rape, , 

‘Rebeccaites’, , 

Rees, Rees, husbandman, 

Rhaeadr, , , , , ,

, , –

floor-tiles, –

hundred, 

Rhayader, see Rhaeadr

Rhiwlen

floor-tiles, 

Rhydir (Llanbister), 

Rhys ap Hywel, 

Rhys, Keidrych, –, 

Modern Welsh Poetry, 

More Poems from the Forces, 

Poems from the Forces, 

The Van Pool, 

‘Tragic Guilt’, 

Wales, 

Rhyslin, see Rhyslyn

Rhyslyn, , , , , ,



Richard ap Thomas, Quaker, of

Whitford Garne, (Flintshire), 

Richardson, Gertie, 

Richard II, , , –, –

Roberts, Hugh, Quaker, , 

Roberts, John, blacksmith and

Quaker, of Nantmel, , 

Roberts, Lynette, 

Rogers, Edward, of Stanage, ,



Rogers, John, 

Ronhale, Richard, , 

Rous, Lord, 

ryegrass, , 

Saint Harmon, , , , 

floor-tiles, –

Salisbury, John, 

Sayce, John, of Skiborry, , ,



Sayce, Morris, –, , ,

–, –

Scrope, Richard lord, 

seagulls, 

Segrave, Sir Hugh, 

Severn, JC, , 

sheep, –, , 

Clun Forest, 

ewes, , , 

Kerry Hill, , 

lambs, , 

Radnor, 

Welsh Mountain, , 

Shelley, 

Shobdon, 

sidelands, , 

silage, , , 

‘silver eyes’, 

Sing, Max, 

sledge, 

Smith, William, Quaker, of Nantmel,

, 

Smith, Eva, 

Smythies, Yorick, 



 

South Neithon (Swydd Dinieithon),

, , , , 

South Rurallt (Swydd Rhiw’r-allt),

, , 

South Ugre (Swydd Buddugre), ,

, , , , , 

St Michael’s pool, 

St Peter’s Lodge, Glasbury, –

Amelanchier canadensis, 

Anemone blanda, 

Anthemis cupaniana, 

Aquilegia, 

ash, 

Astrantia, 

auricula, 

azalea, 

basil, 

bean

runner, 

beech, , , 

birch

silver, , , , , ,

, 

bluebell, 

borage, 

box

golden, 

bugle, 

bulbs, , , 

calamint, 

Campanula lactiflora, 

Cedar atlantica ‘Glauca’, , ,



celandine

lesser, 

cherry

japanese, 

Chimonanthus praecox, 

clematis, 

Clematis montana ‘Tetra-rose’,



comfrey

dwarf, 

conifer

dwarf, 

hedge, 

cordyline ‘Torbay Red’, 

Cornus kousa ‘China girl’, 

Cotinus coggygria ‘Rubrifolius’,

, 

courgette, 

cowslip, 

crab apple, 

Crinodendron hookerianum, 

crocus, 

Crocus tomasinianus, 

cyclamen

Cyclamen coum, 

C. hederifolium, 

cypress

lawson, , 

leyland, 

delphinium, 

Dicentra formosa, 

Epimedium, 

Eucryphia x nymanensis, 

fern

rusty-back, 

feverfew, 

forget-me-not, , 

foxglove, , 

fuchsia, 

geranium, , 

germander, 

good-king-henry, 

guelder rose, 

hart’s-tongue, 

hawthorn, 

heather, 

hebe, 

hellebore, , , 

Helleborus orientalis, 

Hemerocallis, 

herb garden, , 

herb-robert, , 

holly, 

hollyhock, , 

hyssop, 



    , 

Jacob’s ladder, , 

jasmine

winter, 

lady’s bedstraw, 

lamb’s lettuce, 

leaf-beet, 

lily, 

liquidambar, , 

love-in-the-mist, 

lungwort, 

maiden-hair spleenwort, 

maple

paper bark, 

red, 

marigold, , 

marjoram, 

marshmallow, 

mint, 

moss, 

musk mallow, 

narcissus, , 

nasturtium, 

oak, 

pelargonium, 

penstemon, 

peony, , 

Phormium tenax, 

Polemonium caeruleum ‘Apricot

Delight’, 

poppy, 

welsh, 

Pratia angulata ‘Treadwellii’, 

primrose, , , 

primula, 

privet

golden, 

rhododendron, , , , –



Robinia pseudoacacia ‘Frisia’, 

rose-garden, , , , ,



rosemary, 

roses

alba, 

centifolia, 

‘Charles de Mills’, 

damask, 

gallica, 

moss, 

Rosa ‘Kiftsgate’, 

Rosa rugosa, 

Rubus x tridel ‘Benenden’, 

sage, 

salad burnet, 

Sarcococca confusa, 

Schizanthus pinnatus, 

secret garden, 

selfheal, 

Sempervivum tectorum, 

Senecio laxifolius, 

snowdrop, 

sorrel, 

spindle, 

St John’s-wort, 

Stranvaesia davidiana, 

sweet cicely, 

sweet-william, 

thyme, 

creeping, 

tulip, –

vegetable garden, , , ,

, , , 

Viburnum carlesii ‘Aurora’, 

Vicia coronaria, 

violet, , 

Viola cornuta, 

Vitis vinifera ‘Brandt’, 

wood anemone, 

wood avens, 

yellow archangel, 

yew

golden, 

Yucca flaccida, 

Stapleton, Brian, 

Stephens, Thomas, 

Stone, Reynolds and Janet, , 

straw, , 

Sturry, Richard, , , , , 



 

Swan Close (Knighton), 

swedes, , , 

Swydd Buddugre, see South Ugre

Swydd Dinieithon, see South

Neithon

Swydd Rhiw’r-allt, see South Rurallt

Talbot, Gilbert, 

Talbot, Sir Richard, 

Tambimuttu, 

Teams Green (Knighton), 

tedders, 

Teme, 

The Book of Cupid, otherwise The
Cuckoo and the Nightingale, 

The Parlement of Foules, 

Thirlwall, Revd Thomas J, , 

Thomas of Lancaster, 

Thomas, Dylan, , 

Thorn, 

tile-layer, Hook, John, of Worcester,



tile-makers

Chamberlain & Co (St John, Barr

& Co), of Worcester, , , 

Craven Dunnill & Co., of

Jackfield, , 

Godwin & Hewitt, of Holmer, ,

, 

Godwin, & Son, of Lugwardine,

, , –

Godwin, W, of Lugwardine, ,

, , , –, , –, ,

, 

Maw & Co, of Broseley, , 

Minton, Hollins & Co, of Stoke

upon Trent, 

tiles, –

timothy, 

tractors, , , 

Ferguson, 

Fordson, 

trailers, 

Trussell, John, 

turnips, , 

tŷ un nos, 

Uchoed, see Uwchcoed

Upper Hall Bank (Bugeildy), 

Uwchcoed, , , , , ,



Vache, Philip de la, , , , 

Vaughan, John, bailiff, 

Venables, Agnes Minna, 

Venables, George Stovil, 

Venables, Revd Dr, 

Vere, Aubrey de, , 

Villers, Audi, 

wagon, 

Walden, Roger, 

Wale, JH, of Silia, 

Walsh, Sir John, 

Walsingham, the chronicler, , ,



Waltham, John, 

Watkins, Morgan, Quaker, 

Watson, Margaret, Quaker, of

Llananno, 

Watt, James, , , , , ,



Webb, Samuel, 

Welsh Plant Breeding Station, ,



Weobley, 

wheat, , 

wheelcar, 

Whitehead, Edward, 

Whitfield, (Herefordshire), , 

Whitney, Peryne, , 

Whitney, Robert, 

Whittaker, John, , 

Whitterlys (Knighton), 

Whitton, , 

floor-tiles, –

Wiclif, , , , 

Wilkin, John, Crown Receiver, 



    , 

Wilkin, William, Crown Receiver,



Williams, Evan, clerk, of Knighton,



Williams, Revd Timothy, 

Women’s Land Army, 

Woodliff, Nathan[iel], Quaker, of

Cregrina, , , 

Woodstock, 

Wordsworth, 

Wynne, Thomas, Quaker, of

Caerwys (Flintshire), , 

Yazor, , 

Young Farmers’ clubs, 

Yr Hysfa

floor-tiles, –


